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Aquaculture is the fastest growing food-producing sector in the world and of considerable 
economic, cultural and environmental relevance. This sector will be vital to achieving future 
food security demands, but its continued sustainable expansion is severely threatened by 
infectious diseases, with viral diseases amongst the most problematic to control. Unlike 
farmed livestock, fish are generally reared in open systems with constant circulation between 
farms and the natural aquatic environment. This routinely exposes the animals to naturally 
occurring viruses in the water, both pathogenic and non-pathogenic, which are generally 
uptaken through mucosal surfaces (i.e. gills and gut surfaces). However, with the increase in 
globalisation, aquatic species are frequently farmed in non-native habitats, thus exposing them 
not only to the pathogens present in wild relatives of the same species, but to pathogens of 
other species in their introduced habitat. Moreover, wild fish are threatened by viral disease 
outbreaks on fish farms due to the high density of individuals available to carry and transmit 
the pathogen. Characterising viral infections is therefore important to support the prevention 
and control of disease outbreaks, as understanding the disease agent enables both fish farmers 
and regulating agencies to tailor appropriate mitigation strategies.  
The routine use of whole genome sequencing to screen infected animals is not yet 
commonplace in the aquaculture industry, where genetic screening of viruses is largely done 
using PCR for 1 or 2 marker genes. However, the ‘genomic surveillance’ approach has been 
used to great effect in cases of disease outbreaks relevant to human health, and could be 
applied in aquaculture to enhance the resolution of molecular epidemiology investigations and 
diagnostic tests. Moreover, with the under-researched genetic diversity of aquatic viruses, 
significant advances in the understanding of host-pathogen interactions could be achieved 
with a denser and better curated genomic database of viruses. To address these knowledge 
gaps, I have developed and optimised several approaches to characterise aquatic viruses up-
taking various sequencing methods depending on the resolution required for the specific study, 
using salmonid alphavirus (SAV) as a primary study system. 
To rapidly and accurately generate consensus-level genomes of specific pathogenic viruses, I 
developed a targeted PCR approach using overlapping long amplicons tiled across the SAV 
genome for full coverage. These amplicons are sequenced on the Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies MinION long-read platform. An analysis workflow was then optimised to 
generate consensus genomes while maintaining capability to discover SAV subtype-level co-
infections by simultaneously mapping to multiple reference sequences. This approach can 
generate highly accurate consensus sequences (as judged by independent Sanger sequencing) 
and detect co-infections of strains with ≥ 95% pairwise identity over a 2kb region, even when 
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minor infecting strains are present at just 5% frequency. This approach was used to investigate 
the population dynamics and phylogeography of the SAV3 epidemic in Norwegian 
aquaculture, revealing repeated seedings of SAV3 from ‘source’ to ‘sink’ counties. 
To characterise viral genetic diversity within a host, I applied a targeted sequence capture 
strategy to obtain SAV genomes at high coverage (using Illumina technology) from infected 
fish using both pooled and individual tissue samples. This approach utilises RNA baits to 
capture and enrich for specific DNA (or cDNA) strands in a sample, and allows for greater 
sequencing efficiency. These baits, while designed from specific templates, are less specific 
than PCR primers and can tolerate a certain amount of template mismatches, thus capturing 
all genetic variation of a specific viral species within a sample. This approach was used to 
compare the genetic diversity of SAV in farmed Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, in addition 
to two wild flatfish species, sampled from multiple regions in Scottish and Irish waters. In the 
same study, I provided evidence of complex infections on single fish farms, and for co-
infections within single wild fish. 
Finally, I developed a pipeline to detect viral infections in metagenomics samples, which can 
be applied even when the infectious agent is unknown. This involves an optional step of 
mapping to the host reference genome to increase efficiency of later steps, assembly of the 
remaining reads with a transcriptome assembler, and identifying viral transcripts using 
homology-based tools. Before implementation, this pipeline was benchmarked against several 
datasets, including a simulated virome and a simulated co-infection of two strains of the same 
virus. It was also tested against datasets with known pathogens, resulting in similar efficiencies 
of detection as a mapping-based approach. Finally the pipeline was used on datasets with 
unknown viromes to demonstrate its applicability to detect novel viral species.  
Overall, my research has led to the development of several cutting-edge approaches for the 
genomic analysis of aquatic viruses and other pathogens, and helps clarify which approach is 
most useful in different epidemiological settings. I also demonstrate that genome-wide 
analyses of viral pathogens impacting salmonid aquaculture generates valuable additional 
information on viral diversity compared to standard surveillance methods using particular 





One of the biggest threats to the expansion of the aquaculture industry is the spread of 
infectious diseases, particularly viruses, as many viral diseases in fish lack effective 
therapeutics. As the fastest growing food-producing sector, the sustainability of this sector is 
hugely impactful both economically and as a useful tool to combat food security concerns. 
However as seen with several human viruses in recent years including Ebola, Zika, and the 
recent outbreak of novel coronavirus, being able to identify and characterise the viral pathogen 
rapidly and accurately is crucial to mitigation and disease control efforts. Having a diverse 
toolkit of methods when handling infectious diseases is key as it gives researchers and industry 
room to tailor their approach to handling specific outbreaks. This Thesis outlines several 
methods of characterising viruses infecting farmed fish. These methods have been developed 
for a range of sample sizes, viral species and importantly affordability. In Chapter 2, I outline 
a rapid and affordable approach that accurately generates whole genome sequences of specific 
viral species, useful when the pathogen is already known and widespread screening is the goal. 
Chapter 3 then implements this approach to investigate the current epidemic of salmonid 
alphavirus subtype 3 in Norway and how the virus is moving between salmon-producing 
regions of the country. Chapter 4 presents a more comprehensive method of characterising 
specific viral species or groups of species, able to detect co-infecting strains at low frequency 
within individual fish. This method was used to identify the circulation of multiple viral strains 
of the same species both within salmon farm sites and co-infecting individual wild fish. Finally 
Chapter 5 outlines an unbiased method of detecting viruses even when the investigator hasn’t 
already identified the pathogen, or when characterising pathogens not seen before. The 
findings of this Thesis contribute to the establishment of a more comprehensive toolkit 
available for investigating and controlling infectious viral diseases in aquaculture. 
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 
 
Summary 
In this Thesis, I aim to develop and optimise approaches to characterise viral pathogens in 
aquaculture. This initial chapter provides a general background to contextualise the findings 
reported, including the importance of studying aquatic viruses, the common viruses affecting 
aquaculture, particularly of salmonid fishes as the major focus of my research, and the 
potential of cutting-edge genomics technologies to help control and mitigate viral disease 
outbreaks in fish farming. Finally, this chapter ends by outlining the specific objectives of my 
PhD project.  
1.1 Aquatic viruses 
Viruses are the most abundant biological agents in the aquatic environment with millions of 
viral particles being estimated to exist in each millilitre of sea water (Suttle, 2005). In fact 
some 94% of nucleic-acid containing particles in water are viruses, outnumbering all other 
lifeforms (Wen et al., 2004; Suttle, 2007). However many of these viruses (between 30 and 
99%) are unknown to science and have no sequence homology to any characterised organism 
(Marhaver et al., 2008; McDaniel et al., 2008; Aggarwala et al., 2017). This proves 
problematic when attempting to identify novel viral species due to a lack of data to inform 
widely used tools (e.g. BLAST) built on sequence homology comparison. Even when 
sequences encode open reading frames (ORFs), this ‘unknown fraction’ often don’t have 
protein homologs in existing databases. Such orphan genes have been found to be three-fold 
more common in viruses than for bacteria (Yin and Fischer, 2008).  
Even within known viral lineages, extensive genetic diversity exists which can complicate 
their further characterization. New viral strains and genotypes are routinely discovered after a 
viral species has been identified and this genetic diversity has the potential to impact viral 
phenotypes and disease outcomes. For instance, in the case of influenza, the periodic transfer 
of genetic material between related viral strains often results in an increase in virulence 
(Tscherne and García-Sastre, 2011); such ‘untapped’ genetic diversity thus poses direct threats 
to human and wildlife health. Additionally, as research is increased in this field, a more 
complex network of disease dynamics is being discovered, with viral lineages traditionally 
considered to have restricted host ranges often found to infect a wider range of organisms (Shi 
et al., 2016b, 2018; Geoghegan et al., 2018). Such ‘host jumping’ has resulted in several 
pandemics in humans including HIV (Sharp and Hahn, 2010), influenza A (commonly known 
as the Spanish Flu) (Webby and Webster, 2001), SARS (Li et al., 2005),  Hendra and Nipah 
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viruses (Chua, 2000), measles (Furuse et al., 2010), and recently SARS-CoV-2 (Zhou et al., 
2020). Indeed with the increase in global movement, anthropogenic introduction of viruses to 
new environments and regions poses an unprecedented threat (McMichael, 2002; Wilson, 
2005; Marano et al., 2007; Lindahl and Grace, 2015).  
The enormity of the scale of unknown or poorly characterised aquatic microbes has attracted 
significant scientific research in recent years, particularly due to the threat that such organisms 
pose to humans (Cabelli et al., 1979; Yates et al., 1985; Sobsey et al., 1986; Rose et al., 1987; 
Lipp et al., 2002; Griffin et al., 2003; Melnick, 2015; Jennings et al., 2016), and the globally 
important aquaculture industry (reviewed in: Crane and Hyatt, 2011; Walker and Winton, 
2010). However, even with this increased interest, the current state of knowledge of aquatic 
viral species, their genetic diversity, transmission routes, host reservoirs and geographic 
ranges is largely unknown, with notable exceptions of recent metagenomics studies on aquatic 
viruses (Shi et al., 2016b, 2018; Geoghegan et al., 2018). As illustrated in Figure 1.1, 
knowledge of many different aspects of viruses, their hosts and the environment in which 
infection is happening, is required to determine whether there is a risk to human or animal 
health.  
1.2 Global aquaculture  
Aquaculture is the world’s fastest growing food-producing sector, with an average of 6% 
growth per year since 2000 (FAO, 2018). In 2014, for the first time, aquaculture produced 
more seafood for human consumption than capture fisheries (Figure 1.2), which is a 
remarkable statistic when considering that forty years ago, aquaculture contributed only ~7% 
of all fish consumed globally (FAO, 2018). Increasing production is a crucial part of the global 
effort to address the growing human population (FAO, 2018), which is demanding an ever 
increasing access to high quality animal protein that cannot be delivered from conventional 
agriculture without dramatically increasing land usage (Ramankutty et al., 2018). However 
aquaculture is not without its downsides, with significant environmental impacts linked to the 
expansion of the industry, including mangrove forest destruction for shrimp farms (Naylor et 
al., 2000; Harper et al., 2007), the salinization and acidification of soils in former farms 
(Alejandro Rodríguez-Valencia et al., 2010), and the eutrophication and nitrification of 
surrounding ecosystems (Burford and Williams, 2001; Jackson et al., 2003; Tacon and Forster, 
2003; Focardi et al., 2005; Casillas-Hernández et al., 2007; Crab et al., 2007). Nonetheless, 
aquaculture is hugely economically important, contributing ~$249 billion to the global 
economy in 2017, with $151 billion from finfish production and $91.4 billion from shellfish 
production (FishStatJ). The vast majority (95% - $133b) of finfish production revolves around 
46 species in 26 countries. Shellfish aquaculture is a less varied industry based largely on 21 
species produced in 14 countries (95% - $87b) (Madsen and Dalsgaard, 1999). 
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1.2.1 Salmonid aquaculture  
While salmonid species contributed just ~6.4% of the total finfish aquaculture production by 
weight in 2017 (3.4 billion of 53 billion tonnes), salmonid farming contributed ~14.6% of the 
total farmed finfish by value ($22 billion) (FishStatJ). In the same year, Atlantic salmon 
(Salmo salar) contributed $16.7 billion to the global economy and was the most economically 
valuable salmonid species. Its farming began in Norway in the 1960s and since has spread to 
several countries around the world including Chile, Scotland and Canada, which together with 
Norway produce >90% of the total global salmonid production by value (Figure 1.3). 
Following Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) is the second most farmed 
salmonid species with $3.6 billion produced annually, and a 16% share of total salmonid 
production (FishStatJ). Other salmonids are also farmed extensively, especially in Canada and 
the USA, where other Pacific salmon species (chinook - Oncorhynchus tshawytscha and coho 
salmon - Oncorhynchus kisutch) are also major contributors to local economies. New Zealand 
has also recently begun to farm chinook salmon and currently produces around half of the 
global farmed production of this species (FishStatJ). While Chile is the second largest 
producer of Atlantic salmon, it also farms the vast majority of globally produced coho salmon 
with a 2017 value of $1.1 billion. Salmonid production also creates and sustains large numbers 
of jobs, especially in rural communities, for instance with over 2,000 in the UK alone being 
linked to Atlantic salmon aquaculture (FAO 2018).  
1.3 Viral diseases and aquaculture - background 
A major bottleneck to the expansion of a sustainable global aquaculture industry is infectious 
disease, which affects the industry by causing enormous financial loss (~$6 billion loss per 
annum; The World Bank, 2014), while also negatively impacting the welfare of farmed fish, 
along with the health of the environment (e.g. by treatments/interventions) and wild fish 
populations (e.g. by disease transfer) near fish farms, which together cause reputational 
damage to commercial fish farming organizations. Agents of disease include bacterial, viral, 
fungal and multicellular parasites, among which bacteria cause the greatest number of distinct 
characterized diseases (Kibenge et al. 2012). However, viruses - which cause 20% of all 
known infectious diseases in aquaculture - are more difficult to control, as few effective anti-
viral therapeutics or preventative vaccines have been developed to date (McLoughlin and 
Graham 2007; Dhar, Manna, and Allnutt 2014). 
One of the reasons that relatively few effective antiviral therapeutics have been developed can 
be attributed to the basic biology of viruses. Viruses accumulate mutations faster than either 
eukaryotes or bacteria (Holland et al., 1982), with RNA viruses having particularly rapid rates 
of evolution due to the lack of proof-reading activity within the virus replication machinery 
(Steinhauer and Holland, 1987; Holmes, 2009; Domingo-Calap and Sanjuán, 2011; Lauring 
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et al., 2013). This along with recombination, which is relatively common in viruses (Carr et 
al., 1998; Walling et al., 1999; Uzcategui et al., 2001; Sugauchi et al., 2003; Moya et al., 2004; 
Su et al., 2016), enables a biological ‘arms race’ between the virus and host, with potential for 
novel pathogenic strains to arise rapidly, with little warning. Therefore many targeted 
therapeutics, including vaccines, can quickly become ineffective when faced with these new 
and divergent viruses. There is also evidence that by constantly attempting to eradicate 
pathogens in aquaculture, we might be driving the evolution of increased pathogenic and 
virulent strains (Kennedy et al., 2016), which in turn can lead to future complications in 
disease control.  
The prevalence of infectious diseases associated with intensive fish farming is likely to further 
increase as more farms are created and greater stocking densities are achieved. Combined with 
new areas of the world adopting aquaculture as a useful source of food and economic security, 
this creates further potential for the spread of existing, and the emergence of new, aquatic 
diseases (Tables 1.1 & 1.2). In the following section, I will give a brief overview of 
economically damaging viral diseases in some of the major aquaculture sectors, affecting 
cyprinid, shellfish and salmonid production, the last being the major focus of this Thesis. 
1.3.1 Examples of major viral diseases in aquaculture  
Carp farming is one of the largest finfish aquaculture sectors in the world, worth $42 billion 
to the global economy each year. However there are several viral diseases that negatively 
affect this industry including Spring Viremia of Carp Virus (SVCV) and Cyprinid 
Herpesvirus-3 (CyHV-3). SVCV is a disease endemic in Europe that causes significant losses 
in cyprinids, particularly carp species (Ahne et al., 2002), with up to 15% of fry being lost to 
SVCV each year. SVCV has been detected throughout Europe including Russia (Oreshkova 
et al., 1999), in America (Miller et al., 2007; Warg et al., 2007), and parts of Asia (Teng et al., 
2007; Zhang et al., 2009). As a highly pathogenic virus currently listed on the OIE list of 
notifiable diseases, SVCV poses a particular threat to Asian carp aquaculture where it has yet 
to take hold. However as the centre for global carp production, this industry would be 
specifically threatened by the introduction of such a viral pathogen. 
CyHV-3 causes significant morbidity and mortalities in common and koi carp, both highly 
valuable species. This virus has decimated carp populations in many parts of the world 
including the Middle East, North America, Europe and East Asia (Rodgers et al., 2011; 
Baumer et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2014) and control efforts have been hampered by the tendency 
to stock carp in high densities (Gotesman et al., 2013). CyHV-3 has been an OIE notifiable 
disease since 2007, and while there are vaccines available to control disease, immunised fish 
may still carry the virus and pose a threat to naïve fish stocks (Bergmann and Kempter, 2011).  
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Viral disease also seriously impacts shellfish farming, with ~60% of global losses attributed 
to viruses, at an estimated annual cost of ~$1 billion (Flegel et al., 2008). An example with 
devastating economic impacts was a 1995 outbreak of yellow-head virus (YHV) in Thailand 
(the world’s largest shrimp exporter) that decreased production of shrimp by 5,000 tonnes at 
a cost of ~$40 million. In the immediate subsequent years, white-spot syndrome virus (WSSV) 
caused even greater losses, with an estimated cumulative loss in export revenue of $1 billion 
over 3 years (Flegel, 2006). In China, outbreaks of WSSV began in 1993, shrinking shrimp 
production from >250,000 to 80,000 tonnes, with subsequent recovery of the industry being 
slow (Flegel, 2006).  
Ostreid herpesvirus 1 (OsHV-1) is another serious viral shellfish pathogen, specifically 
affecting the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas), with mass mortalities common (Hine et al., 
1992; Renault and Arzul, 2001; Friedman et al., 2005; Moss et al., 2007; Garcia et al., 2011). 
The disease caused by OsHV-1 is temperature dependent, with most mortalities occurring 
above 16oC, mainly affecting juveniles (EFSA, 2010). OsHV-1 has been found worldwide 
with cases in North America, Europe, East Asia and Oceania (Friedman et al., 2005; Segarra 
et al., 2010; Shimahara et al., 2012; Jenkins et al., 2013; Mello et al., 2018). Currently there 
is no cure or effective vaccine, with the best mitigation strategy being to minimise the 
movement of stock, although this is difficult due to the coastal nature of farming sites.  
Several viral pathogens are a significant threat to the salmonid aquaculture sector (summarised 
in Table 1.2). One of the most important viruses in global salmonid aquaculture is infectious 
salmon anaemia virus (ISAV). In 2007, a major ISAV outbreak cost the Chilean salmon 
industry more than $1 billion, 15,000 jobs and reduced Atlantic salmon production from 
400,000 to 100,000 tonnes in just two years (Asche et al., 2009). This outbreak arose from a 
Norwegian ISAV strain being imported and infecting farmed coho salmon in the late 1990s 
(Kibenge et al., 2009; Vike et al., 2009; Cottet et al., 2010; Castro-Nallar et al., 2011). This 
virus subsequently became established, before rapidly evolving increased virulence and 
pathogenicity to Atlantic salmon, causing the 2007 outbreak and subsequent crash in the sector 
(Kibenge et al., 2009).  
There are also examples of salmonid viral diseases that have become endemic in a region, 
causing continual losses to the sector. Salmonid alphavirus (SAV), the causative agent of 
pancreas disease (PD), is a major hindrance to Atlantic salmon aquaculture in Europe. It has 
been estimated that the direct costs of a PD outbreak to a site of 500,000 smolts is ~£1.3 
million (Aunsmo et al., 2010). SAV is considered to be endemic in many regions of Europe 
(Aunsmo et al., 2010), including Norway where 137 salmon farm sites were confirmed to have 
been infected with SAV in 2020 as of the 13th March 2020 (www.BarentsWatch.no). There 
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are six recognised SAV subtypes, thought to have been introduced to aquaculture 
independently from wild reservoirs (Karlsen et al., 2014), each with varying pathogenicities 
and clinical impacts (Graham et al., 2011). The extent of these wild reservoirs are as yet 
unknown, though flatfish (e.g. plaice and dab) and Ballan wrasse (Labrus bergylta) all carry 
the virus without signs of disease (Snow et al., 2010; Bruno et al., 2014; Ruane et al., 2018). 
Viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus (VHSV) is one of the most important viral pathogens in 
salmonid farming, particularly for rainbow trout. VHSV has been isolated from at least 48 
species of fish from the Northern Hemisphere (Skall et al., 2005) and causes significant 
economic consequences. Split into several genogroups, North American and European strains 
are genetically distinct, though serological analyses have been unable to clearly distinguish 
them (Skall et al., 2005). European VHSV is widely distributed throughout continental Europe 
with intensive rainbow trout production, while coastal areas of Norway, UK, continental 
Finland, Ireland, Germany, France, Denmark and Spain are recognised as VHSV-free (Skall 
et al., 2005). However with the ever-growing list of susceptible marine species to VHSV, the 
disease-free status of coastal regions is under review due to the potential for reintroductions 
of the virus from wild host reservoirs (OIE, 2019a). 
Additionally, there are several emerging viral diseases affecting salmonid aquaculture, 
including piscine myocarditis virus (PMCV) and piscine reovirus (PRV) (Table 1.1). 
Although the diseases that they cause have been known for some time (1985 in the case of 
PMCV - Amin and Trasti, 1988), the causative viral agents have only recently been 
characterised (Løvoll et al., 2010; Palacios et al., 2010; Haugland et al., 2011). In 2002, 
PMCV, causing cardiomyopathy syndrome, cost the Norwegian aquaculture industry an 
estimated €4.5 - €8.8 million in losses (Brun et al., 2003), with this number increasing to an 
estimated  €25 million in Norway by 2007 (Garseth et al., 2018). While no official figure on 
the economic losses from PRV infection has been released, it is widely accepted that this virus, 
and the disease it causes, lead to significant economic losses (Morton et al., 2017; Madhun et 
al., 2018). 
1.4 Disease diagnostics and pathogen characterisation in salmonid 
aquaculture  
As one of the most value aquaculture sectors in Europe, control of infectious diseases is key 
to salmonid production. The standard disease characterisation pipeline involves several steps, 
employing both clinical and molecular methods to confirm the presence of the pathogen and 
a relevant disease phenotype (OIE, 2017a). Initially clinical symptoms of illness must be 
demonstrated, including post-mortem indications of infected tissues (e.g. pancreatic tissue 
loss, skeletal muscle degeneration and cardiomyocytic necrosis/inflammation). 
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Immunohistochemical testing for the presence of relevant antibodies is recommended for 
tissues showing acute necrosis, along with infectious agent detection. Pathogen detection often 
involves the use of cell culture to isolate viral particles, though this is laborious and time 
consuming for many viruses, and challenging to perform for high throughput studies (Graham 
et al., 2007; Petterson et al., 2013; Arseneau et al., 2019), followed by PCR and qPCR to detect 
specific viral nucleic acids (e.g. Fringuelli et al., 2008; Hodneland and Endresen, 2006). 
Depending on the virus, different host tissues are recommended to maximise the viral load in 
a sample (OIE, 2017a, 2017b). Additionally, serological analysis can be used to detect 
neutralising antibodies up to two weeks post-infection, and may help identify animals which 
have been exposed and subsequently recovered from the infection during a disease outbreak. 
While many such diagnostic tools have been optimised for the rapid detection of pathogens 
and identification of associated disease outcomes, routine pathogen strain characterisation in 
salmonid aquaculture classically relies on the PCR amplification of marker genes, often 
~500bp in length (e.g. Fringuelli et al., 2008; Hodneland and Endresen, 2006) with subsequent 
Sanger sequencing. While this approach has proven very effective at confirming the presence 
of nucleic acids from specific viruses (Hodneland and Endresen, 2006; Snow et al., 2006; 
Fringuelli et al., 2008; OIE, 2017b; Lewisch et al., 2018), determining genome structure and 
sequences (McLoughlin and Graham, 2007; Fringuelli et al., 2008; Kulshreshtha et al., 2010; 
Rimstad et al., 2011), and revealing the dominant strains in samples (Cunningham et al., 2002; 
Mjaaland et al., 2002; Nylund et al., 2007; Kibenge et al., 2007, 2009; Markussen et al., 2008; 
McBeath et al., 2009; Lyngstad et al., 2012; Cárdenas et al., 2014; Christiansen et al., 2017; 
Gagné and LeBlanc, 2018), it is generally low-throughput and not well suited to characterise 
the genetic diversity in virus populations (see Section 1.5). Additionally, by not sequencing 
whole viral genomes, large amounts of potentially informative genomic information is lost, 
including potential virulence markers.  
1.5 Next generation sequencing of RNA viruses: tools and approaches 
As mentioned above for salmonids, the most common approach to characterize the identity 
and origin of viral diseases impacting aquatic organisms involves the analysis of a limited 
number of marker genes via PCR followed by Sanger sequencing. Such approaches have 
proven extremely useful to determine the broad viral strain, but provide a partial representation 
of the genome, restricting comprehensive investigations into the link between sequence 
variation and pathogenicity, or other aspects of population dynamics relevant to epidemiology 
(Gontcharov et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 2004; Castresana, 2007; Martens et al., 2008). 
Recombination and reassortment are additional concerns (Lai, 1992; Vijaykrishna et al., 
2015b), as viral genomes may represent a chimera of multiple evolutionary histories, and this 
will often be missed when characterizing only short gene fragments. Thus, whole genomes 
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are preferable when performing sequence-based analyses of viral pathogens, as this provides 
the maximal possible phylogenetic signal to reconstruct evolutionary history and events. 
Whole genome sequencing (WGS) of viruses has been used extensively for human pathogens 
such as Influenza or HIV with whole genome data from over 49,000 strains of Influenza A 
being deposited in the Influenza Research Database (www.fludb.org). There are many 
methods of obtaining whole genome sequences for viral strains, ranging from highly targeted 
and low-throughput Sanger-sequencing of PCR amplicons, to unbiased shotgun 
metagenomics, each with advantages and disadvantages (Figure 1.4). The applicability of any 
given approach depends on the research question and the viral species studied; following 
sections will outline the main approaches for viral WGS and consider under what scenarios 
different approaches are most appropriate (Figure 1.4) 
1.5.1 PCR based techniques using specific primers 
PCR-based enrichment is perhaps the most common method for targeted analysis of viral 
genes. A well-designed PCR assay allows for efficient sequencing, as the vast majority of data 
should be for the target viral gene or genomic region. This is important especially when using 
Sanger sequencing, which does not produce large quantities of data (Morozova and Marra, 
2008). When using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) methods, PCR amplification allows 
for ultra-deep coverage across the genome, enabling low-frequency strains to be detected in 
viral populations (e.g. Margeridon‐Thermet et al., 2009; Markussen et al., 2013; Schönherz et 
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2007). This high-throughput approach also allows for massive 
multiplexing in a single sequencing run, which reduces the cost of per sample WGS 
sequencing (Morozova and Marra, 2008).  
However to generate PCR amplicons, reference viral genome sequences are required to design 
primers to bind to DNA or cDNA templates. Knowledge of common genetic variations or 
SNPs is also desirable to avoid mismatches in primer binding regions, which may otherwise 
reduce the efficiency, or prevent the success of the PCR (Stadhouders et al., 2010). Due to the 
rapid evolution of RNA viruses, PCR primers must be routinely re-examined to ensure newly 
evolved strains are captured by existing primer sets. Additionally, the potential to discover 
new viral species, or highly divergent strains of known species, is limited as no universal viral 
gene exists akin to the bacterial 16S gene (Woese and Fox, 1977; Weisburg et al., 1991; 
Coenye and Vandamme, 2003) or CO1 gene in animals (Lobo et al., 2013; Pentinsaari et al., 
2016). A major bottleneck to PCR-based sequencing is the integrity of the nucleic acids in the 
original sample. DNA-based viruses tend to survive archiving and sub-optimal storage better 
than RNA viruses due to the greater stability of DNA compared to RNA (Lesnik and Freier, 
1995). Additionally, PCR reactions are limited by the maximum size of amplified fragments 
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possible, which is determined not only by the polymerase enzyme used, but also the integrity 
of the DNA template (Jia et al., 2014). Therefore, PCR amplification requires the DNA or 
cDNA template to be of a certain length, and dependent on the primer sets, while degradation 
of the sample can inhibit successful amplification, giving rise to false-negative tests.  
Overall, PCR amplification of viral genomes has been highly successful in its ability to 
generate large quantities of DNA of viral origin to be sequenced on a variety of platforms, at 
cost-effective prices. However there are several limitations to this approach which need to be 
considered, especially in an under-researched area such as aquaculture viral genomics, where 
the genetic variability is not yet fully described.  
1.5.2 Targeted Sequence Capture 
Targeted sequence capture involves using RNA or oligonucleotide baits designed against a set 
of target loci or genomic regions, hybridising the baits to a DNA or cDNA sample, and 
removing unbound (i.e. off-target) DNA. These baits can target genomic regions that range 
from hundreds of base pairs to millions of base pair in length, by binding to fragmented DNA 
matching that region to the exclusion of the rest of the genome. This library preparation 
strategy allows for samples to be highly enriched for specific DNA strands covering a much 
greater genomic area than possible with PCR amplification. Consequently, this approach 
produces a highly enriched library of target genomic regions which enables higher sequencing 
efficiency. This approach has been used widely for selectively sequencing specific genomic 
regions of host DNA including exome capture (Choi et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 
2011; Lonigro et al., 2011; Parla et al., 2011; Futema et al., 2012), capturing panels of cancer-
related loci (Hagemann et al., 2013; Pritchard et al., 2014; Sakr et al., 2016), and ecological 
and evolutionary comparative genomics (Grover et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2014; Jones and 
Good, 2016; Lappin et al., 2016). In addition to sequencing specific regions of the host 
genome, capture approaches have also been used to enrich DNA samples for pathogens 
including viruses (Chandler et al., 1993; Miller et al., 1995; Shyamala et al., 2004; Depledge 
et al., 2011; Hammoumi et al., 2016), bacteria (Jacobsen, 1995; Noble and Weisberg, 2005; 
Koo et al., 2009), and eukaryote parasites such as Plasmodium spp. (Chen et al., 1991; Bright 
et al., 2012). One of the benefits of using capture sequencing when characterising pathogen 
populations is the relative tolerance of the RNA baits to template mismatches compared to 
PCR primers. Baits can hybridise to target sequences with as much as 15% pairwise 
divergence for some capture platforms e.g. Agilent SureSelect (Lappin et al., 2016), which 
may allow the simultaneous enrichment and sequencing of distinct pathogen strains and/or 
subtypes, even when the baits are not designed for all the strains present.  
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However, while whole virome bait designs do exist (Briese et al., 2015; Wylie et al., 2015), 
such approaches are still dependent on the quality and completeness of genomic databases of 
the organisms of interest. The identification of novel species, especially viruses, is challenging 
due to a low degree of sequence homology between distantly related groups (Belshaw et al., 
2009), which may exceed the maximum limits of hybridization-based capture platforms. 
Additionally, the efficiency of the hybridisation and capture process crucially depends on the 
initial quantity of the target material (Depledge et al., 2011; Hammoumi et al., 2016). High 
viral titres result in a higher proportion of viral reads sequenced, which can limit the benefits 
of using capture approaches for very low-titre infections over traditional shotgun sequencing 
(see Section 1.5.3).  
Finally, the use of baits to enrich for target genomic regions significantly reduces the cost of 
sequencing per sample due to the potential to multiplex several samples in a single sequencing 
run, without wasting data sequencing off-target loci. However, with the ever reducing cost of 
NGS, the expense of designing, producing and using such a panel of baits needs to be 
compared with shotgun sequencing entire samples and subsequently filtering genomic regions 
of interest, including pathogens (Shi et al., 2016b, 2018; Geoghegan et al., 2018). Overall, this 
approach has been shown to enable ultra-deep sequencing of specific pathogens with enough 
flexibility to get an accurate representation of genetic diversity within a sample.  
1.5.3 Shotgun sequencing – viral metagenomics and metatranscriptomics  
A standard approach for generating genomic and transcriptomic sequences is to shotgun 
sequence DNA or cDNA. Enrichment methods are typically applied to RNA sequencing 
(hereafter referred to as RNA-seq) including ribosomal depletion or mRNA capture using 
oligo-dT primers and oligo-dT coated magnetic beads (Hrdlickova et al., 2017). This reduces 
the amount of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that is sequenced, which if left untreated is likely to 
overwhelm any mRNA sequences due to the relative abundance of rRNA compared to mRNA 
(O’Neil et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2018). In studies of many organisms, RNA-seq approaches 
are also useful for sequencing commensal and pathogenic microbes that are transcriptionally 
active and produce RNA alongside the host, while microbes with DNA-based genomes may 
be captured during host genome sequencing. Such shotgun sequencing approaches are 
extremely valuable for identifying and characterising the genomes of new microorganisms 
either in healthy individuals (i.e. commensal microbiomes) or in instances of undiagnosed 
diseases (i.e. potentially novel pathogens) (Palacios et al., 2010; Macklaim et al., 2013; Zhang 
et al., 2015; Bacharach et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2017). 
Various high-throughput methods can be used for shotgun sequencing that have relative merits 
and limitations (see Section 1.5.4 and Figure 1.4). Many shotgun sequencing studies use short-
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read platforms to take advantage of low sequencing error rates and extremely high data outputs 
(e.g. the latest Illumina NovaSeq can produce 3.2 Tb of paired-end sequence reads in a run). 
However with the continual improvement in read quality and data quantity of long read 
sequencing platforms (i.e. PacBio and Oxford Nanopore Technologies platforms), the use of 
these platforms for metagenomics has increased (Greninger et al., 2015; Frank et al., 2016; 
Brown et al., 2017; Driscoll et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017). 
Regardless of the platform used, shotgun sequencing data should be largely unbiased, with 
most microbiome/metagenome samples containing reads from multiple organisms, usually 
overwhelmingly the host, but also diverse microbes (Pereira-Marques et al., 2019). And while 
this makes shotgun sequencing inefficient to characterise a specific infecting pathogen, this 
approach allows for novel taxonomic groups to be identified without prior knowledge of their 
presence or even existence. Importantly, both short and long-read metagenomics studies 
require significant computational resources and expertise (Wooley and Ye, 2010; Howe and 
Chain, 2015; Quince et al., 2017; Breitwieser et al., 2018). It also generally costs more 
financially to sequence so much off-target DNA/RNA (up to 99% in some microbiome 
samples).  
1.5.4 Comparison of short- and long-read technologies 
In recent years, the gold-standard for high-throughput sequencing are Illumina’s short-read 
sequencing platforms due to the low per-base error rate and high per-run outputs. However, 
over the past decade third-generation long-read sequencing technologies such as Oxford 
Nanopore Technologies and PacBio have proven to be disruptive to the NGS industry.  
The primary difference between second and third generation NGS platforms is the maximum 
length of sequenced reads. Illumina platforms have a maximum read length of 300bp (MiSeq 
v3), although the insert size between paired-end reads can be much larger depending on the 
library preparation method. While large insert sizes can be useful for scaffolding contigs in 
genome assemblies, this nonetheless leaves gap regions where the base information is missing. 
Long read platforms on the other hand can produce reads of thousands through to hundreds of 
thousands of base pairs in length, with the longest contiguous strand of DNA sequenced to 
date being over two million base pairs long (Payne et al., 2019). This ability to produce ultra-
long reads enables far more contiguous genome assembly than short-read technologies as 
individual reads can span repeat regions that are difficult to assemble with short reads alone 
(Guo et al., 2018; Bongartz, 2019; Sone et al., 2019). Long reads can also help identify and 
phase closely related pathogen strains that only differ by a few number of variants that may 
exist further apart than paired-end reads can link (Sumpter et al., 2018; Hamlin et al., 2019; 
Amarasinghe et al., 2020). However specialist short-read libraries can be generated that 
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capture ultra-long genomic information in the form of paired-end reads with massive inserts 
including linked reads (Ott et al., 2018) and Hi-C technologies (Kempfer and Pombo, 2019). 
The second major difference between these sequencing approaches is the per-base quality 
produced. Illumina platforms generally have a very low per-base error rate (0.24 ± 0.06% per 
base (Pfeiffer et al., 2018) which allows for highly accurate genome assemblies, and reliable 
within-sample microbial population analyses. Long read technologies typically have a much 
higher error rate with Nanopore’s error rate ranging from 5-15% dependent on the type of 
molecule and library preparations (Rang et al., 2018), though improvements in base-calling 
algorithms can reduce this to 2-5% (Kono and Arakawa, 2019). PacBio sequencing does offer 
high accuracy per read sequencing due to their circular consensus sequence (CCS) method 
which involves circularising individual DNA strands and then sequencing the same strand 
multiple times to enable error corrections (Rhoads and Au, 2015). While the error rate for raw 
PacBio data is similar to Nanopore’s at 13-15%, the CCS error rate can be as low as 1.7% 
(Buck et al., 2017), and the recent development of high-fidelity (HiFi) PacBio reads can 
generate long reads with an accuracy of 99.8% (Wenger et al., 2019).  
A third major difference is the potential for using NGS in resource-limited or field conditions. 
All the short-read Illumina sequencers are bench-top appliances or larger, and require 
specialist training to both run and upkeep. Similarly the PacBio sequel machines and Oxford 
Nanopore’s GridION and PromethION machines are large and cannot be taken outside of a 
laboratory environment. However Oxford Nanopore’s MinION system is portable and 
powered via a USB cable to a PC or laptop. This enables in-field sequencing in rapid response 
scenarios (i.e. field hospitals, remote expeditions, disease epidemics requiring real-time 
results) (Edwards et al., 2016, 2019; Faria et al., 2016; Hoenen et al., 2016; Euskirchen et al., 
2017; Johnson et al., 2017). However there is a trade-off between portability and data output 
potential with the MinION having a theoretical max output of 50 Gb (though outputs are 
usually much lower), and the PromethION having a theoretical max output per flow cell of 
over 200 Gb, and Illumina’s NovaSeq machine having a max output of over 2 Tb per flow 
cell.  
Each sequencing platform has its own merits and disadvantages, and these must be considered 
when undertaking sequencing as the technology chosen can significantly impact the likelihood 
of success depending on the research question.  
1.6 Viral molecular epidemiology and ‘phylodynamics’ 
As described above, due to their short generation times and lack of proof-reading enzymes, 
RNA viruses rapidly accumulate genetic variation. Interpreting patterns of this genetic 
variation in a structured analysis framework has developed over the past decade and a half 
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into the field of phylodynamics (Grenfell et al., 2004). The primary goal of phylodynamic 
studies is to make inferences on disease epidemiology from phylogenetics by combining 
immunology, epidemiology and evolutionary biology (Grenfell et al., 2004) and inferences on 
the phylodynamics of human viruses have been extensively made. The topology of these 
phylogenetic trees can inform on the virus population dynamics (outlined in Fig. E-G; adapted 
from Grenfell et al., 2004). The relative length of branches will be affected by virus population 
growth patterns with rapid population expansions (i.e. an epidemic) having relatively long 
external branches compared to internal branches (Fig. 1.5.A), and stable virus populations (i.e. 
endemic viruses) showing topologies with shorter external branches than internal (Fig. 1.5.b). 
Host population structure is also evident in phylogenetic topologies as viruses with similar 
hosts are expected to be more closely genetically related as transmissions are thought to be 
more common within the host species than between different species (Figs. 1.5.C & 1.5.D). 
Finally the effects of selection pressures will alter the tree topology (Fig. 5). Ladder-like 
phylogenies exhibit traits of strong directional selection with surviving lineages driven by 
immune escape (Fig. 1.5.F), commonly found in viruses like influenza A-H3N2’s 
hemagglutinin gene. In contrast, virus populations not under strong directional selection have 
a more balanced topology (Fig. 1.5.E). Some viruses like HIV can show both topologies at 
different scales, with trees derived from sequences of different patients resembling a balanced 
tree like Fig. 1.5.E, while phylogenies of viruses in chronically-infected hosts resemble a 
ladder-like tree as in Fig. 1.5.F. These inferences can then be used to understand certain viral 
phenotypes including virulence, viral transmissibility, and antigenic escape from host 
immunity (Volz et al., 2013).  
In this section, I describe methods commonly used in phylodynamic studies and their 
application to understand and control infectious diseases. I also summarise several examples 
of phylodynamic analyses in both aquaculture and public health settings. 
1.6.1 Commonly employed phylodynamic methods 
The first step in most phylodynamic analyses is to generate a phylogenetic tree of virus 
sequences originating from an outbreak or outbreaks. This can be achieved with multiple 
methods, but most use either a Maximum Likelihood or Bayesian approach, with the latter 
being particularly popular due to their ability to fit complex demographic models while 
handling phylogenetic uncertainty (Drummond et al., 2005; Kühnert et al., 2011). Using 
sequences that have been sampled at different time points during the epidemic or outbreak, 
phylogenetic trees can be calibrated to absolute time. This enables rates of substitution to be 
estimated, which in turn can inform estimates of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) 
of the viral strains sampled using molecular clock models (Drummond et al., 2002).  
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As a consequence of the accumulation of genetic variation throughout the time-scale of an 
epidemic, viruses can exhibit genetic differentiation based on geographic location, providing 
a fundamental understanding of evolutionary dynamics (Holmes, 2004; Rambaut et al., 2008; 
Russell et al., 2008; Lemey et al., 2009). Such phylogeography analyses compare genetic 
relatedness of virus sequences to geographic proximity to inform the geographic population 
structure. The presence of population structure is determined by the clustering of sequences 
from similar geographic locations beyond what is expected under a non-structured model 
(Chen and Holmes, 2009). The location and movement of ancestral viral lineages between 
geographic locations can also be reconstructed by phylogeographic analyses (Volz et al., 
2013). Viruses in some regions may mix more readily than in other regions, and this 
asymmetry can be visible in phylogenetic topology (Figure 1.5). Additionally, some 
connections between geographic regions may be unbalanced, with more movement of viruses 
from ‘region A’ to ‘region B’ than vice versa, in a source-sink manner (Pulliam, 1988).  
1.6.2 Applications of viral phylodynamic analyses in public health  
1.6.2.1 Viral origins 
As mentioned above, phylodynamic models can help estimate the MRCA of viral outbreaks 
or specific lineages within outbreaks. The age of a MRCA is always a lower-bound estimate 
as the actual ancestral virus of a lineage must have existed earlier than the MRCA of the 
sample used (Volz et al., 2013). For example in one study by Arias et al. (2016), 554 Ebola 
virus genomes were generated from patients in Sierra Leone over a period of 10 months, 
representing 23.8% of all cases in Sierra Leone in 2015. Multiple overlapping PCR amplicons, 
designed to cover the entire viral genome, were generated for Ebola virus before being 
sequenced on the Ion Torrent PGM System. Such dense sampling and sequencing of whole 
viral genomes enabled the authors to identify at least nine distinct lineages circulating in Sierra 
Leone during this time period with estimates of transmission chains and timings of strain 
divergence. Timing estimates of an individual’s infection time with HIV has also used similar 
approaches (Lemey et al., 2006). By sequentially sampling HIV from a chronically infected 
patient, time-calibrated analyses can be performed and using root-to-tip analysis tools can 
estimate the time since seroconversion (used analogously to time of infection).  
The recent 2019-2020 Wuhan coronavirus outbreak is an ongoing pandemic of SARS-CoV-
2, a virus related to the SARS-CoV virus, responsible for a major public health pandemic in 
2003. By the 28th July, 73,374 SARS-CoV-2 genomes have been uploaded to the GISAID 
platform (https://www.gisaid.org/) with phylogenetic analysis showing the spread of the virus 
both within China and between China and the rest of the world. The rapid sequencing of whole 
genomes from this epidemic has been another useful trial of the impact that viral 
phylodynamics and molecular epidemiology can have on understanding disease dynamics in 
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real time. The data generated thus far has been used to estimate the substitution rate of the 
virus, and time-calibrated phylogenetic trees. These analyses have then been used to estimate 
the connections between infected patients in distant geographic regions. 
1.6.2.2 Viral spread and phylogeography 
Along with time-calibrated phylogenetic trees, phylodynamic models can also shed light on 
the spread of viral lineages, both across the world and within chronic patients. In 2015-16, a 
study used real-time sequencing on the MinION platform to generate 142 Ebola virus genomes 
from Guinea (Quick et al., 2016). The resulting data was used to characterise the viral strains 
circulating in Guinea and compare them to those in Sierra Leone. This identified several 
closely related strains between the two countries, indicating the transport and transmission of 
Ebola between the two countries. 
During the 2015-2016 Zika virus epidemic, hundreds of thousands of cases were reported 
across the Americas. Phylogenetic analysis of 61 Zika virus genome sequences, sampled from 
Central America and Mexico by Thézé et al. (2018) indicated that almost all the viral strains 
fell into a single monophyletic group, closely related to Zika strains in Brazil. Phylogeographic 
analysis was performed and although multiple introductions of Zika virus into Central 
America were identified, most of the infections were a result of a single introduction from 
Brazil to Honduras in mid-2014 and circulated in Central America for at least a year before 
being first detected.  
These approaches can also be used to estimate the spread of viruses not globally, but within 
chronically infected patients. Sampling hepatitis C virus over the course of a chronic infection 
has shown that the time point and sample type (e.g. serum, liver biopsies, other cell types) 
impacts the accuracy of genetic diversity estimates (Gray et al., 2012). This disagreement in 
viral strains identified indicates that different strains are found in different areas of the body 
at certain times, and that the shed of hepatitis C virus from the liver (where the virus persists) 
to the circulatory and nervous system may occur at different rates.  
1.6.2.3 Viral control efforts 
Phylodynamics can also be used to determine the efficacy of viral control programmes. For 
example, a study on HIV patients before and after antiviral treatment showed that viral 
substitution rates, used as a proxy for genetic diversity, dropped considerably after treatment 
(Drummond et al., 2001). This decrease in genetic diversity was interpreted as effectively 
blocking viral replication, which is a known factor in the progression of HIV-infection to 
AIDS (Lemey et al., 2007). A similar approach was taken to assess the genetic diversity of 
hepatitis B virus in the Netherlands after the implementation of a vaccination programme (Van 
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Ballegooijen et al., 2009). The genetic diversity declined after widespread vaccination and this 
was used as evidence for the reduction of hepatitis B prevalence. 
Determining the selection pressures on viral populations after antiviral treatments is important 
to detect and prevent the evolution of drug resistance. Using phylodynamic models to assess 
the level of selection pressures required to shift the viral population from susceptible to 
resistant is thus of critical public health importance (Bloom et al., 2010). Resistance of 
influenza A (H1N1) to the drug oseltamivir has been modelled in this manner, and found that 
resistant strains had a fitness advantage even in untreated hosts (Chao et al., 2012).  
1.6.3 Examples of phylodynamic analyses in aquaculture 
Molecular epidemiological approaches have been applied to many viruses important to 
aquaculture around the world (see reviews Bayliss et al., 2017; Snow, 2011). Applications of 
such studies include tracking viral transmission of WSSV on shrimp farms in Vietnam using 
PCR-amplified repeat sequences in the WSSV genome (Hoa et al., 2011). Two different 
farming methods were analysed; semi-intensive and improved extensive and it was found that 
in the semi-intensive farms viral transmission was predominantly from neighbouring ponds, 
while in improved extensive farms viral transmission was mainly due to the recycling of the 
virus over time in the same pond. These findings suggested a nuanced control strategy that 
could be tailored to the type of farm involved.  
Phylodynamic analyses have also been applied to larger-scale geographic movements of 
viruses in aquaculture (Godoy et al., 2013). As discussed in Section 1.3.1, ISAV caused a 
major outbreak in Chile in 2007-08 and is thought to have been imported from Europe. The 
viral strain involved was the highly pathogenic ISAV-HPR7b, which was eventually replaced 
by a low pathogenic ISAV-HPR0 strain as the dominant one in Chilean aquaculture. The 
origins of another, smaller, ISAV outbreak in Chile in 2013 was investigated using sequences 
of the segment 6 Hemagglutinin gene. Sequences from the 2013 outbreak consisted of 
genogroups ISAV-HPR3 and HPR14, but clustered with the low pathogenic HPR0, indicating 
that this new outbreak was the result of a mutation of HPR0 to a high-pathogenic HPR∆ strain. 
Additionally, the evolutionary landscape and geographic distribution of SAV in Europe was 
characterised using phylodynamic analyses of partial genomic sequences of SAV strains 
(Karlsen et al., 2014). This study estimated the evolutionary rate of SAV, along with the 
MRCA of five of the SAV subtypes and related these estimates to known historical events in 
European salmonid aquaculture. This enabled the authors to conclude that there has been 
multiple independent introductions of SAV from wild reservoirs into aquaculture, and become 
established epizootics.  
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1.7 Project Objectives 
The overall aim of my PhD project was to develop approaches to accurately characterise whole 
genomes of viral pathogens in farmed aquatic animals, using salmonid alphavirus (SAV) as a 
model pathogen, alongside a range of lab techniques, sample types, sequencing technologies 
and analysis tools to assess the efficiency of viral characterisation at different genomic scales.  
The specific objects to achieve this aim were as follows: 
1. Develop and validate a useful long-read sequencing approach to characterise the 
genomes of known salmonid viral infections. The development and benchmarking of 
this method against classic Sanger sequencing methods is reported in Chapter 2.  
Furthermore, as a validation of this method’s usefulness in molecular epidemiology, I 
applied it to sequence 24 SAV3 genomes, which were used to characterize the PD 
epidemic in Norwegian aquaculture. The findings are reported in Chapter 3. 
 
2. Develop an ultra-deep, short-read sequencing approach using targeted sequence 
capture to characterise the genetic diversity of the viral population in a known 
infection. To validate the usefulness of this method I applied it to sequence the complete 
SAV population from eighteen naturally infected fish hearts, including both wild and 
farmed fish from across Scottish and Irish waters. The findings are reported in Chapter 4. 
 
3. Develop a useful analysis pipeline to detect and characterise both known and novel 
viral infections in host shotgun sequencing samples. I validated this metagenomic 
pipeline against mock infections (both single-virus and virome), real infections of known 
virus species, and previously characterised viromes. This pipeline was then used to 
characterise the virome of Pacific oysters challenged with norovirus, sampled throughout 







Table 1.1. Economically important viral pathogens in aquaculture 
Virus Abbreviation Genome Taxonomic classification Virus identified and characterised 
OIE listed 
(2020) Host 
Cyprinid herpesvirus CyHV-3 dsDNA Alloherpesviridae 1998 (Hedrick et al., 2000) Yes Carp 
Spring viraemia of carp virus SVCV (−)ssRNA Rhabdoviridae 1999 (Fijan 1999) Yes Carp 
Ostreid herpesvirus 1  OsHV-1 dsDNA Malacoherpesviridae 1970s (Farley et al., 1972) No Pacific Oyster 
Red sea bream iridovirus RSIV dsDNA Iridoviridae 1990 (Inouye et al., 1992) Yes Red sea breams 
Mourilyan virus MoV (−)ssRNA Bunyaviridae 1996 (Cowley et al., 2005) No Shrimp (penaeid) 
Taura syndrome virus TSV (+)ssRNA Dicistroviridae 1994 (Hasson et al., 1995) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Laem-Singh virus LSNV (+)dsRNA Luteoviridae 2006 (Sritunyalucksana et al., 2006) No Shrimp (penaeid) 
White spot syndrome virus WSSV dsDNA Nimaviridae 2001 (Van Hulten et al., 2001) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Macrobrachium rosenbergii 
nodavirus MrNV (+)ssRNA Nodaviridae 1999 (Arcier et al. 1999) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Penaeus vannamei nodavirus PvNV (+)ssRNA Nodaviridae 2004 (Tang et al., 2007) No Shrimp (penaeid) 
Infectious hypodermal and 
haematopoietic necrosis virus IHHNV ssDNA Parvoviridae 1984 (Lightner and Redman, 1985) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Hepatopancreatic parvovirus HPV ssDNA Parvoviridae 1985 (Chong and Loh, 1984; Lightner and Redman, 1985) No Shrimp (penaeid) 
Infectious myonecrosis virus IMNV dsRNA Totiviridae 2006 (Poulos et al., 2006) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Yellow head virus YHV (+)ssRNA Roniviridae 1999 (Tang and Lightner, 1999) Yes Shrimp (penaeid) 
Tilapia lake virus TiLV (−)ssRNA Orthomyxoviridae 2014 (Eyngor et al., 2014) No Tilapia 
Viral haemorrhagic septicaemia 
virus VHSV (−)ssRNA Rhabdoviridae 1962 (Jensen, 1965) Yes 
Various fish (marine 
and freshwater) 
Viral nervous necrosis virus VNNV (+)ssRNA Nodaviridae 1990 (Glazebrook et al., 1990; Mori et al., 1991) No 
Various fish (marine 
and freshwater) 
Epizootic haematopoietic 
necrosis virus EHNV dsDNA Iridoviridae 
1985 (Langdon and Humphrey, 
1987) Yes Various marine fish 
Hirame rhabdovirus HIRRV (-)ssRNA Rhabdoviridae 1984 (Kimura et al., 1985) No Various marine fish 
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Virus Abbreviation Genome Taxonomic classification 
Clinical Signs first 
reported 




Infectious pancreatic necrosis 
virus IPNV dsRNA Birnaviridae 
1940 (McGonigle, 
1941) 1960 (Wolf et al., 1960) No 
Infectious haematopoietic 
necrosis virus IHNV (−) ssRNA Rhabdoviridae 
1950s (Rucker et 
al., 1953) 1969 (Wingfield et al., 1969) Yes 
Salmonid alphavirus SAV (+) ssRNA Alphaviridae 1976 (Munro et al., 1984) 
1995 (Boucher and Laurencin, 
1994; Castric et al., 1997) Yes 
Infectious salmon anaemia 
virus ISAV (−) ssRNA Orthomyxoviridae 
1984 (Thorud, K., 
1988) 
1995 (Dannevig et al., 1995; 
Mjaaland et al., 1997) Yes 
Piscine myocarditis virus PMCV dsRNA Totiviridae 1985 (Amin and Trasti, 1988) 
2010 (Løvoll et al., 2010; 
Haugland et al., 2011) No 




Figure 1.1. Venn diagram of the factors required for a disease phenotype. Without any of the three 
main components, the host may remain healthy and asymptomatic. In the absence of pathogens, non-
ideal environmental conditions may cause the host to become stressed. In favourable environmental 
conditions, infections with pathogens can result in subclinical or asymptomatic infections, where the 
host carries the pathogen but does not exhibit symptoms. Finally, environments without suitable hosts 
cannot result in diseased hosts, but these conditions do pose a potentially infectious environment should 
























































Figure 1.5. Basic viral phylodynamics using tree topology to infer viral population dynamics. 





Chapter 2. Nanopore sequencing for rapid diagnostics 
of salmonid RNA viruses. 
The data presented in this Chapter was published as Gallagher, M.D., Matejusova, 
I., Nguyen, L., Ruane, N.M., Falk, K., Macqueen, D.J. Nanopore sequencing for 
rapid diagnostics of salmonid RNA viruses. Sci Rep 8, 16307 (2018).  
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-34464-x 
Summary 
This Chapter describes the development and validation of a long-read sequencing approach to 
characterise the genomes of known salmonid viral pathogens. Analysis of pathogen genome 
variation is essential for informing disease management and control measures in farmed 
animals. For farmed fish, the standard approach is to use PCR and Sanger sequencing to study 
partial regions of pathogen genomes, with second and third-generation sequencing tools yet 
to be widely applied. This approach uses PCR to amplify viral cDNA in long overlapping 
amplicons from infected samples and Oxford Nanopore’s MinION platform to perform long-
read sequencing on the product. I use this method to present the first SAV subtype-6 genome, 
which branches as the sister to all other SAV lineages in a genome-wide phylogenetic 
reconstruction. The Chapter then compares the required sequencing depth to achieve 
comparative accuracy to Sanger sequencing of the same samples.  
2.1 Introduction 
As described in the previous Chapter, whole genome sequencing of pathogens greatly 
enhances the study of viral disease evolution, phylogeography and epidemiology (Houldcroft 
et al., 2017), including human epidemics such as Ebola (Holmes et al., 2016), HIV (Worobey 
et al., 2016), and influenza (Su et al., 2015; Vijaykrishna et al., 2015a). Second-generation 
sequencing platforms (e.g. Illumina) are now used routinely for genome-wide monitoring and 
investigations of viral disease, and generate accurate short-read data at massive throughput 
(Datta et al., 2015; Jones et al., 2017; Qureshi et al., 2018), typically requiring 
computationally-intensive analysis pipelines. Third-generation platforms, including single-
molecule real time (SMRT) (Rhoads and Au, 2015) and Oxford Nanopore (Laver et al., 2015) 
show high promise for genome-wide analysis of viruses (Li et al., 2017; Quick et al., 2017), 
and bring the additional benefit of longer sequencing reads offset by higher error rates. The 
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MinION Nanopore sequencer is a particularly promising technology for viral research and 
diagnostics, owing to several unique features (outlined in Section 1.5.4) that have, for 
example, allowed human pathogens to be rapidly characterized in the field without high-power 
computing or major laboratory infrastructure (Edwards et al., 2016; Faria et al., 2016; Hoenen 
et al., 2016; Euskirchen et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2017). 
Aquaculture is the fastest growing food production sector (FAO, 2016), yet its sustainability 
and expansion is threatened by infectious diseases. Among a list of concerning pathogens, 
several known viral disease agents cause major animal health and welfare issues, accompanied 
by massive financial losses through mortalities, slow growth, poor flesh quality, treatment 
interventions and control protocols (e.g. culling) (Aunsmo et al., 2010; Lafferty et al., 2015). 
Accurate diagnosis of viral diseases is an essential part of strategic planning to manage 
existing and limit future outbreaks, and is especially important considering the lack of fully-
effective treatments and vaccines for most fish viral pathogens (e.g. Karlsen et al. 2012; 
Garver, LaPatra, and Kurath 2005; Munang’andu et al. 2012). Recommended diagnostic 
procedures of viral disease include demonstration of clinical pathology coupled to the 
presence of pathogen DNA/RNA, followed by culturing to establish the presence of viable 
pathogen (OIE, 2017b). Diagnostic sequencing of aquatic viruses is typically done by PCR 
and Sanger sequencing, which benefits from high accuracy and established protocols. 
However, such approaches are limited to relatively short sequences (i.e. up to 1500 bp when 
sequencing both directions) and cannot gain a genome-wide representation of viruses and their 
variants without non-routine effort. Second and third generation sequencing tools hold 
promise for the characterization of aquatic viruses (reviewed in Nkili-Meyong et al. 2016; 
Bayliss et al. 2017), including pathogens affecting global fish aquaculture, yet they are being 
up-taken relatively slowly. The utility of such approaches have been demonstrated by the 
characterisation of novel pathogens such as Tilapia Lake Virus (TiLV) using Ion Torrent 
sequencing (Bacharach et al., 2016), the discovery of Piscine Reovirus (PRV) (Palacios et al., 
2010) and Piscine myocarditis virus (PMCV) (Palacios et al., 2010) with pyrosequencing, and 
the analysis of Cyprinid herpesvirus 3 genomes using a target enrichment and Illumina 
sequencing approach to identify mixed genotype infections (Hammoumi et al., 2016). 
However, as far as I am aware, at the time of publication, no other published studies had 
successfully used MinION sequencing to study viral diseases impacting farmed fish. 
In this Chapter, I demonstrate rapid genome-wide sequencing of fish viral pathogens using 
nanopore sequencing on the MinION platform. I focused on two disease agents affecting 
farmed Atlantic salmon, salmonid alphavirus (SAV) and infectious salmon anaemia virus 
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(ISAV). SAV is a single-strand positive-strand RNA virus (Family Togaviridae) and the 
causative agent of pancreas disease, prevalent across European salmon aquaculture, with six 
SAV subtypes (SAV1-6) established (Fringuelli et al., 2008). All SAV sequences published 
to date have been generated using the Sanger method, including full genomes for SAV1-3 
(Weston et al., 2002; Hodneland et al., 2005; Karlsen et al., 2006; Matejusova et al., 2013; 
Petterson et al., 2013), and partial genomic regions primarily encoding a glycoprotein (E2) or 
a non-structural protein (nsP3) (neither representing known virulence markers), for samples 
representing all six subtypes (e.g. Fringuelli et al. 2008; Bruno et al. 2014). ISAV is a highly 
pathogenic, segmented, negative-strand RNA virus (Family Orthomyxoviridae) often 
resulting in high mortality rates (Dannevig et al., 1995; OIE, 2017a), with containment and 
culling being the only effective mitigation strategy (Stagg, 2003). ISAV genomes have been 
Sanger-sequenced from several ‘genogroups’ (Clouthier et al., 2002; Markussen et al., 2008; 
Cottet et al., 2010; Merour et al., 2011; Toro-Ascuy et al., 2015; Christiansen et al., 2017), 
while segments 5 and 6, which contain known virulence markers and respectively encode the 
fusion and hemagglutinin surface proteins, are routinely used for Sanger genotyping, but have 
also been characterized using Illumina sequencing (Markussen et al., 2013). Overall, in 
common with other fish viruses, there is a lack of genome-wide data for SAV and ISAV, 
limiting power to define virulence markers and understand the evolution of different viral 
lineages. This study linked MinION sequencing to standard PCR enrichment to accurately 
sequence and genotype both SAV and ISAV. In addition to reporting the first full genome 
sequence for SAV6, I discuss the potentially transformative applications of MinION 
sequencing in diagnostics and molecular epidemiology of viruses impacting aquaculture. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.1.1 Sample preparation and PCR 
Total RNA was extracted from SAV and ISAV samples (Table 2.1) using a phenol-chloroform 
extraction method, except for the SAV6 sample, which was extracted using a Viral RNA 
Isolation kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesised using Protoscript II (New England Biolabs) 
reverse transcriptase and a mix of random hexamer and oligo dT (dT23VN) primers (New 
England Biolabs) as per the manufacturers’ instructions. First-strand cDNA was used as 
template for long-range PCR reactions. 
To amplify the SAV1/6 genomes, degenerate PCR primers targeting three ~4 kb overlapping 
amplicons (Fig. 2.1) were designed in regions of the genome conserved in the five subtypes 
where sequence data is available (Table 2.2). PCR was conducted using LongAmp polymerase 
(New England Biolabs) with cycling conditions as follows: 30 s at 94 °C, followed by 35 
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cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 1 min at 56 °C and 3 min 50 s at 65 °C, with a final extension for 10 min 
at 65 °C. ISAV segments 5 and 6 were amplified using the same approach and primers 
designed to conserved 5′ and 3′ regions of segment 5/6 (Table 2.2) under the same conditions, 
except that the PCR extension time was 2 min 30 s. PCR products were visualised on a 1% 
agarose gel, purified using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) and stored at −80 °C until 
sequencing. 
2.1.2 Sanger sequencing of novel SAV genomes 
Seven overlapping PCRs were performed in triplicates for five SAV isolates (Table 2.3) 
according to the methods published by Matejusova et al. (2013). The complete SAV genomes 
were generated by Sanger sequencing, assembled using Sequencher v5.4.6 and used in the 
phylogenetic analysis presented in Fig. 2.2. 
2.1.3 Preparation of SAV Library and sequencing 
1000 ng of equimolar pooled amplicon from each SAV isolate was the input to a library 
generated with the Ligation Sequencing Kit 1D SQK-LSK108 (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies). Before ligating sequencing adaptors, DNA was end-repaired using the 
NEBNext Ultra II End Repair/dA Tailing kit (New England Biolabs), purified using AMPure 
XP beads (Beckman Coulter) in a ratio of 1:1 volume of beads per sample and eluted in 30 µl 
of nuclease-free water (Sigma). Sequencing adapters (AMX1D) (ONT) were ligated to the 
DNA using Blunt/TA Ligation Master Mix (New England Biolabs) by incubation at room 
temperature for 10 min. The adapter-ligated DNA library was purified with AMPure XP beads 
in a ratio of 1:2.5 volume of beads per sample, followed by a wash with Adapter Bead Binding 
buffer (ABB) (ONT) and elution in 15 µl nuclease-free water. DNA concentrations were 
determined between each step using a Qubit fluorimeter (Fisher Thermo). Each cleaned library 
was loaded onto a separate MinION Flow Cell Mk1 R9.4 (ONT) and run via MinKNOW 
software (without real-time basecalling) for 2 and 3 hours for SAV6 (F1045-96) and SAV1 
(SCO/4640/08) respectively. 
2.1.4 Preparation of ISAV Library and Sequencing 
The ISAV library was prepared using the Ligation Sequencing Kit 1D SQK-LSK108 and a 
Native Barcoding Kit EXP-NBD103 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). Segments 5 and 6 
from the same virus isolate were pooled in equimolar amounts and 300 ng of each isolate end-
repaired using the NEBNext Ultra II End Repair/dA Tailing kit. DNA was purified using 
AMPure XP beads in a ratio of 1:1 volume of beads per sample and eluted in 30 µl nuclease-
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free water. Native barcodes were ligated to 200 ng of end-repaired DNA using Blunt/TA 
Ligation Master Mix. The barcoded DNA was purified using AMPure XP beads in a ratio of 
1:1 volume of beads to sample to remove excess barcodes and eluted in 26 µl nuclease-free 
water. The barcoded samples were pooled in equimolar amounts to a total of 200 ng library 
DNA (~0.2 pmol as per Oxford Nanopore Technologies instructions). Barcode adapter mix 
(BAM) (ONT) was ligated to the library DNA using NEBNext Quick Ligation Reaction 
Buffer and Quick T4 DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs), and incubated at room temperature 
for 10 min. Library DNA was purified using AMPure XP beads in a ratio of 1:2.5 volume of 
beads per sample and subsequently washed with Adapter Bead Binding buffer (ABB) before 
elution in 15 µl nuclease-free water. DNA concentrations were determined between each step 
as above. Libraries were loaded according to the native barcoding kit protocol (ONT) onto a 
MinION Flow Cell Mk1 R9.5, using a 3-hour sequencing run via MinKNOW without real-
time basecalling. 
2.1.5 Basecalling and consensus assembly 
MinION data basecalling and demultiplexing for barcoded ISAV samples was performed 
using Albacore v.2.1.7 on Windows command line. Base-called FASTQ files were loaded into 
Geneious v.10 (Kearse et al., 2012) for mapping and analysis. SAV1 (SCO/4640/08) sample 
reads were mapped to the SAV1 Sanger-reference sequence (Matejusova et al., 2013). SAV6 
(F1045-96) sample reads were individually mapped to the partial gene E2 and nsP3 sequences 
of SAV6 (Fringuelli et al., 2008) and reference genomes for SAV1 (Matejusova et al., 2013), 
SAV2 (Weston et al., 2002), SAV3 (Petterson et al., 2013), SAV4 (generated in this study; 
isolate SAV 04-44) and SAV5 (generated in this study; isolate SCO10-684). In order to 
reconstruct the whole SAV6 genome, mapping was set at 5 iterations and a 65% consensus 
threshold. The 5 generated SAV6 consensus sequences were then manually inspected and any 
single base ambiguities resolved by parsimony, giving a final F1045-96 (SAV6) consensus 
sequence. For example, at position 2235, 4 out of 5 consensus sequences were the base G, 
whereas one consensus sequence was A: in this case, G was adopted for the final consensus. 
The ISAV samples were individually mapped to the previously sequenced segment 5 and 6 of 
the Scot157/08 isolate (Plarre et al., 2012) using the same parameters. 
Reads for ISAV NO/Glessvær/2/90 segments 5 and 6, and SAV1 (SCO/4640/08) were 
subjected to random subsampling to determine the depth of coverage necessary to generate an 
accurate consensus (i.e. Fig. 2.3). Subsampling was performed in Geneious v.10 using the 
‘Randomly Sample Sequences’ workflow. Subsampled reads were realigned to the reference 
sequences using the same mapping methods as above and consensus sequences were generated 
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from each alignment and compared to the reference Sanger sequence using pairwise 
alignment. Consensus sequences were aligned against all published genome sequences using 
MAFFT v.7 (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and manually inspected for errors in the mapping that 
disrupted the protein coding sequences in BioEdit software v.7.2.5 (Hall, 1999). Sequence 
pairwise similarities were calculated using Geneious statistics of the MAFFT-aligned whole 
genome sequences. 
2.1.6 Genome-wide SAV phylogenetic analyses 
Multiple sequence alignment of 23 SAV genomes (Table 2.3) was done using MAFFT v.7, 
generating an 11,638 bp alignment, which was uploaded to the IQ-TREE server (Trifinopoulos 
et al., 2016) to determine the best-fitting nucleotide substitution model (GTR) and generate a 
phylogenetic tree with support values gained from 1,000 Ultrafast Bootstrap iterations (Minh 
et al., 2013). Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was done using the same dataset in BEAST2 
(Bouckaert et al., 2014) employing a relaxed clock model (Drummond et al., 2006), a 
Coalescent Bayesian Skyline tree model (Pybus and Rambaut, 2009), the GTR substitution 
model and a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain of 200 million generations. Tracer 
(Rambaut et al., 2018) was used to assess MCMC convergence and estimate effective sample 
sizes for all sampled parameters (>2,000 in all cases). TreeAnnotator was used to remove the 
first 10% of sampled trees as burn-in and produce a Maximum Credibility Clade (MCC) tree. 
RootAnnotator (Calvignac-Spencer et al., 2014) was used to estimate posterior support for 
alternative root positions. MCC trees were visualized using FigTree 
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 SAV genome-wide sequencing 
Using primers matching conserved regions of the SAV genome (Table 2.2), three overlapping 
PCR amplicons (approx. 4 kb each; Fig. 2.1) were obtained from two samples known to 
represent SAV1 (SCO/4640/08) and SAV6 (F1045-96) (Table 2.1) and sequenced on separate 
MinION flow cells (R9.4) for 2–3 hours. Over 98% of each SAV genome was recovered with 
90 bp missing at the 5′ and 30 bp at the 3′ region of the genome due to the location of the 
highly conserved primer binding sites. The average read length from both sequencing runs 
was ~3800 bp per amplicon, indicating limited DNA shearing during the library preparation. 
The sequencing of sample SCO/4640/08 was stopped after 3-hours producing over 400 Mb of 
‘pass’ reads (Q-score ≥ 7), resulting in almost 40,000x coverage throughout the genome 
(Table 2.4). By mapping against the Sanger sequenced SAV1 reference sequence for 
SCO/4640/08 (Matejusova et al., 2013), a consensus sequence was generated that showed a 
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99.97% similarity to the reference. The three mismatched bases were called as the degenerate 
base R (A/G), and were located in the nsP1, E3 and E1 genes. 
As the above approach led to an accurate representation of a verified SAV genome sequence, 
I can be confident in its application to discovering entirely novel variation. For this reason, I 
decided to sequence SAV6 (sample F1045-96), which has only been identified once, as partial 
E2 and nsP3 sequences, from a single Irish sample (Fringuelli et al., 2008), and is highly 
distinct from all other subtypes. After two hours of sequencing, a genome-wide average of 
21,000x coverage was achieved. The SAV6 genome consensus showed 100% similarity to 
Sanger-sequenced nsP3 (EF675499) and E2 (EF675547) gene sequences. Table 2.5 shows 
consistent genome-wide pairwise similarities contrasting the genome of SAV6 to the other 
SAV sub-types at both nucleotide and amino acid level (88.6–89.2% and 93.8–94.6% 
respectively). Variability among SAV subtypes differed based on the gene of interest and the 
greatest variability was seen in the nsP3 gene (82.0–83.8% and 87.7–89.8% nucleotide/amino 
acid similarity). In conclusion, these data gained by MinION sequencing confirm for the first 
time using genome-wide evidence that SAV6 represents a highly-divergent SAV subtype. 
2.3.2 Genome-wide SAV phylogeny 
Previous studies have failed to establish the position of SAV6 within the SAV phylogeny 
based on E2 and nsP3 sequences (e.g. Fringuelli et al. 2008; Bruno et al. 2014). I performed 
genome-wide phylogenetic reconstructions incorporating the new SAV6 genome gained by 
MinION sequencing, along with 17 SAV genomes available in NCBI, and 5 new (i.e. 
previously unpublished) Sanger-sequenced genomes for SAV2, 4 and 5 (Table 2.3). I used 
two probabilistic methods, the first a Bayesian approach incorporating a relaxed clock model 
(Drummond et al., 2006) allowing estimation of the tree root (Calvignac-Spencer et al., 
2014) and the second an unrooted maximum-likelihood (ML) approach (Fig. 2.2). The root of 
the SAV phylogeny was estimated with high confidence (posterior probability: 0.97), and split 
SAV6 from all other SAV sub-types. Branching of other subtypes was maximally supported 
(posterior probability: 1.0; ML bootstrap values > 95%), with SAV3 and 2 forming a 
monophyletic group separate from a clade containing SAV1, 4 and 5 (Fig. 2.2). The basal 
phylogenetic position of SAV6 highlights particular importance for the new MinION genome 




2.3.3 ISAV segment 5 and 6 sequencing 
To test MinION sequencing on a distinct fish virus, I focused my efforts on ISAV, which 
exists in eight genomic segments (length: 740–2169 bp). This inherent aspect of the virus 
limits one of the main benefits of MinION sequencing: its capacity to generate genome-wide 
representation of a virus with a small number of overlapping PCR amplicons, as done 
successfully for SAV. I instead focused on ISAV segments 5 and 6, which are widely studied 
and known to contain ISAV virulence markers, this time testing a barcoding approach to 
sequence multiple samples on a single MinION flow cell. PCR amplicons (primers in 
Table 2.2) amplifying 97% of segment 5 and 93% of segment 6 including both virulence 
markers, were obtained from seven ISAV isolates (Table 2.1) and pooled in equimolar 
amounts for sequencing after barcoding. After 3 hours, approximately 9,000x mean coverage 
was achieved per sample. Only one of the isolates used in this study has a reference Sanger 
sequence (NO/Glessvær/2/90); basecalling accuracy was estimated for segments 5 and 6 of 
this isolate and 100% similarity was observed. 
ISAV segment 6 contains a highly polymorphic region (HPR) at the 3′ end of the gene which 
is a known virulence marker. The putatively non-pathogenic ISAV, called HPR0, is 
characterized by a full length of the HPR comprising 35 amino acids and all pathogenic ISAV 
strains to date (called HPR-deleted) contain a deletion in the HPR region of varying length 
(Nylund et al., 2003). While none of the isolates used in this study were HPR0, the HPR of all 
the ISAV isolates used in this study were successfully classified with several different 
deletions being identified including three samples CA/NB04-85-1/04, CA/NB7178/08, 
CA/F679/99 which have a deletion previously found only once before and not yet fully 
characterised (Kibenge et al. 2006) (Table 2.4). In addition, the consensus sequences for each 
segment 5 captured another proposed virulence marker, the substitution Q266L (Markussen et 
al., 2008; Cottet et al., 2011; Cárdenas et al., 2014), with all but one isolate (CA/NB04-85-
1/04) possessing the L variant. CA/NB04-85-1/04 instead encodes for a proline at this position 
which while unusual, is also present in a Canadian isolate from the EU/NA genogroup 
(EF432567) (Kibenge et al., 2007). These data thus demonstrate that MinION sequencing 
effectively recaptures sequence-level virulence markers. 
2.3.4 Optimal sequence coverage 
Future studies would benefit from establishing the necessary coverage required to determine 
confident consensus sequences using MinION. Thus, I randomly sampled MinION reads 
mapping to segments 5 and 6 of one ISAV sample (NO/Glessvær/2/90) and the SAV1 genome 
(sample: SCO/4640/08) at different coverages to establish the impact on consensus sequence 
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accuracy (Fig. 2.3.A–C). 50x and 500x coverage of either ISAV segment achieved a consensus 
sequence >99% and 100% identical to the Sanger reference, respectively (Fig. 2.3.A,B). For 
SAV1, just 20x coverage led to 99% similarity with the Sanger reference, while 1,000x 
coverage led to 99.97% similarity (Fig. 2.3.C). Thus, despite its high error rate (e.g. Laver et 
al. 2015), a highly-accurate consensus sequence can be generated with very modest MinION 
sequencing time. 
2.3.5 Broader perspectives and comparisons with other platforms 
Rapid sequencing of two structurally-distinct fish RNA viruses was achieved with high 
accuracy using MinION sequencing coupled with PCR. While the samples used were from 
cultured viruses, I have had equal success using the same protocols and infected tissues with 
much lower virus titres (see Chapter 3 where tissue samples were used). The methods 
described were achieved within 24 hours lab-time (Fig. 2.4), exploiting PCR primers matching 
conserved genomic regions, which allowed a highly divergent viral genome (SAV6) to be 
sequenced with little prior knowledge of sequence variation. Combining such turn-around and 
ease of application with the accuracy gained from moderate sequencing coverage opens the 
doorway to routine high-confidence viral genotyping at shallow phylogenetic scales, sufficient 
for robust diagnostics supporting disease management and regulatory decisions. Elsewhere, it 
has also been shown that MinION sequencing can be used to recover viral RNA genomes from 
infected samples without prior PCR enrichment, which has advantages in the field 
(Kafetzopoulou et al., 2018) and can also potentially identify viruses beyond the target 
pathogen. The ease of generating genome-wide sequencing data for non-segmented viruses 
such as SAV has revolutionary potential for diversifying the relatively restricted current 
repertoire of publicly-available fish virus genomes, bringing benefits for fundamental research 
and disease management. However, it is important to acknowledge that this approach is best-
suited to generating consensus viral genome sequences, and less useful for identifying 
population variation within samples, which is well-established for RNA viruses (Descloux et 
al., 2009; Iqbal et al., 2009; Agoti et al., 2010; Hoelzer et al., 2010; McKinley et al., 2011; 
Vibin et al., 2018), as the PCR enrichment may introduce biases toward particular variants, 
and the high sequencing error rate of MinION reduces power to call low frequency variants de 
novo. 
Future efforts should also aim to reduce the cost of genome-wide sequencing using 
multiplexing to exploit the high coverage possible on a single MinION flow cell (e.g. see 
Chapter 3 for 12x multiplexing). I estimate that the single SAV genomes (~12 kb) generated 
in this study cost approx. £850 each, including all consumables and an entire flow cell; 
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however, multiplexing using 96 samples and the same approach would reduce this cost to 
approx. £50–60 per sample. By comparison, it would not be possible to perform a direct-
equivalent Sanger sequencing approach, as the amplicon length exceeds the possible length of 
sequenced reads. Assuming an SAV genome was tiled across 7 PCR amplicons (e.g. 
Matejusova et al. 2013) and sequenced directly using Sanger with no cloning step (which 
would add further costs), I estimate a cost of approximately £100 per SAV consensus genome, 
including all reagents and bi-directional sequencing. In addition to a per-genome saving, the 
MinION approach is more convenient and time-efficient when a large number of genomes 
need to be sequenced, being done in-house in a single sequencing run with fewer amplicons, 
avoiding the need for cloning and the use of an external Sanger provider. It is more challenging 
to directly compare costs of this MinION strategy with alternative high-throughput 
approaches, as there are many platforms and variations in library preparation strategy, and this 
would also be affected by the extent of sub-contracting to an external provider. However, I 
estimate that the costs of generating complete SAV genomes using Illumina at the same scale 
(i.e. 96 samples), assuming the same amplicon strategy followed by in-house library 
preparation/indexing (Nextera XT DNA kit) and sequencing on the MiSeq platform by an 
external provider to be approx. £50–65 (i.e. very comparable). While Illumina brings 
advantages in terms of data accuracy, e.g. giving more scope for detecting viral population 
variation, the MinION avoids use of an external provider, which typically leads to a lag of 
weeks to months for delivery. Overall, this MinION approach has some cost and/or time 
advantages when compared to Sanger and Illumina approaches if the aim is to recover a 
consensus SAV genome with high accuracy, and future work is needed to develop this 
approach for robust analysis of viral population variation. 
In conclusion, once low cost MinION sequencing of fish viral genomes is achieved, 
considering the unique portability of the sequencer alongside the modest computational power 
needed to analyse the resultant data, it seems reasonable to anticipate in-field diagnostic 
applications in the near future, including the monitoring of viral genotypes and subtypes 
directly on fish farms and in the field. 
Data Availability 
MinION sequences for SAV isolates: SRA BioProject Accession SRP142226. SAV6 
consensus genome: NCBI accession MH238448. MinION sequences for ISAV: SRA 
BioProject Accession SRP155694. ISAV segments 5 and 6: NCBI accessions: MH708654-





Figure 2.1. Schematic of the three overlapping PCR amplicons covering >98% of the SAV genome. Amplicons are coloured on top (nsP-a, nsP-b, Structural) with corresponding 





Figure 2.2. Genome-wide Bayesian phylogeny for SAV lineages including the SAV6 sequence 







Figure 2.3. Impact of MinION read coverage on accuracy of consensus sequence generation. ‘% 
identity’ is shown between reference Sanger sequences and consensus sequences generated from 
randomly sampling MinION reads at multiple sequence coverages for: (A) Segment 5 of ISAV 





Figure 2.4. Schematic of the MinION sequencing workflow resulting in a <24hr protocol. The long-range PCR step (with an asterisk *) is customisable depending on the 
length of the amplicons that you are sequencing. Steps with a double asterisk (**) denote optional steps that might improve efficiency or data quality but are not required for 




Table 2.1. Details of isolates used for MinION sequencing 
 




Cell Line Subtype 
SAV 
SCO/4640/08 2008 UK CHSE SAV1 
F1045-96 1996 Ireland BF2/EPC SAV6 
ISAV 
SCO/4750/09 2009 UK NA EU-G1 
CA/NB04-85-1/04 2004 Canada NA EU-NA 
CA/NB7178/08 2008 Canada NA EU-NA 
CA/F679/99 1999 Canada NA EU-NA 
NO/Sotra/B797/92 1992 Norway NA EU-G3 
SCO/4661/08 2008 UK NA EU-G1 






















Table 2.2. Primer sequences used for genomic amplification 






    
 















    
 























Table 2.3. Accession details of the SAV strains used in phylogenetic analyses 
Virus Strain Year Country of Origin Subtype Accession Number 
F93-125 1993 Ireland SAV1 AJ316244 
S49q 1995 France SAV2 AJ316246 
SavH20/03 2003 Norway SAV3 AY604235 
SAVH10/02 2002 Norway SAV3 AY604236 
PD97-N3 1997 Norway SAV3 AY604237 
SavSF21/03 2003 Norway SAV3 AY604238 
H10 2007 Norway SAV3 JQ799139 
SAV 4640 2008 United Kingdom SAV1 JX163854 
SAV3-7-R/09 2009 Norway SAV3 KC122918 
SAV3-9-R/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122919 
SAV3-5-H/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122920 
SAV3-8-R/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122921 
SAV3-6-H/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122922 
SAV3-4-SF/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122923 
SAV3-1-T/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122924 
SAV3-3-MR/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122925 
SAV3-2-MR/10 2010 Norway SAV3 KC122926 
4619 2007 United Kingdom SAV2 MH708652 
SAV04-44 2004 Ireland SAV4 MH708651 
SAV684 2010 United Kingdom SAV5 MH341514 
4638 2007 United Kingdom SAV5 MH708650 
F07-192 2007 Ireland SAV5 MH708653 









Table 2.4. MinION sequencing details after basecalling and quality control. 
Virus Isolate # of Reads sequenced # of Reads mapped % reads mapped Average Genome Coverage ISAV HPR 
SAV 
F1045-96 73,574 66,705 91 21,306 — 
SCO/4640/08 112,805 93,998 83 39,012 — 
ISAV 
SCO/4750/09 25,009 24,797 99 9,609 HPR35 
CA/NB04-85-1/04 11,816 11,201 95 9,932 Uncharacterised 
CA/NB7178/08 20,136 19,672 98 4,464 Uncharacterised 
CA/F679/99 18,650 18,308 98 4,593 Uncharacterised 
NO/Sotra/B797/92 13,410 13,192 98 4,950 HPR1 
SCO/4661/08 23,793 23,584 99 9,710 HPR35 
NO/Glessvær/2/90 39,343 38,463 98 19,232 HPR2 
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nsP1 91.8/94.7 91.6/95.5 92.7/95.7 91.8/95.3 92.3/95.7 
nsP2 89.9/95.6 89.8/95.9 89.8/96.7 89.5/95.8 89.8/96.2 
nsP3 83.8/88.9 82.8/88.2 82.0/87.7 83.2/89.4 83.8/89.8 
nsP4 87.9/95.6 89.3/96.1 88.5/96.4 87.5/95.2 88.3/96.2 
CP 90.2/91.8 89.2/90.8 90.3/93.3 90.7/93.3 91.5/92.9 
E3 88.7/93.0 85.4/93.0 86.9/94.4 83.6/88.7 85.9/93.0 
E2 87.8/92.7 87.1/91.8 87.2/92.9 85.5/92.5 87.0/93.4 
6K 91.2/95.6 89.7/94.1 93.1/97.1 91.7/97.1 91.2/95.6 
E1 91.4/96.7 90.5/96.2 90.6/95.6 90.9/96.9 91.9/97.1 













Chapter 3. Genome Sequencing of SAV3 reveals 
repeated seeding events of viral strains in Norwegian 
aquaculture 
The data reported in this chapter was published as Gallagher, M.D., Karlsen, M., Petterson, 
E., Haugland, Ø., Matejusova, I. and Macqueen, D.J. Genome Sequencing of SAV3 Reveals 
Repeated Seeding Events of Viral Strains in Norwegian Aquaculture. Front Microbiol, 11, 
p.740 (2020)  
Summary 
This Chapter details an example of the utility of the Nanopore sequencing method outlined in 
Chapter 2. The goal of this study was to understand recent transmission dynamics of salmonid 
alphavirus (SAV) in Norway. To avoid the bias introduced by culturing viral isolates, genome 
sequences from twenty-four naturally infected SAV3 tissue samples from Norway and 
collected between 2016 and 2019 were generated. Phylogenetic analyses revealed that the 
currently active SAV3 strains sampled comprise four distinct lineages sharing an ancestor that 
existed ~15 years ago (95% highest posterior density interval: 12.51 to 17.7 years) and likely 
in Hordaland. Furthermore, the ancestor of the strains that were sampled outside of Hordaland 
(Sogn of Fjordane and Rogaland) existed less than eight years ago, indicating a lack of long-
term viral reservoirs in these counties. This evident lack of geographically distinct subclades 
is compatible with a source-sink transmission dynamic explaining the long-term movements 
of SAV around Norway. Such anthropogenic transport of the virus indicates that at least for 
the sink counties, biosecurity strategies might be effective in mitigating the ongoing SAV 
epidemic. 
3.1 Introduction 
Salmon pancreas disease virus (SPDV), commonly known as salmonid alphavirus (SAV) is a 
major economically damaging pathogen of European salmonid aquaculture, causing pancreas 
disease (PD) in Atlantic salmon and sleeping disease (SD) in freshwater rainbow trout 
(Weston et al., 1999; McLoughlin and Graham, 2007). SAV is a (+)ssRNA virus (family 
Togaviridae) with a ~12kb genome consisting of two open reading frames (ORFs), encoding 
the structural polyprotein (~4kb) and the non-structural polyprotein (~8kb) (Weston et al., 
2002). The viral genome exists as a polyadenylated ~12kb genomic RNA molecule from 
which the non-structural polyprotein is translated, and a transcribed ~4kb sub-genomic RNA, 
also polyadenylated, from which the structural polyprotein is translated (Weston et al., 1999, 
2002; Villoing et al., 2000).  
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Six subtypes of SAV have been identified by phylogenetic analysis (SAV1-6) (Fringuelli et 
al. 2008; Graham et al. 2012), which are separated geographically, with Scotland reporting 
cases of SAV1, SAV2, SAV4, and SAV5, Ireland reporting cases of SAV1, SAV2, SAV5, 
SAV6 (Graham et al., 2012), and Norway presenting sustained epidemics of SAV2 and SAV3 
(Hodneland et al., 2005; Hjortaas et al., 2013). Previous work has shown that the different 
subtypes diverged prior to the onset of modern aquaculture, and that it is likely that each SAV 
subtype had independent introductions to farmed salmonids (Karlsen et al., 2014). 
Additionally, multiple wild fish species testing positive for SAV have been identified as being 
potential viral reservoirs including common dab (Limanda limanda), long rough dab 
(Hippoglossoides platessoides), European plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) and ballan wrasse 
(Labrus bergylta) (Snow et al., 2010; Bruno et al., 2014; McCleary et al., 2014; Ruane et al., 
2018), with the ancestral source of SAV likely being centred in the North Sea (Karlsen et al., 
2014). Such discoveries have shown that salmonids are not the exclusive host range of SAV, 
but is instead present in a range of other fish species, though SAV has not yet been shown to 
cause mortalities in non-salmonids.  
Similar to other RNA viruses, the high rate of evolution in SAV can be detected at a genetic 
level within timeframes of a few years (Karlsen et al., 2006, 2014). Previous work on 
Norwegian SAV3 showed the presence of two co-circulating strains that overlap both 
temporally and spatially, across wide geographic distances, indicating significant genetic 
diversity within SAV3 available for molecular epidemiological studies (Karlsen et al., 2014). 
Both SAV subtypes present in Norway are geographically structured with the counties of 
Rogaland and Hordaland having a SAV3 epidemic, Trøndelag having a SAV2 epidemic, and 
Møre og Romsdal reporting cases of both SAV2 and SAV3 (Norwegian Veterinary Institute, 
2018). While the overwhelming majority of SAV cases in Sogn og Fjordane are SAV3, a small 
number of SAV2 outbreaks have occurred (Norwegian Veterinary Institute, 2018). These 
regions of overlapping epidemics provide ample opportunity for co-infections to arise between 
the two subtypes, observed recently in Møre og Romsdal in a case of PD (Norwegian 
Veterinary Institute, 2018).  
Both the transport of fish stock and passive drift along water currents are suggested to be 
involved in the spread of SAV strains (Karlsen et al., 2006; Kristoffersen et al., 2009; 
Viljugrein et al., 2010). However it is likely that the two routes of viral transmission play roles 
at different spatial and temporal scales. While passive drift along water currents is probably 
important in local outbreak clusters and for several years at a time, anthropogenic transport of 
virus (i.e. the movement of fish stock) may play a more important role in viral transmission 
across large geographic distances and the seeding of previously uninfected regions. Assuming 
the major explanatory factor for SAV3 transmission was transport by water currents, we would 
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expect to recover geographically distinct groups of SAV in a phylogenetic analysis, 
particularly when considering the high evolutionary rate of SAV (Karlsen et al., 2014) and 
length of the SAV3 epidemic in Norway (Poppe et al., 1989; Hjortaas et al., 2016).  However, 
it has not yet been possible to test alternative predictions about SAV transmission routes, as 
the most recent publicly available genome sequences from Norwegian SAV3 were sampled 
in 2010 (Petterson et al., 2013), leaving the current status of SAV genetic diversity and SAV 
evolutionary dynamics in Norwegian aquaculture poorly characterized.  
Therefore to characterize the current phylogenetic structure of SAV3 and thus test the 
hypothesis that passive drift by water currents has been the dominating transmission 
mechanism, an established Nanopore amplicon sequencing approach (see Chapter 2) was used 
in the current study. After first confirming the accuracy of this approach for distinguishing 
subtype level co-infections of SAV2 and SAV3, which we considered a hypothetical 
possibility in regions with overlapping epidemics, twenty-four SAV3 genomes were 
sequenced from heart tissues samples between 2016 and 2019. This dataset allowed us to 
characterise the current genetic diversity of SAV3 in Norwegian aquaculture. We found that 
several distinct lineages of SAV3, representing independent transmission chains, are active in 
Norway. Lack of clear geographic structuring in these lineages further suggested that 
anthropogenic transport of the virus likely played a significant role in shaping the current 
genetic structure and is an important transmission route that acts not only over large 
geographic distances, but also locally. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Sample Preparation and PCR: 
Twenty-three naturally SAV-infected heart tissues of Atlantic salmon and one heart tissue 
from rainbow trout stored in RNAlater were obtained from PHARMAQ Analytiq (Zoetis) 
(Table 3.1). Samples were selected from across as wide a geographic range as possible and 
were sampled between 2016 and 2019. Total RNA was extracted from each sample using a 
phenol-chloroform approach, and integrity assessed using gel electrophoresis. cDNA was 
synthesised using Protoscript II Reverse Transcriptase (New England Biolabs) and a mix of 
random hexamer and anchored-dT (dT23VN) primers. First strand cDNA was used as template 
for PCR reactions.  
Viral genomes were amplified in six overlapping PCR amplicons of roughly 2kb in length 
(primer sequences available in Table 3.2) using LongAmp polymerase (New England Biolabs) 
with the following PCR cycling conditions: 30 s at 94 °C, followed by 35 cycles of 15 s at 
94 °C, 1 min at 56 °C and 2 min 15 s at 65 °C, with a final extension for 10 min at 65 °C. 
Primers were designed in regions of the SAV genome conserved between SAV2 and SAV3 
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(Table 3.2). All PCR products were visualised on a 1% agarose gel before being excised and 
purified using Monarch Gel Extraction Kit (New England Biolabs), eluted in 10µl of elution 
buffer and stored at -80oC until sequencing. 
3.2.2 MinION library Preparation: 
500ng of PCR product from each sample, quantified with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), was used as the input for MinION library preparation with the 
Ligation Sequencing Kit 1D SQK-LSK109. DNA was end-repaired with NEBNext Ultra II 
End Repair/dA Tailing kit (New England Biolabs) and purified with AMPure XP beads 
(Beckman Coulter) in a 1:1 ratio before being eluted in 25µl of nuclease-free water (Sigma-
Aldrich). 350ng of each cleaned DNA sample was barcoded using the Native Barcoding 
Expansion 1-12 and 13-24 kits (ONT: EXP-NBD104 and EXP-NBD114) and Blunt/TA 
Ligation Master Mix (New England Biolabs) before being purified with AMPure XP beads in 
a 1:1 ratio and eluted in 26µl of nuclease-free water. The barcoded samples were pooled in 
equal quantities to a total of 250ng in 45ul of water. Sequencing adapters (AMII - ONT) were 
ligated to the DNA using Blunt/TA Ligation Master Mix before being purified with AMPure 
XP beads in a 1:2 ratio and washed with Short Fragment Buffer (SFP) (ONT) before being 
eluted in 15µl of elution buffer. Samples were sequenced in two libraries on separate R9.4.1 
MinION flow cells (ONT) (Table 3.1) without live basecalling.  
3.2.3 Data Analysis: 
MinION sequence basecalling and demultiplexing was performed with Guppy v3.1.5 using 
the high accuracy basecaller on a Linux CPU system with default parameters. Resulting 
FASTQ files were aligned to reference sequences for SAV2 (MH708652) and SAV3 
(JQ799139) simultaneously using MiniMap2 (Li, 2018) with default parameters. Resulting 
alignment files were visualised in Geneious v.2019.0.4 and consensus sequences were 
generated using the ‘Highest Quality’ threshold parameter. Consensus sequences were 
inspected manually for alignment errors or frameshift mutations that would disrupt the protein 
coding sequence of the genome.  
FASTQ files were also aligned to a reference genome using the NGMLR mapper and analysed 
for structural variants (deletions, duplications and inversions) using Sniffles (Sedlazeck et al., 
2018) with the following parameters: a minimum coverage of 50 reads per variant and a 
minimum variant size of 10bp. Anything smaller than 10bp was not reliably detected by this 
software due to the prevalence of random indels generated during Nanopore sequencing 
(Table 3.4). Resulting variant calling files were visualised in IGV and structural variants were 
manually inspected to reduce false positive calls.  
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Phylogenetic analysis was performed using the twenty-four consensus sequences generated in 
this study as well as all previously published whole genome sequences of SAV3 strains with 
sampling dates and locations, obtained from NCBI (Table 3.3). Sequences were aligned using 
MAFFT v.7 with default parameters (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and the best fit substitution 
model was determined using IQTREE (Nguyen et al., 2015; Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017) 
(TIM2+G4; Posada, 2003). To further imply the evolutionary rate and divergence estimations, 
a regression of root-to-tip genetic distances against date of sampling was performed using 
TempEst (Rambaut et al., 2016) with the input tree generated in IQTREE (Nguyen et al., 2015) 
with the same best fit substitution model as above. A 11,681bp alignment of 37 sequences was 
used for phylogenetic analysis in BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al., 2014) using tip-date time 
calibration, an uncorrelated relaxed clock model (Drummond et al., 2006) and a Coalescent 
Bayesian Skyline tree prior (Drummond et al., 2005). Ancestral state location reconstruction 
was used to estimate the likely geographic location of each node of the tree (Lemey et al., 
2009). A single MCMC chain was run for 200 million generations, sampled every 20,000 
generations and sampling convergence was confirmed with Tracer v1.7.1, evidenced by 
effective sample sizes >200 for all parameters (Rambaut et al., 2018). A maximum clade 
credibility tree was created using TreeAnnotator v2.5.1 (Drummond et al., 2012) after 
removing the first 10% of trees as burn-in. The resulting trees were visualised in FigTree 
v1.4.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). 
3.2.4 Validation of Nanopore sequencing to detect subtype-level co-infections 
As several of the samples sequenced in this study were from regions where both SAV2 and 
SAV3 have been detected, the effectiveness of this sequencing method at detecting subtype-
level co-infections was determined. This rationale also follows work elsewhere in this Thesis 
(see Chapter 4), which provided evidence for SAV subtype-level infections in the same 
samples using a short-read sequencing approach (Gallagher et al., 2020). In the current study, 
Nanopore reads from samples of confirmed single-subtype infections were individually 
mapped to a structural polyprotein reference sequence of the relevant SAV subtype using 
MiniMap2 (Li, 2018) with default parameters. Mapped reads were extracted and only reads 
of >1,500bp were used for subsequent analyses. Reads from each sample were sequenced on 
separate flow cells and so were labelled with a different run ID. To simulate subtype-level co-
infections, reads were combined in different proportions from each sample so that each ‘co-
infection’ had 10,000 reads in total ranging from 5% SAV2 reads to 95% SAV2 reads, and 
the corresponding ratio of SAV3 reads. These artificial ‘co-infections’ were then 
simultaneously mapped to reference sequences of both SAV2 and SAV3 using MiniMap2 and 
default parameters. The alignment files were visualised in Geneious v.2019.0.4 and the 
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number of reads that mapped to the incorrect reference was calculated as the mapping error 
rate.  
3.3 Results 
I sequenced 24 SAV3-infected fish hearts from Norway using an overlapping PCR amplicon 
approach and the MinION Nanopore platform (Table 3.1). This resulted in an average 
coverage of 6,459x across samples (minimum average coverage of 1,089x and maximum 
average coverage of 12,434x); significantly more than the minimum requirement for high 
consensus sequence accuracy (Gallagher et al., 2018). Of the 24 samples sequenced, near full 
genomes were recovered from 21 samples (approximately 11,600bp in length), while partial 
genomes were recovered from 3 samples (~ 9,500bp). Overall, the SAV sequences generated 
in this study were found to be highly conserved, with an average nucleotide and amino acid 
similarity of the SAV3 sequences being 99.7% and 99.8% respectively.  
3.3.1 Validation of Nanopore sequencing to detect subtype-level co-infections 
Combining Nanopore reads from single-subtype infections sequenced using the above 
approach allowed us to test this method’s ability to correctly detect SAV subtype level co-
infections by mapping reads simultaneously to multiple reference genomes. A similar method 
has been used recently to provide evidence of SAV co-infections using high accuracy Illumina 
data (Gallagher et al., 2020), but its applicability to error-prone long-reads was not previously 
established. Reads from SAV2 and SAV3 were combined in a range of ratios, producing 
bioinformatic mimics of co-infection scenarios. All ratios of SAV2:SAV3 tested resulted in 
highly accurate mapping with less than 0.3% of the reads being mapped to the incorrect 
reference sequence across all samples (mean: 0.16% error rate). All naturally infected samples 
sequenced in this study were analysed with this approach to detect any subtype co-infections, 
however all samples proved to be single subtype in origin.  
3.3.2 Evolutionary rate analysis 
Heterochronous gene sequences (i.e. sequences sampled at different time points) can be used 
to infer time-constrained phylogenies, especially those of rapidly evolving RNA viruses. 
However for reliable estimation of a time-scaled phylogenetic tree, sequences should contain 
enough temporal signal to reconstruct the relationship between time and genetic distance 
(Rambaut et al., 2016). To determine whether such an analysis is appropriate for this data, and 
to estimate the evolutionary rate of SAV3, an analysis on the clock-like behaviour of SAV 
was performed using TempEst. A root-to-tip regression analysis showed that the whole dataset 
(37 SAV3 genome sequences; 11,861bp alignment) showed temporal signal (correlation 
coefficient, 0.765) and was subsequently used to estimate the evolutionary rate of SAV3. The 
evolutionary history was reconstructed with a relaxed molecular clock and a coalescent 
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skyline population demographic model (Drummond et al., 2005). The estimated evolutionary 
rate for SAV3 was 7.351 x10-5 substitutions per site per year (95% highest posterior density 
[HPD], 5.33 x10-5 to 9.994 x10-5).  
3.3.3 Phylogenetic inference and phylogeography of SAV in Norwegian 
aquaculture 
To better understand patterns of SAV movement in Norwegian aquaculture, I performed a 
Bayesian phylogeographic analysis (Lemey et al., 2009) including samples generated in the 
study, along with other publicly available SAV3 genome sequences (Figure 3.1). The 
phylogeny suggests that SAV3 consists of two distinct clades (previously observed in Karlsen 
et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2010), here defined as SAV3a and SAV3b (Figure 3.1), which 
diverged approximately 18.9 years ago (95% HPD, 17.15 to 21.08 years) (Figure 3.2), 
relatively early on in the SAV3 epidemic . These two clades differ by silent substitutions in 
just two locations in the genome, one in nsP2 (703K) and the other in E2 (539S). The two 
sequences that branched basal to the two SAV3 clades contain a variant from each clade, 
indicating that this may have been the ancestral genotype of SAV3 in Norway before splitting 
into two clades. Moreover, while strains sampled in 2009-2010 fall in both clades, all of the 
sequences generated in this study (sampled from 2016-2019) fall into the SAV3b clade and 
are highly conserved. Interestingly, the absence of any SAV3a clade strains in the sequences 
generated in this study - even in samples from the heavily populated Hordaland region - 
suggests that this lineage may have gone extinct. While the estimated backbone of the 
phylogeny is Hordaland (Figure 3.1), there appears to be several distinct lineages that have 
been evolving separately for around 15 years (95% HPD, 12.51 to 17.7 years), which indicates 
that small-scale, local epidemics are co-circulating at the same time (Figure 3.2; indicated by 
red-coloured node). All but one of the strains from Sogn of Fjordane were monophyletic, 
indicating that an individual seeding event from Hordaland (independent of previous strains 
in this county) resulted in this outbreak. While only a single strain from Rogaland was 
sequenced in this study, it branched internal to many Hordaland strains, again indicating that 
the ancestor of this strain originated in Hordaland and was recently introduced to Rogaland.  
3.3.4 Characterisation of structural deletions in natural SAV infections 
Natural SAV3 infections have previously been shown to possess numerous defective genomes 
characterized by deletion variants (Petterson et al., 2013). To further explore this finding, all 
samples sequenced on the MinION platform were screened for structural variants. The size of 
deletions detected ranged widely between and within samples, from 11bp (FR16934408 and 
FR14304869) to 378bp (FR14696209). In all but one of the samples (FR14700631) deletions 
were found, again with a wide range of prevalence (between 1 and 40 deletions per sample). 
While deletions were found in all genes of the SAV genome, they were not evenly distributed 
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across genes, with relatively fewer deletions detected in the capsid and E3 genes (Figure 3.3). 
Several strains from different fish contained the deletions in the same or similar loci (Figure 
3.3). While some closely related strains contained similar deletion variants, which may have 
been transmitted from one fish to another in the event of a viral genome containing an in-
frame deletion being packaged into an infective virion (See Section 3.4), there was little 
phylogenetic signal in the overall distribution of many apparently similar deletions across the 
tested samples. Additionally, the estimated frequency of commonly observed deletions varied 
widely across samples, including closely related strains (Figure 3.3).  
3.4 Discussion 
In this study, 24 near-complete genomes were generated from SAV3-positive samples, more 
than doubling the publicly available genome sequences of Norwegian SAV. I show that SAV3, 
similar to other alphaviruses (Tan et al., 2018; Ling et al., 2019), evolves relatively slowly in 
comparison to many RNA viruses with an estimated evolutionary rate of 7.351 x 10-5 
substitutions per site per year. This substitution rate is similar to previous whole genome 
estimates but slower than reported for shorter fragments of the genome (e.g. E2) (Karlsen et 
al., 2014). However sufficient genetic variation exists within Norwegian SAV3 strains to 
make genome sequences informative for fine-scale reconstructions of SAV evolution and 
phylogeographic patterns. Additionally, the temporal signal of SAV3 determined by a 
TempEst analysis showed strong clock-like signal, and thus further supports the use of 
genomic sequences in epidemiological studies. The contemporary SAV3 sequences sampled 
in 2016-2019 were distributed into five distinct clades that were estimated to have had a 
common ancestor 15 years ago, likely in Hordaland (Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2). These five clades 
were all represented in a relatively limited geographical area of Western Norway during the 
same timeframe. The clades did not show any clear, long-term geographical pattern within 
Western Norway, and sequences from Sogn og Fjordane and Rogaland all shared a common 
ancestor with sequences from Hordaland, which was less than 8 years old, again likely in 
Hordaland (Figure 3.1l indicted by the green node). This is much more recent than the first 
reports of SAV3 in these counties and suggests repeated reintroductions to these areas; my 
phylogeographic analysis suggested that a Hordaland reservoir was the more likely source. 
Furthermore, I could not find evidence for long-term (>10 years) persistence of local SAV3 
reservoirs in Sogn og Fjordane and Rogaland, suggesting that local epidemics (ie. outbreaks 
of related stains that have persisted in a geographic region for longer than any individual 
cohort of salmon is out to sea) eventually burn out in these areas. While the presence of 
defective viruses may affect the infection dynamics of individual fish due to strong antiviral 
responses (see below), the accumulation of defective viral genomes is unlike to affect 
epidemic dynamics. A more likely explanation to these apparent local epidemic burn outs is 
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that the density of hosts in ‘sink’ regions (i.e. Rogaland and Sogn og Fjordane) is too low to 
support long term SAV3 epidemics. However it is possible that older SAV3 strains still persist 
in these sink regions, though no evidence of this was detected in this study. 
Considering the presence of sequence diversity within each host, I considered the consensus 
sequence (i.e. the most abundant viral strain in a sample) to be informative for epidemiological 
analysis. This data suggests that Hordaland sources are seemingly seeding introductions of 
SAV3 strains to surrounding counties where pathogen persistence is shorter than in Hordaland 
(i.e. Rogaland and Sogn og Fjordane). This dynamic is compatible with a source-sink model 
(Tan et al., 2018) where viral lineages move from an area which can support a sustained 
epidemic (the source) to regions that cannot support the epidemic indefinitely (the sink). This 
is particularly apparent when comparing strains sampled in 2010 and those sampled between 
2016 and 2019. In 2010, there were two distinct co-circulating clades of SAV3 (Figure 3.1). 
However samples from 2016-2019 fell into only one of these clades, and while this data cannot 
confirm the extinction of SAV3a, the absence of any recent SAV3a strains supports a source-
sink model. These two SAV3 clades have been reported before (Karlsen et al., 2006; Jansen 
et al., 2010), however the timing of the split between the two clades had not yet been estimated. 
It is somewhat unsurprising to find Hordaland as an occasional source of virus, since the 
county has the highest density of seawater sites and the highest number of reported SAV3 
cases per year (Norwegian Veterinary Institute, 2018). The lack of long-term established SAV 
local reservoirs in Sogn og Fjordane and Rogaland is however more noteworthy. A possible 
explanation to this pattern could be that a significant number of SAV3 transmissions across 
large geographic distances are not a result of passive transport with water currents, but rather 
of anthropogenic origin. However it is still likely that passive transport plays a role in short-
term local outbreaks.  
An interesting finding was the presence of multiple presumably defective viral RNA 
sequences carrying numerous deletions across the genome (Figure 3.3). All samples apart 
from one contained deletions ranging from 1-40 deletions per isolate, across a range of lengths 
from 11bp to 378bp. Deletion mutations have previously been described in Venezuelan equine 
encephalitis, a closely related member of the alphavirus genus (Forrester et al., 2011), and in 
SAV (Petterson et al., 2013, 2016), with the latter showing the presence of the same or similar 
deletions in multiple samples. The non-random distribution of deletions across the SAV 
genome, seen clearly in this analysis (Figure 3.3), suggests that template switching during 
RNA synthesis is a plausible source of origin, with factors such as secondary RNA structure, 
sequence identity and the kinetics of transcription influencing template switching (Baird et al., 
2006; Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011). While it is unlikely that viral genomes missing large 
sections of either the structural or non-structural polyprotein are viable, it is impossible to rule 
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that all of the deletions observed result in a defective viral particle, considering that 
approximately 34% of the deletions did not cause a disruption to the protein coding sequence 
(in-frame deletions) (Table 3.4). Additionally, in-frame deletions located in the non-structural 
polyprotein may only affect the replication of the virus, not the packaging of the virus 
particles. As SAV has been shown to recombine in vivo to rescue viral genomes with 
otherwise fatal mutation errors (Petterson et al., 2016), it is possible that defective RNA 
molecules may be packaged into viral particles in the eventuality that more than one particle 
infects a single cell. Additionally, very similar deletions were found in closely related strains 
(Figure 3.3), which is compatible with deleted genomes being transmitted between infected 
fish. However, equally similar deletions are found across relatively distant strains which 
strongly suggests an independent origin of at least the majority of the deletion mutations.  
Finally, as several of the samples used in this study were from regions that have had outbreaks 
of both SAV2 and SAV3 in the past, this sequencing method was tested on the sensitivity and 
accuracy of detecting both subtypes in the same sample. Other work in this Thesis (see Chapter 
4) has shown that multiple SAV subtypes are commonly co-circulating on the same farm, and 
occasionally are found as co-infections within individual fish (Gallagher et al., 2020), and 
industry have anecdotally reported that co-infections of SAV2 and SAV3 are not uncommon. 
At an error rate of less than 0.3%, these results show that sequencing ~2kb amplicons and 
sequencing on the MinION platform enables highly accurate detection of such co-infections, 
even when the second subtype is at a relatively low titre (as low as 5% of the total SAV reads). 
However these data are based on in-silico co-infections as none of the samples sequenced in 
this study showed natural co-infections of SAV2 and SAV3, and future work should include 
samples that have been mixed in the lab prior to sequencing, as well as natural co-infections 
when identified. 
In conclusion, whole genome analyses has helped increase our knowledge of the genetic 
diversity found in SAV infections impacting farmed salmon, and can thus be used to 
understand transmission pathways, viral population dynamics and the potential role that wild 
reservoirs play in ongoing PD epidemics. The apparent repeated seeding of SAV3 from 
‘source’ counties like Hordaland to surrounding ‘sink’ counties implies that effective 
mitigating strategies might be able to limit the PD epidemic in ‘sink’ regions with improved 
biosecurity approaches. However more work is required to understand the relative impact that 
passive transmission (i.e. water currents) has on viral spread compared to the transportation 
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Figure 3.1. Bayesian phylogeny of the 24 SAV3 genomes generated in this study along with all publicly available SAV3 genome sequences from NCBI. The tree was built 
from an 11,681bp alignment and analysed in BEAST2 using the best fit nucleotide substitution model (TIM2+G4), a relaxed molecular clock model, tip-dating and a 
coalescent Bayesian Skyline population model. A discrete phylogeographical analysis was performed using ancestral reconstruction with branch colours indicating the 





Figure 3.2. Time-calibrated Bayesian phylogenetic tree of SAV3 built from an 11,681 alignment and analysed in BEAST2 using the best fit nucleotide substitution model 
(TIM2+G4), a relaxed molecular clock model, tip-dating and a coalescent Bayesian Skyline population model. The values on branches indicate years before 2019 in bold, and 




Figure 3.3. Distribution of deletions (≥ 10bp) throughout the SAV3 genome of isolates sequenced on the MinION platform. Only deletions with >50 supporting reads were 
considered, and all deletions were manually inspected to reduce the rate of false-positive calls. Bars indicate regions with a deletion and are coloured by estimated frequency. 
Isolates are plotted according to phylogenetic relationships shown elsewhere in this study (Figure 3.1) and the genomic position of each gene is used as a reference. Full 
details of each deletion can be found in Table 3.4 
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Table 3.1. Details of the SAV-infected tissue samples used in this study. Average coverage represents sequencing depth across genome 
Sample ID Accession Location Day Month Year Species Average Coverage 
FR14696209 MN906920 Rogaland 8 3 2018 A. salmon 5,730 
FR12429232 MN906917 Hordaland 20 2 2017 A. salmon 12,434 
FR12428008 MN906916 Hordaland 30 1 2017 A. salmon 9,668 
FR13804133 MN906918 Sogn of Fjordane 16 1 2017 A. salmon 12,331 
FR14304869 MN906919 Sogn of Fjordane 13 12 2017 A. salmon 9,491 
FR10484738 MN906915 Sogn of Fjordane 14 6 2016 A. salmon 8,483 
FR14308528 MN906921 Hordaland 2 1 2018 A. salmon 8,073 
FR14305164 MN906922 Hordaland 24 1 2018 A. salmon 4,713 
FR16893400 MN906923 Hordaland 13 3 2018 A. salmon 6,510 
FR16893417 MN906924 Hordaland 13 3 2018 A. salmon 10,273 
FR16893355 MN906925 Hordaland 13 3 2018 R. trout 5,184 
FR14700631 MN906926 Sogn og Fjordane 22 5 2018 A. salmon 4,783 
FR14700646 MN906927 Sogn og Fjordane 22 5 2018 A. salmon 7,911 
FR14603719 MN906928 Hordaland 7 6 2018 A. salmon 5,340 
FR14695472 MN906929 Sogn og Fjordane 31 8 2018 A. salmon 7,314 
FR16934408 MN906930 Hordaland 27 8 2018 A. salmon 2,829 
FR16934406 MN906931 Hordaland 27 8 2018 A. salmon 4,506 
FR18260741 MN906932 Hordaland 13 2 2019 A. salmon 6,053 
FR18260737 MN906933 Hordaland 13 2 2019 A. salmon 3,455 
FR18290543 MN906934 Sogn og Fjordane 15 4 2019 A. salmon 1,089 
FR16900370 MN906935 Sogn og Fjordane 29 4 2019 A. salmon 7,555 
FR18295490 MN906936 Hordaland 30 4 2019 A. salmon 5,396 
FR14794986 MN906937 Hordaland 31 1 2018 A. salmon 1,561 
FR18295483 MN906938 Hordaland 30 4 2019 A. salmon 4,323 
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Table 3.2. Details of PCR primers used to amplify SAV in overlapping amplicons 
Primer Name Primer Sequence 5' - 3' 
Amplicon 
Length 








































































Isolate Location Sampling Date 
AY604235 Hordaland 2003 
AY604236 Hordaland 2002 
AY604237 Hordaland 1997 
AY604238 Sogn og Fjordane 2003 
KC122918 Rogaland 2009 
KC122919 Rogaland 2010 
KC122920 Hordaland 2010 
KC122921 Rogaland 2010 
KC122922 Hordaland 2010 
KC122923 Sogn og Fjordane 2010 
KC122924 Troms 2010 
KC122925 Møre og Romsdal 2010 
KC122926 Møre og Romsdal 2010 
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Table 3.4. Summary of deletions characterised in 24 naturally infected SAV3 samples from Norway. 
Sample_ID start end Length Effect Gene 
SAV3_BC01 363 383 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC01 592 657 65 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC01 768 803 35 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC01 996 1018 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC01 1409 1498 89 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC01 1644 1709 65 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 1773 1844 71 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 2599 2706 107 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 2764 2804 40 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 3281 3482 201 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 3707 3726 19 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC01 4282 4318 36 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC01 4999 5079 80 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC01 5217 5296 79 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC01 5850 5888 38 Frameshift nsP3-nsP4 
SAV3_BC01 6244 6286 42 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC01 6366 6429 63 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC01 7002 7083 81 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC01 7793 7821 28 Frameshift Cp 
SAV3_BC01 8417 8447 30 In-frame Cp 
SAV3_BC02 997 1019 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC02 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC02 7793 7931 138 In-frame Cp 
SAV3_BC02 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC02 10190 10269 79 Frameshift 6K 
SAV3_BC02 10526 10656 130 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC02 11140 11288 148 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC03 594 657 63 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC03 969 1018 49 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC03 1342 1574 232 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC03 3147 3172 25 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC03 3707 3727 20 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC03 5000 5079 79 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC03 5227 5302 75 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC03 6246 6286 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC03 7010 7083 73 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC03 7196 7239 43 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC03 9443 9485 42 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC03 10605 10661 56 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC03 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC04 608 639 31 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC04 767 803 36 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC04 998 1018 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC04 1367 1414 47 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC04 1660 1688 28 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC04 3147 3172 25 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC04 3904 3964 60 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC04 5024 5055 31 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC04 5217 5296 79 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC04 7002 7089 87 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC04 9443 9485 42 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC04 10175 10269 94 Frameshift 6K 
SAV3_BC04 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC04 11140 11288 148 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC05 3863 3923 60 In-frame nsP2 
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SAV3_BC05 10028 10343 315 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC05 10551 10700 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC05 11140 11291 151 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC07 4820 5070 250 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC07 5749 5771 22 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC07 9329 9347 18 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC07 10175 10256 81 In-frame 6K 
SAV3_BC09 157 176 19 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC09 593 640 47 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC09 859 921 62 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC09 1606 1664 58 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC09 3147 3176 29 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC09 9443 9490 47 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC09 10176 10273 97 Frameshift 6K 
SAV3_BC09 11143 11293 150 In-frame E1 
SAV3_BC11 157 176 19 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 366 384 18 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 592 657 65 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 768 802 34 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 997 1018 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 1409 1454 45 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 1549 1567 18 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC11 1660 1689 29 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 1719 1761 42 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 2185 2250 65 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 2764 2806 42 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 2919 2938 19 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 3281 3482 201 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 3707 3720 13 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 4120 4144 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC11 4282 4320 38 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC11 4710 4827 117 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC11 5020 5060 40 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC11 5217 5296 79 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC11 5674 5972 298 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC11 6197 6327 130 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC11 6374 6418 44 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC11 6438 6644 206 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC11 6805 6825 20 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC11 6993 7101 108 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC11 9443 9485 42 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC11 10175 10269 94 Frameshift 6K 
SAV3_BC11 10713 10801 88 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC11 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC11 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC12 158 178 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 366 383 17 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 608 639 31 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 768 802 34 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 970 999 29 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 1376 1455 79 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 1549 1566 17 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC12 2304 2343 39 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 2599 2705 106 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 3248 3462 214 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 4120 4146 26 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC12 4243 4320 77 Frameshift nsP3 
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SAV3_BC12 5020 5055 35 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC12 5716 5819 103 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC12 6392 6410 18 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC12 6438 6642 204 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC12 6807 6826 19 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC12 6861 6933 72 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC12 6975 7084 109 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC12 7191 7233 42 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 157 177 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 367 384 17 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 594 657 63 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 765 802 37 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 855 921 66 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 968 1022 54 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 1395 1506 111 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 1524 1553 29 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC13 1773 1845 72 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 2194 2233 39 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 2376 2445 69 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3086 3120 34 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3147 3172 25 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3308 3463 155 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3502 3665 163 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3737 3755 18 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 3969 4001 32 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 4069 4150 81 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC13 4805 4831 26 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC13 5000 5079 79 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC13 5850 5890 40 Frameshift nsP3-nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6033 6163 130 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6246 6282 36 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6301 6323 22 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6366 6413 47 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6436 6642 206 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6875 6915 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC13 6993 7101 108 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC14 157 177 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC14 363 383 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC14 594 656 62 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC14 772 803 31 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC14 996 1018 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC14 1656 1694 38 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC14 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC14 3281 3426 145 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC14 4999 5079 80 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC14 5217 5361 144 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC14 6385 6410 25 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC14 7025 7065 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC14 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC14 10028 10364 336 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC14 10594 10674 80 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC14 11140 11288 148 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC15 768 802 34 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC15 997 1019 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC15 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC15 5002 5082 80 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC15 6246 6286 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC15 6375 6410 35 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC15 6875 6915 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC15 6994 7236 242 Frameshift nsP4 
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SAV3_BC15 9443 9485 42 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC15 10004 10343 339 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC15 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC16 592 657 65 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC16 768 802 34 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC16 996 1018 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC16 1611 1706 95 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC16 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC16 5024 5058 34 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC16 6198 6322 124 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC16 7002 7089 87 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC16 9444 9487 43 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC16 10043 10331 288 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC16 11141 11291 150 In-frame E1 
SAV3_BC17 521 541 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC17 768 803 35 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC17 997 1018 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC17 1395 1499 104 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC17 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC17 5020 5079 59 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC17 6227 6286 59 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC17 6387 6412 25 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC17 7002 7101 99 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC17 7793 7844 51 In-frame Cp 
SAV3_BC17 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC17 10028 10364 336 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC17 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC17 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC18 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC20 365 389 24 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC20 2567 2730 163 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC20 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC20 3147 3173 26 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC20 3904 3963 59 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC20 5020 5057 37 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC20 6227 6286 59 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC20 6993 7101 108 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC21 5182 5332 150 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC21 6438 6642 204 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC21 7004 7101 97 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC21 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC21 10028 10364 336 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC21 10713 10801 88 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC21 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC21 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC22 4040 4281 241 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC22 4764 5142 378 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC22 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC23 768 803 35 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC23 996 1018 22 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC23 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC23 5020 5079 59 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC23 6246 6286 40 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC23 7004 7099 95 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC23 9443 9484 41 Frameshift E2 
SAV3_BC23 10007 10269 262 Frameshift E2-6K 
SAV3_BC23 10509 10733 224 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC23 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC23 11140 11289 149 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC24 157 176 19 Frameshift nsP1 
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SAV3_BC24 363 384 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC24 592 657 65 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC24 768 803 35 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC24 997 1018 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC24 1387 1498 111 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC24 1660 1686 26 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 1771 1844 73 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 2191 2232 41 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 2599 2706 107 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 2764 2804 40 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 3281 3482 201 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 3582 3625 43 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 3707 3727 20 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 3904 3964 60 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC24 4282 4318 36 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC24 4825 4873 48 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC24 5020 5079 59 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC24 5225 5301 76 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC24 5850 5888 38 Frameshift nsP3-nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 6227 6286 59 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 6366 6429 63 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 6438 6641 203 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 6876 6914 38 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 6993 7101 108 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC24 7197 7235 38 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC25 998 1018 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC25 7197 7236 39 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC25 10876 10911 35 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC26 157 176 19 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 363 383 20 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 592 657 65 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 768 803 35 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 997 1018 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 1409 1498 89 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC26 1644 1701 57 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 1781 1844 63 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 2599 2707 108 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 2764 2804 40 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 3281 3485 204 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 3707 3727 20 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 3904 3964 60 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 4073 4099 26 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC26 4282 4318 36 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC26 4491 4769 278 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC26 4999 5079 80 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC26 6037 6154 117 In-frame nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 6227 6286 59 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 6436 6459 23 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 6521 6532 11 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 6876 6914 38 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 6989 7099 110 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC26 7766 7821 55 Frameshift Cp 
SAV3_BC26 8104 8138 34 Frameshift Cp 
SAV3_BC26 8309 8571 262 Frameshift Cp 
SAV3_BC26 8769 8943 174 In-frame E3-E2 
SAV3_BC26 9443 9485 42 In-frame E2 
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SAV3_BC26 9726 9741 15 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC26 9873 9900 27 In-frame E2 
SAV3_BC26 10004 10364 360 In-frame E2-6K 
SAV3_BC26 10620 10661 41 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC26 10713 10801 88 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC26 11006 11052 46 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC26 11140 11288 148 Frameshift E1 
SAV3_BC27 158 176 18 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 363 384 21 In-frame nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 592 648 56 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 768 802 34 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 969 1018 49 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 1395 1498 103 Frameshift nsP1 
SAV3_BC27 1550 1603 53 Frameshift nsP1-nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 1660 1686 26 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 1773 1844 71 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 2203 2233 30 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 2376 2446 70 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 2764 2804 40 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 2919 2970 51 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 3147 3171 24 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 3281 3482 201 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 3586 3631 45 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 3707 3727 20 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 3904 3964 60 In-frame nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 4040 4101 61 Frameshift nsP2 
SAV3_BC27 4282 4318 36 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC27 4720 4780 60 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC27 4807 4874 67 Frameshift nsP3 
SAV3_BC27 5001 5079 78 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC27 5217 5301 84 In-frame nsP3 
SAV3_BC27 5850 5890 40 Frameshift nsP3-nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 6227 6286 59 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 6438 6643 205 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 6872 7101 229 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 7200 7237 37 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 7542 7586 44 Frameshift nsP4 
SAV3_BC27 7766 7865 99 In-frame Cp 
SAV3_BC27 8104 8138 34 Frameshift Cp 
SAV3_BC27 8417 8446 29 Frameshift Cp 
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Summary 
In this Chapter, I investigate the use of targeted sequence capture to characterise intra-host 
SAV genetic diversity in naturally infected fish. Pooling tissues from multiple infected 
animals is a standard method of sampling for molecular diagnostics of pathogens in 
aquaculture; however the impacts of pooling on detection of viral diversity remain poorly 
understood. Therefore I included both pooled and individual fish samples in this study from 
farmed Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout, in addition to two wild flatfish species, sampled 
from multiple regions in Scottish and Irish waters. Mixed subtype infections were present in 
three of the four species studied, and in both farmed and wild samples. This involved pairs of 
SAV subtypes known to previously exist in the sampled geographical locations. Evidence of 
subtype-level SAV co-infections were also shown in individual fish (i.e. not pooled), 
including wild fish such as dab. My findings confirm the circulation of multiple SAV subtypes 
on the same fish farm and abundant within-subtype genetic diversity in all studied samples.  
4.1 Introduction 
The rapid evolutionary rate of RNA viruses leads to high levels of genetic diversity and the 
potential for co-existence of multiple strains in host populations, including within single hosts 
(Duffy et al., 2008; Sanjuán et al., 2010). Such diversity poses challenges to both human health 
and agricultural systems, as the effectiveness of disease control relies on knowledge of both 
viral diversity and evolutionary dynamics (García-Arenal and McDonald, 2003; Grenfell et 
al., 2004; Acosta-Leal et al., 2011). Aquaculture, as the fastest growing food production 
industry (FAO, 2016), plays an increasingly important role in global food and economic 
security (Jennings et al., 2016). However, viral disease remains a major threat to the 
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sustainability and expansion of this sector, due to a lack of effective therapeutics and vaccines 
(Garver et al., 2005; Karlsen et al., 2012; Munang’andu et al., 2012) and limited understanding 
of disease transmission between farmed populations and wild reservoir fish (Snow et al., 2010; 
Bruno et al., 2014; Ruane et al., 2018). 
Molecular characterization of pathogens plays an important role during investigations of viral 
disease outbreaks on fish farms, helping to understand the transmission of pathogens between 
farms, and contributing to improvement of disease control measures to further limit pathogen 
transmission. Sanger sequencing of one (up to a) few candidate/marker genes is often applied 
to characterize the disease agent (Nishizawa et al., 2006; Matejusova et al., 2013; Holopainen 
et al., 2017) and this method is accurate and well suited to low-throughput applications aiming 
to reveal the dominant viral strain(s). Second generation high-throughput sequencing (e.g. 
Illumina, Roche 454, Ion Torrent etc.) is now well established for genome-wide investigations 
of animal viruses (Bodewes et al., 2013; Ferretti et al., 2018; Pfaff et al., 2019) and, like 
Sanger, provides highly accurate data. Recent studies have demonstrated the potential of such 
platforms to reveal intrahost diversity of fish viral pathogens, e.g. of viral hemorrhagic 
septicaemia virus (VHSV) (Schönherz et al., 2016) and Cyprinid herpesvirus 3 (Hammoumi 
et al., 2016). Third generation Nanopore sequencing has recently been used for rapid genome-
wide analysis of fish RNA viruses (Gallagher et al., 2018), but this platform still suffers from 
higher error rates compared to Sanger and Illumina platforms, making finer-scale 
investigations of viral genetic diversity more challenging. 
Understanding the genetic diversity of natural viral infections is essential, as different viral 
strains may be associated with unique pathological outcomes, demanding alternative control 
strategies. For example, while infectious salmon anaemia virus (ISAV) typically causes high 
mortality rates in Atlantic salmon, a specific ISAV strain (HPR0) is non-pathogenic (Nylund 
et al., 2007). However, as co-infections with both pathogenic and non-pathogenic ISAV 
strains have been reported (Kibenge et al., 2009; Kulshreshtha et al., 2010), and ISAV HPR0 
has been shown to mutate into a pathogenic form (Christiansen et al., 2017), the ability to 
accurately capture all viral forms within each host is necessary for effective decisions on 
disease control. Similarly, different strains of VHSV have distinct outcomes for pathogenicity 
in salmonids (Skall et al., 2004; Dale et al., 2009) and the introduction of the exotic VHSV 
genotype IV into Europe could have devastating consequences (Lumsden et al., 2007). Thus 
the ability to detect co-infecting viral strains is central to viral epidemiological studies and the 
control of viral disease outbreaks.  
In this Chapter, I used a capture-based approach to enrich the whole genome of target viruses 
and used it to characterize genetic diversity of salmonid alphavirus (SAV, Togaviridae), a 
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single-strand positive-sense RNA virus. This virus was recently added to the World 
Organisation for Animal Health (‘OIE’) list as a notifiable disease agent (OIE, 2019b). SAV 
causes pancreas disease (PD) in Atlantic salmon (S. salar) and sleeping disease (SD) in 
rainbow trout (O. mykiss), resulting in significant mortality, reduced growth and poor flesh 
quality (Aunsmo et al., 2010). Six SAV subtypes (SAV1-6) are widely recognized (Fringuelli 
et al., 2008) that are loosely geographically structured across Europe, with Scotland reporting 
cases of SAV1, 2, 4 and 5, Ireland SAV1, 4 and 6 (Graham et al., 2012), and Norway SAV2 
and 3 (Hodneland et al., 2005; Hjortaas et al., 2013). SAV has also been detected in wild 
species including flatfish (Snow et al., 2010; Bruno et al., 2014) and Ballan wrasse (L. 
bergylta) (Ruane et al., 2018). While one past study provided evidence for complex population 
structure in SAV3 (Petterson et al., 2013), including the presence of non-random deletion 
variants in natural infections, epidemiological studies of SAV have been limited to the 
subtype-level; omitting intrahost variation. Considering that different SAV subtypes are 
known to have unique pathogenicity (e.g. infections with SAV1 and SAV3 show the most 
pronounced histopathological changes) (Graham et al., 2011), and the recent addition of SAV 
to the OIE notifiable list, gaining a deeper understanding of SAV genetic diversity and 
population structure is currently extremely timely.  
I thus performed a genome-wide analysis of SAV diversity within infected tissues from farmed 
salmonid and wild flatfish samples from several locations, representing both single hosts and 
pools of different fish. This data revealed extensive genetic diversity on several levels, 
including SAV subtype co-infections in single wild hosts, the presence of multiple SAV 
subtypes at the farm level, and extensive within-subtype SAV diversity in all samples. These 
findings have implications for sampling strategies of epidemiological and transmission studies 
and disease management where strain-level information is relevant. 
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Sample Preparation 
Tissue homogenate or RNA from eighteen heart tissue samples from either individual fish or 
pools (n=5 fish) with natural SAV infections were obtained from Marine Scotland Science or 
Marine Institute Ireland (Table 4.1). Irish flatfish from Marine Institute Ireland were 
previously published in (McCleary et al., 2014). Total RNA was extracted using a phenol-
chloroform method and RNA integrity was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Single-
strand (ss)-cDNA was synthesized using Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and 
cleaned by AMPure XP bead purification (Beckman Coulter). Ss-cDNA was converted to 
double-strand (ds)-cDNA using NEBNext Ultra II Non-directional RNA Second Strand 
Synthesis Module (New England Biolabs) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Ds-
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cDNA concentration was determined using a Qubit system with a ds-DNA HS Assay kit 
(ThermoFisher). Relative viral load was estimated using qPCR (Table 4.2), employing a 
primer pair designed in a region of the SAV genome conserved across all subtypes: 5’ - TGC 
CCG ACA GAG CAC CTT - 3’ (sense) and 5’ - CTC GGC GAC CTG GAA CTT GAT - 3’ 
(antisense). 15 µl qPCR reactions were performed for each isolate including 5 ng ds-cDNA, 
7.5 µl Brilliant III Ultra-fast SYBR Green (Agilent Technologies) and 500 nM sense/antisense 
primers. Cycling conditions were as follows: 1 cycle of 3 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles 
of 20 s at 64°C, finishing with 30 s at 55°C. The ds-cDNA samples were kept at -80oC until 
library preparation for sequence capture. 
4.2.2 Sequence capture probe design, library preparation and sequencing 
Agilent SureSelectXT2 120-mer RNA oligomer baits were generated at 4-fold tiling to cover 
reference genomes for SAV1 to SAV5 (where possible representing two representatives of the 
most phylogenetically distant clades) (accession numbers: SAV1: JX163854, AJ316244; 
SAV2: AJ316246, MH708652; SAV3: DQ149204, SAV4: MH708651; SAV5: MH708653, 
MH708650), as well as two fragments of SAV6 (EF675547, EF675499). Sequence capture 
library preparation and Illumina sequencing were performed by the Centre of Genomic 
Enabled Biology and Medicine (CGEBM) at the University of Aberdeen. 100ng of ds-cDNA 
from each sample was sheared using sonication, end-repaired and purified with AMPure XP 
beads. The pre-capture SureSelectXT2 reagent kit was used to ligate indexing adapters to the 
DNA fragments and the libraries were amplified using PCR before quality assessment on an 
Agilent TapeStation. Sequence capture was performed with the custom baits following the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Indexed samples were pooled together for the hybridisation step, 
where RNA baits bound to the virus cDNA were captured using a streptavidin bead-based 
separation. Captured libraries were amplified using PCR (12-14 cycles) and the amplified 
library confirmed using the Agilent BioAnalyser. The pooled library was run on a single 
NextSeq500 flowcell (2x150bp pair-end configuration) according to Illumina specifications. 
4.2.3 SAV genome analysis 
Demultiplexed FASTQ files were trimmed of sequencing adapters and poor-quality bases 
using TrimGalore v.0.4 (min q-score of 30) (Krueger, 2015). The average cDNA fragment 
size prior to adapter ligation was 192 bp, leaving an overlap between 2 x 150 bp paired reads. 
Paired reads were merged into longer contigs when possible using the BBMap (Bushnell, 
2016) programme BBMerge (default settings). Both merged and unmerged reads were used 
for subsequent analyses (average sequence length: 187 bp). PCR duplicates were removed 
using DeDupe (BBMap package) with default parameters. BBSplit (BBMap package) was 
used to align all quality controlled passed reads of each isolate to a reference of each of the 
six subtypes (SAV1 - AJ316244; SAV2 - AJ316246; SAV3 - DQ149204; SAV4 - 
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MH708651; SAV5 - MH708653; SAV6 - MH238448). Different SAV subtypes were 
considered present in the same sample when >50 reads mapped to locations of the reference 
sequence that contained subtype-unique variants (e.g. as visualized in Figure S1). The 
resulting bins of reads were mapped to the corresponding reference genome with BWA-MEM 
(Li, 2013), using default settings and the alignments were then processed using SAMtools 
v1.3.1 (Li et al., 2009). Consensus sequences were generated using FreeBayes variant-calling 
(Garrison and Marth, 2012) and the VCF manipulation package vcflib (Garrison, 2012) to 
produce a FASTA file for each subtype-specific isolate. The percentage of the SAV genome 
captured in each consensus sequence was calculated (Table 4.2) by comparison to a reference 
sequence of the same subtype. Proportions of each subtype per sample were estimated by 
comparing sequencing depth of each assembly across ORF2 (Figure 4.1) 
4.2.4 Bayesian phylogenetic analysis 
Isolate sequences from which ≥85% of the structural polyprotein (ORF2) was assembled were 
used for phylogenetic analysis, along with all unique published SAV ORF2 sequences (isolate 
names given in Figure 4.2). Sequence alignment (n=51 sequences) was performed using 
MAFFT v.7 with default parameters (Katoh and Standley, 2013). The final alignment was 
3,917 bp in length and is available in the Supplementary Data of the published manuscript 
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0044848619321970#s0075). Prior to 
phylogenetic analysis, the best fitting nucleotide substitution model was estimated using 
IQTREE v1.5.3 (Nguyen et al., 2015; Trifinopoulos et al., 2016). Bayesian phylogenetic 
analysis was performed using BEAST v.2.4.4 (Bouckaert et al., 2014), employing the best 
fitting nucleotide substitution model (general time reversible model; Tavaré, 1986, with 
gamma distribution of among-site rate variation estimated under 4 rate categories) an 
uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock model (Drummond et al., 2006), a random starting tree 
and a Bayesian coalescent constant population model (Drummond et al., 2005). The Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain length was 200 million generations, with sampled 
parameters logged every 20,000 generations. Convergence and mixing were assessed using 
Tracer v.1.6 where all effective sample size statistics (ESS) were >200. A maximum clade 
credibility tree was created using TreeAnnotator (Drummond et al., 2012) after removing the 
first 10% of trees as burn-in, The resulting tree (Figure 4.2) was visualised in FigTree 
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). 
4.2.5 Subtype-specific SAV genetic diversity 
Bins of sequence reads representing different SAV subtypes were mapped back to their 
consensus sequence (generated as outlined above) using BWA-MEM, with alignment 
processing performed using SAMtools. SNV detection was then performed using FreeBayes, 
with stringent parameters to reduce type-I error: a minimum base quality of 30, a minimum 
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mapping score of 30, a minimum variant frequency of 0.05, a minimum coverage of 50 reads, 
and a p-value of < e-7. All SNVs were visually inspected and their effect on coding sequence 
determined. Genomic location of each SNV from each isolate was determined and plotted in 
reference to an SAV genome alignment (n=31) using the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) 
and coloured by both codon effect (Figure 4.4) and novelty of the SNV in question (Figure 
4.5). Samples from which a subtype-consensus sequence could be obtained were further 
analysed to determine the percentage of the genome which was variable (i.e. proportion of the 
nucleotide sites which contained an SNV) (Table 4.3).  
4.2.6 Intra-subtype haplotype reconstruction and phylogenetic analysis 
Due to inconsistent results obtained from several haplotype reconstruction softwares, 
haplotype reconstruction of small genomic regions (~350 bp) was performed manually using 
visualised alignments on IGV (Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013). Isolates were chosen for analysis 
based on visualisation of SNVs; only those with several SNVs each located within the 
maximum read length (~250bp) of the next SNV were considered (samples IRE/3/12, 
IRE/38/11, SCO/G415/09, SCO/G572/09, SCO/G573/09, and SCO/G582/07). A genomic 
region overlapping the E3 and E2 genes was selected to maximise the number of SNVs present 
in the samples. SNVs were considered to belong to the same haplotype if >99% of the reads 
with one SNV also contained a second SNV, itself present in <1% of reads not containing the 
first SNV. Haplotype sequences generated for samples IRE/3/12, IRE/38/11, SCO/G415/09, 
SCO/G572/09, SCO/G573/09, and SCO/G582/07 were aligned against the same regions of 
consensus SAV1 sequences recovered for other samples within the study, before a Bayesian 
phylogenetic analyses was performed as described above.  
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Sequence capture for genome-wide SAV analysis 
Eighteen tissue samples from four fish species (Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, European 
plaice (P platesa) and common dab (L. limanda)) were used in this study (Table 4.1). For the 
farmed salmonid samples, heart tissue from a representative sample of five fish, pooled 
together at the farm level, were obtained during routine visits to fish farms on the west coast 
of Scotland and Shetland. The pooled wild flatfish were caught on the east coast of Scotland, 
while the individual flatfish samples were caught in Dublin bay and the Celtic sea. All samples 
tested positive for SAV using qPCR analysis (Table 4.2). The samples were sequenced on an 
Illumina NextSeq 500 following enrichment of SAV cDNA using the Agilent SureSelectXT2 
platform. The sequence capture probes covered the full genomes of SAV1-SAV5 genotypes 
and also included two partial fragments of SAV6 (Fringuelli et al. 2008).  
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In total, 136,914,992 reads (20.5 Gb total DNA) were obtained that passed quality control 
(Table 4.2). The proportion of SAV reads among all sequenced reads ranged from 2.9% to 
91.4% per sample (Table 4.2) and was positively correlated with viral RNA load estimates 
obtained by qPCR (Pearson’s R=0.92, p<0.001). Sequence coverage was uneven across the 
genome, with more reads mapping to ORF2 (structural polyprotein) than ORF1 (non-
structural polyprotein) for SAV1, and a higher 3’ coverage of each polyprotein for SAV2 
(Figure 4.6).  
4.3.2 Evidence for co-presence of different SAV subtypes 
An approach was designed to map reads from single samples to all six SAV reference genome 
sequences (note: an SAV6 genome became available while the work was in preparation; 
(Gallagher et al., 2018). Sequence reads from all eighteen samples mapped exclusively to 
SAV1, SAV2 and SAV5. Sequence reads generated from two out of five samples collected 
from individual fish (common dab) mapped to both SAV1 and SAV5 (Table 4.2), indicating 
the presence of viral RNA from two different SAV subtypes in the same host tissue (e.g. 
Figure 4.7). Additionally, eleven out of the thirteen pooled samples contained sequence reads 
that mapped to two SAV subtypes (Table 4.2), with both SAV1-SAV2 and SAV1-SAV5 
pairings observed. These included pooled samples from both farmed Atlantic salmon and 
rainbow trout, as well as wild caught Scottish common dab. In all cases, the Sanger-generated 
sequence confirmed the presence of only the SAV subtype present at higher coverage across 
a greater proportion of the genome (Table 4.2).  
For all samples showing a co-presence of reads from two SAV subtypes, at least half of the 
genome was represented; including the majority of the ORF2; sufficient to discriminate 
between the SAV genotypes (Table 4.2). A Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of ORF2 was 
performed, including all the unique publicly available SAV sequences and the consensus 
sequences assembled during this study; inclusive of SAV subtypes co-present in the same 
samples (Figure 4.2). SAV sequences of co-present subtypes belong to a diverse range of 
phylogenetic lineages, including distantly related clades for SAV1 and SAV2 (Figure 4.2) and 
were unique compared to the published list of sequenced SAV genes and genomes as well as 
the list of commonly handled SAV isolates in both Marine Science Scotland and Marine 
Institute. This abundant novel genetic diversity is incompatible with scenarios where the co-
presence of SAV subtypes in the same sample resulted from contamination (see Section 4.4). 
4.3.3 Within-subtype SAV diversity 
To test for the existence of within-subtype SAV diversity, I mapped the recovered reads back 
to consensus sequences for the different SAV genomes. Any samples showing co-presence of 
two SAV subtypes were mapped to two unique references. Genome-wide single nucleotide 
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variant (SNV) calls were generated for all samples, excluding SNVs with frequencies <5% to 
avoid false-positives. All samples showed evidence for minor SNVs with large differences 
observed between samples (0.01 to 0.77% of genome affected) (Table 4.3).   
Considering the evidence favouring a co-presence of phylogenetically distinct SAV subtypes 
in single samples, it seemed plausible that distinct subtype strains might also be commonly 
present in the same sample. However, the short sequencing reads obtained (average fragment 
length: 192 bp) limits our ability to distinguish such scenarios from viral strains that evolved 
within-host (Domingo et al., 2012). In an attempt to address this issue, I performed 
phylogenetic analysis on a short (manually-assembled, see Materials and Methods and Figure 
4.8) fragment of the SAV E3 and E2 genes for a subset of samples (samples IRE/F3/12, 
IRE/F38/11, SCO/G415/09, SCO/G572/09, SCO/G573/09, SCO/G582/07) that contained 
enough variation for reliable viral haplotype phasing (311bp fragment). SAV1 subtype 
haplotypes identified within each sample were characterised by phylogenetic analysis (Figure 
4.3). Two distinct SAV1 clades were observed (posterior probability of 0.84), sharing a 
pairwise nucleotide similarity of 98%, compatible with a co-infection scenario for single-
individual samples (IRE/F3/12 and IRE/F38/11) and (at minimum) a co-circulation scenario 
for the represented pooled samples (SCO/G572/09 and SCO/G415/09). Additionally isolates 
IRE/F3/12 and SCO/G572/09 also contained SAV1 haplotypes that branched within 
monophyletic clades for each sample (e.g. isolate IRE/F3/12 has three SAV1 sequences 
sharing 99.6% pairwise identity on average). While it cannot be assumed to be the case for 
SCO/G572/09 (a pooled sample), for isolate IRE/F3/12, these results are consistent with 
intrahost evolution of SAV. 
A broader definition of the SNV landscape of these samples is visualized in Figure 4.4, 
including the proportion of synonymous and non-synonymous variants across different genes 
in the SAV genome. The caveat to this analysis is that the data represents viral strains from 
both single fish samples and pools of five individuals. Hence the presence of multiple distinct 
SAV strains in samples may represent one or multiple of the following scenarios: SAV co-
infection in individual fish, intrahost SAV evolution during the time course of an infection, 
or, and most likely, the co-circulation of several SAV strains infecting different fish at the 
farm level. Consequently, this limits the value of statistical analyses to formally contrast 
differences in SNV rate across different genes and host species, due to confounding effects of 
possible co-circulations, co-infections and intra-host evolution. Informally, it seems notable 
that large variation in the number of observed SNVs across samples was inclusive of the 
different species, with no obvious differences between farmed and wild fish (Table 4.3). 
However, I did observe a notably higher number of SNVs in SAV1 compared to SAV2/SAV5 
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(Table 4.3), which may reflect a higher natural diversity of this subtype in Scottish and Irish 
waters.  
4.4 Discussion 
Second and third generation sequencing platforms have been widely used to study pathogen 
genomic variation. However, the uptake of such tools to characterize genetic diversity for 
pathogenic viruses affecting farmed fishes has been slow, leaving knowledge gaps in our 
understanding of commercially important diseases including PD and SD. The few studies that 
have achieved a deep profiling of pathogenic viral diversity in farmed fish provide ample 
evidence for intrahost viral diversity. However, until recently only a few studies considered 
natural SAV infections, with most work done on cultured viral isolates, which likely lack the 
natural genetic diversity, instead accumulating novel genetic variation associated with 
passaging in cell culture (Karlsen et al., 2006). This should be especially true for cultured 
material consisting of multiple pooled fish, as any genetic variation present will be combined 
and presumably removed/reduced by selection or drift from the onset of cell culture. 
In this Chapter, I developed a target enrichment sequencing approach to characterise the 
genetic diversity of SAV in natural infections and compared the levels of diversity between 
single-individual and pooled samples. The generated in this Chapter provides evidence for 
common co-circulation (and potentially co-infections) of two SAV subtypes and within-
subtype strain diversity, both on Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout farms, as well as in wild 
flatfish populations. Furthermore, SAV1 and SAV5 were co-detected in two single-individual 
flatfish samples from Dublin Bay representing, to my knowledge, the first empirical evidence 
for subtype-level SAV co-infection. This finding cannot be explained by contamination, due 
to the extensive novel phylogenetic diversity of the viral sequences identified. Under a 
scenario of contamination, for example resulting from SAV PCR amplicons previously 
generated in the lab, I would expect the repeated presence of one or a few contaminating 
samples. The only isolate used previously in our lab was SAV4640 (accession: JX163854), to 
which none of the new SAV1 sequences matched. Additionally, several isolates previously 
identified as SAV1 were found here to contain SAV2 or SAV5; no samples of these subtypes 
had been subjected to PCR in the laboratory where amplicon libraries were prepared. Finally, 
under a scenario of contamination, I would expect the issue to impact all samples, given that 
they were processed together; however, this was not observed, as several contained reads 
mapping to a single SAV subtype (isolates IRE/F3/12, IRE/F10/12, IRE/F39/11, 
SCO/G576/07, and SCO/G865/15). I thus conclude that the presence of multiple SAV 
subtypes circulating on single salmonid farms and wild fish populations is a true reflection of 
natural infections. Importantly, these findings have previously been hidden to consensus 
sequence approaches reliant on Sanger sequencing of PCR products (Karlsen et al., 2006; 
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Domingo et al., 2012; Hjortaas et al., 2013; Matejusova et al., 2013), advocating a need for 
routine uptake of higher-resolution sequencing methods from individual rather than pooled 
samples for epidemiological studies and diagnostics. The high prevalence of within-sample 
SAV diversity indicates that the dynamics of PD are markedly more complex than widely 
recognised, suggesting a need for extensive reappraisal and expansion of existing genetic 
databases to support ongoing disease management decisions. 
The sequence capture method employed in this study allows for an unbiased characterisation 
of viral diversity. My data corroborates previous findings (Hammoumi et al., 2016) that the 
efficiency of viral sequence capture depends on the initial viral load and is variable between 
analysed samples. Additionally, the SureSelectXT2 protocol used requires pooling of barcoded 
samples prior to capture; while reducing handling and reagent costs, this prevents the 
normalization of library quantities between isolates. A difference was also observed in 
coverage across the SAV genome, which might reflect the natural abundance of the two 
mRNAs in SAV. In many samples the structural polyprotein, encoded by a ~4kb 3’ mRNA, 
showed higher coverage than the ~8kb 5’ mRNA encoding the non-structural polyprotein, 
which has been observed for other members of the alphavirus genus (Carrasco et al., 2018).  
While I discovered evidence for within-subtype intrahost variation of SAV in wild fish, my 
data was unsuitable to phase complete viral genomes for closely related strains. This is due to 
the use of short-read sequence data, which allows high confidence SNV calling, but makes it 
challenging to link SNVs separated by distances greater than the sequenced fragment length 
(192bp average in this study), even when using software dedicated to this problem (data not 
shown). Hence, future studies of within-subtype SAV diversity will benefit from longer 
sequence information, which could be generated using the same capture strategy and larger 
fragment sizes. However, even better results are envisaged by adopting third-generation long-
read sequencing tools (e.g. Oxford Nanopore and Pacific Biosciences) (Posada-Cespedes et 
al., 2017) and/or linked-read sequencing (Russell et al., 2018), which represent promising 
tools for ongoing genomic investigations into aquaculture pathogens. 
Previous work has characterised the presence of distinct SAV subtypes in proximal 
geographical locations around Ireland and Scotland (Graham et al., 2012). Interestingly, the 
industry (https://www.fishfarmingexpert.com/article/msd-survey-vaccination-significantly-
reducing-pd-positive-results/) has noted that different SAV subtypes have affected individual 
Scottish salmon farms in subsequent years, consistent with co-circulation of distinct viral 
lineages on small spatial scales. These results are consistent with such non-published reports, 
as all SAV subtypes detected were previously detected in the same regions (Figure 4.1) and 
demonstrate the presence of multiple SAV strains and subtypes on single farms.  
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From a practical perspective, it will be important to document the conditions under which 
complex SAV infections arise, are maintained, and impact pathological outcomes. High-
throughput sequencing of pooled samples can accurately identify SAV strains and subtypes 
present on an individual fish farm; however it does not allow for the characterisation of SAV 
co-infections and subsequent association between genetic diversity levels (or the presence of 
individual pathogenic strains) and disease prognosis at the scale of individual fish. 
Additionally, if Sanger sequencing is used alone for identification of viral genotypes present 
at the farm level from pooled material, even more information is lost. This is demonstrated by 
the fact that all Scottish samples tested had the dominant SAV strain correctly genotyped, but 
missed the secondary strains present in the pooled samples. This is of importance in countries 
or regions that regulate the salmon industry based on SAV strain presence, such as Norway. 
Determining the spread and transmission of particularly virulent strains, or even identifying 
the presence of these virulent strains at low frequencies is challenging, if not impossible using 
Sanger sequencing approaches. It is now well-established that the implications of co-
infections for disease progression can be highly varied, and may range from detrimental to 
beneficial (McArdle et al., 2018). In this respect, a priority will be to determine whether higher 
SAV diversity (either intrahost or co-circulating in a salmon cage) is associated with different 
disease progression or alteration in mortality rates. Such analyses would be most powerful if 
done using high coverage genome-wide sequencing of samples from individual fish. 
While pooling samples may be appropriate for routine statutory disease surveillance (OIE, 
2017b), care needs to be taken to ensure that the sensitivity of detection assays is sufficient 
for detection of viral nucleic acid even when present in lower titres and/or few individuals in 
the pool (Hall, 2013). Additionally, sampling at the individual level is required for 
epidemiological studies investigating the origin or relatedness of disease outbreaks where a 
lack of accurate sequence data can infer incorrect transmission patterns and population 
dynamics.  
Finally, several PD vaccines, with varying efficiencies, are available on the market (Karlsen 
et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). While it is yet to be established whether SAV intrahost variation 
(or subtype co-circulation on the same farm) impacts the efficacy of PD vaccination, this is an 
important line of investigation considering previous work, which showed that virulence can 
vary in multiple-genotype infections compared to single infections (Lancaster and Pfeiffer, 
2012; Bose et al., 2016). 
In conclusion, I have demonstrated an unbiased approach to enrich viral RNA in infected fish 
tissues and used it to define previously unrecognized diversity in a viral pathogen responsible 
for significant commercial losses and welfare issues in salmonid aquaculture. A more 
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thorough definition of the genetic diversity characterising viral infections in aquaculture, 
especially the associated implications for pathogenicity and disease outcomes, along with a 
suitable sampling strategy, will be essential in the ongoing battle against viral diseases 
threatening the expansion of global aquaculture. 
Data Availability 
Raw sequence files are available under SRA BioProject PRJNA599596. Genome sequences 





Figure 4.1. Geographic distribution of SAV in Scotland and Ireland. Regions previously 
characterised with the presence of multiple SAV subtypes are indicated with boxes. Pie charts 
represent isolates characterised in this study with the estimated proportion of co-circulating strains 




Figure 4.2. Bayesian phylogeny showing evidence for two SAV subtypes within single samples used 
in this study. The tree was built from a 3,935 bp nucleotide alignment of the SAV structural 
polyprotein (ORF2). The analysis was performed in BEAST2 using the best fit nucleotide substitution 
model (GTR+G), a relaxed molecular clock model, and a coalescent constant population model. 
Statistical support for key nodes is indicated by posterior probability values. Consensus sequences 
from single fish samples have red font titles, while sequences from pooled fish samples have black 
font titles. Arrows joining branches indicate subtype-level co-infections within a single fish. Samples 




Figure 4.3. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of a 311 bp fragment of the SAV E3/E2 genes to identify the relationship of manually-phased haplotypes in six SAV1 samples. 
Strains are labelled by isolate with letter-based identifiers (e.g. 415a, 415b) indicating multiple strains per isolate. Example co-infections in single-individual samples are 
indicated by blue arrows, while strains from pooled samples are shown by red arrows. The analysis was performed in BEAST2 using the best-fit nucleotide substitution 




Figure 4.4. SNV landscape of all samples including secondary strains (n=31) with position of SNV representing genomic location. Synonymous and nonsynonymous SNVs 





Figure 4.5. SNV landscape of all samples including secondary strains (n=31) with position of SNV representing genomic location. Unique and shared SNVs are coloured 






Figure 4.6. Coverage plots of representative isolates showing an increase in coverage over the 















Figure 4.8. Visualisation of haplotype-level reconstruction of the viral population within an infected sample. Haplotypes 2a, 2b and 2c are all more closely related to each 
other than they are to haplotype 1, indicating the presence of a coinfection of two viral strains (strain 1 and strain 2) and the subsequent intra-host diversification of one of 
these stains (strain 2)
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IRE/F3/12* 2012 Celtic Sea Plaice Wild Individual 
IRE/F6/11* 2011 Dublin Bay Dab Wild Individual 
IRE/F7/11* 2011 Dublin Bay Dab Wild Individual 
IRE/F10/12* 2012 Celtic Sea Plaice Wild Individual 
IRE/F38/11* 2011 Dublin Bay Dab Wild Individual 
SCO/G399/09 2009 Argyll R. trout Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G407/09 2009 Shetland  A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G415/09 2009 Argyll A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G424/09 2009 Shetland  A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G521/10 2010 Shetland  A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G524/07 2007 Central R. trout Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G572/09 2009 East Coast Dab Wild Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G573/09 2009 East Coast Dab Wild Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G576/07 2007 South Uist A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G582/07 2007 Argyll & Bute R. trout Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G583/10 2010 East Coast Dab Wild Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G865/15 2015 Argyll & Bute A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
SCO/G923/15 2015 Shetland  A. salmon Farmed Pooled (5x) 
 
Samples obtained from Marine Institute Ireland are indicated with *, all other 






Table 4.2. Summary of genome-wide SAV data following sequence capture and Illumina sequencing 












% SAV1 Genome 
Covered [mean 
coverage] 
% SAV2 Genome 
Covered [mean 
coverage] 
% SAV5 Genome 
Covered [mean 
coverage] 
SCO/G865/15 Atlantic salmon 23.5 39,697,464 91.39 4.63 SAV1 100% [15,126x] 
  
SCO/G415/09 Atlantic salmon 31.8 9,988,198 45.13 16.22 SAV1 100% [75x] 
 
84% [3x] 
SCO/G521/10 Atlantic salmon 34.2 9,548,438 50.65 14.45 SAV1 74% [5x] 46% [3x] 
 
SCO/G424/09 Atlantic salmon 33.9 9,053,958 17.97 22.80 SAV2 77% [5x] 97% [13x] 
 
SCO/G407/09 Atlantic salmon 32.2 7,760,266 41.90 32.15 SAV2 100% [27x] 100% [107x] 
 
SCO/G582/07 Rainbow trout 29.6 5,640,002 9.16 55.24 SAV2 91% [52x] 100% [513x] 
 
SCO/G399/09 Rainbow trout 31.7 4,657,156 16.87 40.78 SAV2 73% [2x] 100% [191x] 
 
IRE/F7/11 Common dab 30 167,848 6.40 NA SAV1 94% [24x] 
 
54% [1x] 
IRE/F6/11 Common dab 32.7 209,960 6.60 NA SAV1 88% [30x] 
 
72% [2x] 
IRE/F38/11 Common dab 33.2 3,506,568 19.70 NA SAV1 96% [422x] 
  
SCO/G573/09 Common dab 32.9 5,156,948 24.70 NA SAV2 86% [4x] 100% [18x] 
 
SCO/G572/09 Common dab 32.4 5,198,444 48.70 NA SAV2 87% [7x] 98% [15x] 
 
SCO/G583/10 Common dab 32.7 7,723,112 18.00 NA SAV5 74% [3x] 
 
100% [47x] 
IRE/F3/12 European plaice 32 3,607,684 13.60 NA SAV1 100% [314x] 
  
IRE/F10/12 European plaice 23.8 13,304,474 76.90 NA SAV1 100% [4,864x] 
  
SCO/G524/07 Rainbow trout 31.1 3,939,136 4.10 28.86 SAV2 58% [40x] 100% [101x] 
 
SCO/G576/07 Atlantic salmon 31.9 4,404,064 2.90 31.94 SAV1 99% [89x] 
  
SCO/G923/15 Atlantic salmon 33.9 3,351,272 9.35 43.92 SAV5 47% [1.5x]   54% [5x] 
 
Relative viral load estimated using highly conserved primers in the capsid gene. Only reads with a cut-off q-score of 30 were used. All samples were subtyped using 




Table 4.3. Genome-wide SAV genetic diversity present within SAV subtypes 
Sample Species Subtype # SNVs 
% Genome 
Variable 
% of SNVs non-
synonymous 
IRE/F3/12 European plaice SAV1 78 0.66% 24.36% 
IRE/F10/12 European plaice SAV1 3 0.03% 66.67% 
IRE/F38/11 Common dab SAV1 26 0.22% 38.46% 
SCO/G407/09 Atlantic salmon SAV1 44 0.37% 72.73% 
SCO/G415/09 Atlantic salmon SAV1 46 0.39% 41.30% 
SCO/G576/07 Atlantic salmon SAV1 90 0.76% 73.33% 
SCO/G865/15 Atlantic salmon SAV1 7 0.06% 0.00% 
SCO/G399/09 Rainbow trout SAV2 5 0.04% 60.00% 
SCO/G407/09 Atlantic salmon SAV2 19 0.16% 78.95% 
SCO/G424/09 Atlantic salmon SAV2 4 0.03% 50.00% 
SCO/G524/07 Rainbow trout SAV2 17 0.14% 82.35% 
SCO/G572/09 Common dab SAV2 11 0.09% 72.73% 
SCO/G573/09 Common dab SAV2 5 0.04% 60.00% 
SCO/G582/07 Rainbow trout SAV2 1 0.01% 100.00% 
SCO/G583/10 Common dab SAV5 8 0.07% 87.50% 
 
SNVs called only for consensus SAV sequence for which >95% of total genome length recovered. 














Chapter 5. RNA Virus characterisation using 
metagenomics in aquaculture 
 
The data presented in this chapter are being used in manuscript under preparation 
for submission to a peer-reviewed journal 
Summary 
Metagenomics is a powerful tool for identifying both known and novel viral species, 
particularly when characterising emerging viral diseases. In this Chapter, I report a new 
analysis pipeline for characterising RNA-based viromes from short-read RNA-seq datasets, 
which can be implemented on datasets with and without genome sequences for the host 
species. This Chapter goes on to report the benchmarking and value of the pipeline using a 
range of simulated viromes and existing host RNA-Seq datasets, before demonstrating its 
application for de novo virus discovery and biological characterization using sequencing data 
from Pacific oyster (C. gigas) infected with norovirus and sampled at multiple time points 
post-infection.  
5.1 Introduction 
Viruses are the most abundant biological entity on Earth and likely infect every species of 
cellular life across all habitable environments (Koonin et al., 2006). However, viruses are 
traditionally characterised when causing symptomatic diseases to humans or economically 
important plants and animals. Viral pathogens of commercially important aquatic species are 
currently predominantly characterised using cell culture to isolate the virus in question, which 
remains effective for viral diagnostics and characterising economically important diseases. 
However the majority of aquatic viruses are thought to be unculturable (Wang et al., 2002) 
and as RNA viruses do not contain a universally conserved gene (like 16S rRNA in bacteria, 
or CO1 in animals), species-specific PCR primers can only be designed after the virus has 
been identified.  
With the continuing increase in sequence data quantity and quality, alongside decreasing 
sequencing costs, the application of NGS for metagenomics is emerging as a powerful 
approach to characterise viral infections, identify novel viral species, and understand host 
responses to infections involving complex viral populations (Xu et al., 2015, 2016a, 2016b; 
Munang’andu et al., 2017). Additionally, NGS approaches can reveal viromes in the absence 
of overt disease (Li et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2016b, 2018; Geoghegan et al., 2017, 2018). 
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Understanding the baseline compositions of viral populations, together with investigations 
into the factors that mediate host jumps, may help reveal key determinants of the process of 
disease emergence (Geoghegan et al., 2016, 2017; Geoghegan and Holmes, 2017). 
Metagenomic studies have greatly accelerated the pace of virus discovery, with some 
individual studies characterising hundreds of new viral species, particularly in non-
mammalian species (Essbauer and Ahne, 2001; Batts et al., 2011; Stenglein et al., 2012; 
Mikalsen et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2016b, 2016a, 2018). Databases that catalogue expanded 
genetic diversity in particular viral groups or species, along with their host ranges, can be used 
to develop tools to inform control strategies in the event of a virus jumping hosts between 
species. 
To match this pace of discovery and data production, several virome analysis tools have been 
developed to aid in the identification of both novel viral species/groups, and to detect known 
strains of viral species (e.g. Huson et al., 2011; Roux et al., 2014, 2015; Wood and Salzberg, 
2014). However, the primary challenge of many of these tools is that they rely on sequence 
homology to known genomic databases in order to categorise sequences. This combined with 
the evidence that viromes are characterised by a large amount of sequences with little to no 
homology to anything in databases (up to 90% - Aggarwala et al 2017), limits many of these 
tools to the ‘completeness’ of these databases.  
In this Chapter, I present an analysis workflow to detect both known and unknown viruses in 
short-read RNA-seq datasets. Having validated the workflow against both mock and real 
datasets, this new approach was used to characterise the viromes of Pacific oyster samples 
challenged with norovirus and sampled at time points post-infection, revealing 35 putative 
novel viral genome sequences from 31 putative species. This Chapter also highlights the 
importance of re-examining datasets previously screened for viruses as large amounts of 
viruses may exist in the ‘unknown fraction’ of reads with no homology to anything in the 
current databases. 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Workflow overview: 
 
A bioinformatic pipeline was constructed in Snakemake (Köster and Rahmann, 2012) with 
the goal of reliably identifying RNA viruses in host RNA-seq datasets, together with a series 
of analysis steps employed individually that annotate and polish viral genome sequences. This 
section will explain the steps in the Snakemake pipeline and subsequent individual analysis 
steps that require manual inputs. A visualisation of the workflow including the Snakemake 
steps and recommended manual curation of resulting viral genomic sequences is presented in 
Fig. 5.1.  
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5.2.1.1 Snakemake pipeline  
Initially, raw paired-end sequence data is generated or can be downloaded from public 
databases (e.g. NCBI SRA), which are trimmed of poor quality and short reads using 
TrimGalore (Krueger, 2015) using a minimum read quality of 30 and a minimum read length 
of 50bp. Following quality control, reads are mapped to a reference genome of the host 
organism using BowTie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), with default parameters to reduce 
time and memory usage for future analysis steps. All reads that fail to map to the input 
reference genome are extracted using Samtools (Li et al., 2009) and Seqtk (Li, 2015), are used 
for de novo transcriptome assembly using Trinity RNA-Seq (Grabherr et al., 2011) under 
default settings. Several RNA-seq de novo assembly softwares were assessed on key criteria 
(quality of species identification and contig length) before Trinity was chosen as the preferred 
option (see Section 5.2.2). If no host genome is available, then quality-controlled sequence 
data is used as the input for transcriptome assembly directly without the prior mapping step. 
The assembled contigs are then annotated based on sequence similarity to the non-redundant 
protein (Nr) NCBI database using DIAMOND BLASTx (Buchfink et al., 2014) and an 
expected e-value threshold of 1x10-5 to remove false positive hits. These steps are included in 
a Snakemake file (Chapter 5; Supplementary File 1) and the resulting viral contigs can be used 
in further manual curation of viral genome sequences (outlined below). 
5.2.1.2 Annotation of new viral sequences 
The assembled contigs resulting from the Snakemake pipeline can be annotated using a range 
of possible approaches. Here, I explain the approach taken in this Chapter, which led to the 
characterization of novel viral genomes sequences and therefore has proven applicability (and 
can be viewed as a recommended practice).  
The contigs were assigned taxonomically based on their closest BLASTx hit using the NCBI 
taxonomy and the R package ‘taxonomizr’, which assigns taxonomies to NCBI accession 
numbers. Assembled contigs over 1kb in length with a viral BLASTx match were extracted, 
subjected to a 6-frame translation to identify putative ORFs, and the protein sequences 
scanned for viral-specific protein domain signatures using NCBI Conserved Domain Search 
(Lu et al., 2020). Though several viral-specific protein sequences can be used to identity viral 
contigs, in this study only contigs containing viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) 
proteins were retained for further analysis.  
The quality controlled reads and assembled viral contigs were imported into Geneious 
2019.0.4 (Kearse et al., 2012) and mapped back to each contig sequence to estimate the 
relative abundance of each virus, and to elongate viral contigs. Iterative mapping with the 
Geneious Mapper (Kearse et al., 2012) was performed for each contig (using the ‘Medium-
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Low’ mapping sensitivity), mapping multiple best matches randomly until no further 
elongation was achieved with further iterations. The resulting alignments were visualised in 
Geneious and the presence of co-infecting viral strains was assumed when SNV’s were 
detected throughout the genome sequence that would result in ≤95% nucleotide pairwise 
identity between the two (or more) infecting strains. When detected, manual phasing of viral 
strains was attempted as automated viral phasing softwares had already proven unreliable in 
Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2.6). Therefore, manual phasing ‘by eye’ was deemed to be the most 
accurate approach. Consensus sequences were generated for each alignment using a ‘50% -
Strict’ threshold for calling ambiguous bases and ORFs were then predicted for each sequence 
using a minimum size of 400bp and a start codon of ATG. Finally contigs were translated 
according to ORF predictions and the protein sequences were used for viral phylogenetics. 
To infer the phylogenetic relationships of novel viruses, viral contigs containing an ORF 
encoding an RdRp protein were used in BLASTp searches against the non-redundant (Nr) 
protein NCBI database and the top 100 hits for each contig were retrieved. Duplicated 
BLASTp hits were removed and sequences containing the same RdRp protein domain family 
aligned using MAFFT v.7 (Katoh and Standley, 2013; Katoh et al., 2019) employing the E-
INS-I algorithm. Low-confidence aligned regions were trimmed using TrimAL 1.2 (Capella-
Gutiérrez et al., 2009), employing the ‘Strict’ method. Maximum likelihood trees were 
generated using the IQTree online server (Nguyen et al., 2015; Trifinopoulos et al., 2016), 
which is able to estimate the best-fit amino acid substitution model prior to tree building.  
1,000 ultrafast bootstrap alignments (Minh et al., 2013) and 1,000 SH-aLRT branch test 
replicates (Guindon et al., 2010), were used to acquire confidence scores for each node. 
Phylogenetic trees were drawn and annotated in FigTree v1.4.4 
(https://github.com/rambaut/figtree/releases/tag/v1.4.4).  
5.2.2 Pipeline Validation – Test Datasets 
 
The pipeline was validated on several test datasets to establish its efficiency to detect known 
and unknown viruses. To simulate a virome of known composition, synthetic reads from a 
selection of 32 different RNA viruses spanning a range of evolutionary distances and genome 
architectures (Table 5.1) were generated using InsilicoSeq (Gourlé et al., 2019) with the 
default HiSeq error model settings. InSilicoSeq uses a log-normal distribution to generate 
abundance estimates of each input genome sequence, and a dataset of 300,000 reads was 
generated from the 32 virus species genome templates (the number of reads from each species 
are given in Table 5.2). These synthetic reads were combined with Atlantic salmon (S. salar) 
RNA-seq reads (SRR7139950) to simulate a sample with 3% total viral reads (i.e. a total of 
10 million reads), which was analysed with the new pipeline. The coverage of each virus in 
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the mock dataset is given in Table 5.2. Several de novo transcriptome assembly programmes 
were assessed at this stage to determine the most suitable for viral characterisation including 
Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011), SOAPdenovo-Trans (Xie et al., 2014), rnaSPAdes 
(Bushmanova et al., 2019), MetaSPAdes (Nurk et al., 2017) and Velvet (Zerbino, 2010), the 
last being implemented in Geneious v2019.0.4. The relative performance of each assembler 
was judged against the correct identification of each viral species, and the proportion of viral 
templates covered by a single assembled contig (Table 5.2). 
To simulate an infection with a known pathogenic virus, synthetic 2 x 125bp paired-end reads 
were generated from an SAV1 reference genome template (Accession number JX163854) 
using InSilicoSeq under the default HiSeq error model settings. This error model and read 
length was chosen as the host Atlantic salmon reads that these synthetic viral were added to 
match these specifications, in addition to being of similar length and from the same Illumina 
platform as the published datasets outlined below. These synthetic reads were then mixed with 
Atlantic salmon RNA-seq paired-end reads (SRR7139950) for a total of 10 million paired-end 
reads. Nine datasets were generated in this manner, ranging from SAV titres of 0.05% (5,000 
reads) to 5% (500,000 reads) (Table 5.3). These samples were then analysed with the pipeline 
outlined in Section 5.2.1 using the Trinity RNA-seq assembler. Effectiveness of the pipeline 
was assessed by whether full length SAV genomes could be generated from all simulated viral 
titres, and whether the sequences of the assembled viral genomes were identical to the template 
for synthetic read generation (Table 5.3). 
Finally, this pipeline was tested against several published RNA-seq datasets including Atlantic 
salmon with known ISAV infections (BioProject Accession: PRJNA517818) consisting of 2 
x 100bp reads sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform, prepared using the TruSeq 
Stranded mRNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina) (LeBlanc et al., 2018) and a mixed fish 
sample previously analysed for virome characterisation (SRA accession: SRR6291373) 
consisting of 2 x 150bp reads sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform, prepared using 
the Ribo-Zero Gold rRNA Removal Kit (Illumina) followed by the TruSeq total RNA Library 
Preparation protocol (Illumina) (Shi et al., 2018). The ISAV-infected datasets were analysed 
according to the pipeline in Section 5.2.1 with reference genome mapping to reduce the 
proportion of host reads being assembled. The mixed fish sample consists of sequences from 
species without reference genomes and was therefore analysed without reference genome 
mapping. The pipeline was assessed by its ability to recover the relevant ISAV genome in all 
datasets where present (confirmed by mapping trimmed reads to an ISAV reference genome 
– isolate CA/NL/G0010/2012) (Table 5.4), and asking whether all viruses identified by Shi et 
al. (2018) were detected, or if any additional new viruses were revealed (Table 5.5). 
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5.2.3 De novo virome characterisation in Pacific oyster 
 
Once validated, as described in Section 5.2.2, the new pipeline was used to characterise the 
virome of several previously published Pacific oyster datasets, which had been experimentally 
challenged with norovirus (BioProject PRJNA353875; SRR5043896-99) (Ma et al., 2017). 
Briefly, as outlined in Ma et al. (2017), wild Pacific oysters were harvested from Aoshanwei, 
Qingdao, China and kept in control conditions to ensure no natural contamination of norovirus 
was present. Oysters were then inoculated with norovirus and sampled at specific time points 
during the infection period (0hr, 12hr, 24hr, and 48hrs post-infection). RNA-seq was then 
performed on oyster digestive tissues pooled from 5 individuals using poly-A mRNA isolated 
with oligo-dT beads. Finally, the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform was used to sequence 2 x 
125bp reads from ds-cDNA libraries. To maximise the data available to identify new viruses, 
reads from all four time points were initially combined and analysed as a single dataset. The 
Pacific oyster has a published genome (Wang et al. 2012), which was used for read mapping 
prior to de novo assembly. To test the efficacy of host mapping in reducing host reads, the 
combined dataset was also analysed without host mapping and the relative abundance of 
taxonomic groups that contributed ≥0.05% of the total contigs in the two assemblies were 
compared (Fig. 5.12). Virus characterisation was performed as outlined in Section 5.2.1, and 
new viral species from these datasets, along with those found in the mixed fish sample, were 
classified using phylogenetics of the RdRp protein sequences. Each timepoint dataset was then 
analysed individually with this workflow to detect any changes in relative virome composition 
between the sampling time points (Fig. 5.13).  
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Pipeline Validation 
The analysis pipeline was validated against several mock and real datasets to determine its 
usefulness in identifying both novel and characterised viruses. Initially, a mock virome 
consisting of synthetic paired-end reads from 32 viruses, possessing a range of genome sizes, 
structures and phylogenetic positions (Table 5.1), was analysed independently and combined 
with ‘host’ reads (Atlantic salmon). Six de novo assembly programmes were tested for their 
ability to assemble contigs identifiable as specific virus species, and the proportion of virus 
template sequences covered in single contigs. Trinity, RNA-Spades, MetaSpades and Spades 
were able to detect all the virus species present in the mock viromes and assemble contigs that 
covered the majority of the genome templates (>95% of the genomic template) (Table. 5.2), 
with Trinity having a slightly better performance than the other programmes. SOAPdenovo-
Trans, while comparable to the former four assemblers for most viral species, failed to identify 
one species entirely, and produced contigs that only covered half of another species. Velvet 
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performed comparatively poorly, missing several species and producing contigs only partially 
covering templates for several other species (Table 5.2). Therefore, Trinity was chosen as the 
most suitable programme for use in this pipeline and for all future analyses in this Chapter.  
When tested against a range of mock SAV infections, the pipeline successfully identified SAV 
contigs in all simulated titres (0.05% to 5% of total reads), and full length genomes were 
recovered in single contigs in all datasets (Table 5.3). When tested against real RNA-seq 
datasets of ISAV-infected Atlantic salmon samples (LeBlanc et al., 2018), the pipeline 
identified ISAV contigs in all the high-titre datasets (Table 5.4). While no ISAV was identified 
in the low-titre samples, mapping the reads to the ISAV genome using BWA-Mem (Li, 2013) 
also failed to identify ISAV in these samples. Therefore this pipeline was deemed at least as 
sensitive and accurate as a mapping approach. Additionally, most ISAV segments were 
assembled into a single contig, thus confirming the ability of Trinity to produce full-length 
contigs of segmented virus genomes (Table 5.4).  
The mixed-fish sample previously used for RNA virus characterisation by Shi et al. (2018) 
was analysed without reference genome mapping, as the species contributing to this dataset 
lack publicly available genomes. Fourteen viral species were previously identified in this 
dataset (Shi et al., 2018) and the new pipeline identified all of these species. Additionally, 
twenty putative novel viral species were also identified (Table 5.5) belonging to eight different 
viral families and each novel virus was classified using phylogenetics based on RdRp protein 
sequences (Figs. 5.2-5.11), including a relatively high-abundance virus responsible for 
1.236% of the total reads in the dataset (SCS picorna-like virus 2 - Table 5.5). Potential 
explanations for the identification of these new viruses in this study and not in the original are 
elaborated on in Section 5.4.  
5.3.2 Pacific Oyster virome characterisation 
Four RNA-seq datasets representing the digestive organs of five pooled Pacific oysters 
experimentally infected with norovirus (Ma et al., 2017) were analysed to detect novel viral 
sequences. After analysis with the pipeline and manual validation, fifteen putative novel viral 
sequences belonging to thirteen putative novel species were identified based on amino acid 
homology to known viral sequences (Table 5.5) and taxonomically classified using 
phylogenetics based on RdRp sequences (Figs. 5.2-5.11).  
The relative abundance of major taxonomic groups represented in the assembled contigs for 
both ‘combined’ datasets were compared to assess the efficacy of mapping to the host genome 
before assembling (Fig. 5.12). Overall, mapping reduced the proportion of contigs that had 
homology to a bivalve protein by over 10% (67.2% when unmapped; 55.5% when mapped) 
and increased the proportion of contigs that had no BLASTx hit in the Nr protein database by 
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8% (31.9% to 40.1%). Additionally, the proportion of contigs mapping to other taxonomic 
groups, including viruses and bacteria, increased by more than four-fold (0.95% to 3.84%), 
with viral contigs increasing by almost five-fold in prevalence (0.16% to 0.81%).  
The trimmed reads from each dataset representing the time points of the experiment (0hrs, 
12hrs, 24hrs & 48hrs) were mapped back to the new viral sequences along with a genome 
sequence of norovirus (KC175323) and relative abundance (the % of total reads mapping 
exclusively to each contig) of each virus was estimated (Fig. 5.13). As expected, at time point 
0 (T0), norovirus was completely absent in this dataset while being abundant at the other three 
time points. While several of the novel viral species had low abundance in all time points of 
the experiment, two particular new viral sequences ‘Qingdao picorna-like virus 14’ and 
‘Qingdao picorna-like virus 15’ were present at high levels at T0 but dropped to undetectable 
levels at further time points (Fig. 5.13).  
5.4 Discussion 
This Chapter shows that the new metagenomics pipeline I developed is useful for detecting 
both known and unknown viruses in RNA-seq datasets. It has been widely reported in both 
viral and bacterial metagenomics studies that the choice of sequencing method and analysis 
strategy (including assembly method) have a significant impact on the accuracy of the 
reconstructed metagenome (Mavromatis et al., 2007; Lindgreen et al., 2016; Greenwald et al., 
2017; Vollmers et al., 2017; Sutton et al., 2019). Viral metagenomics assembly is particularly 
complex due to many features of viral genomes that inhibit assembly including within-host 
strain variation (Roux et al., 2017), hypervariable genomic regions (Warwick-Dugdale et al., 
2019), and high proportions of repeat regions within viral genomes (Minot et al., 2012). While 
the use of highly accurate short read sequencing technologies (i.e. Illumina) are the gold 
standard for virome and microbiome studies, there are challenges with using such data types 
in these studies. The short length of the reads inhibit full length assembly of complex genome 
types as repeat regions often fail to assemble accurately, and assembly of closely related viral 
species or strains in the same sample is highly challenging as the identifying SNPs are often 
further apart than the maximum read length. The advent of newer, long-read sequencing 
technologies would greatly help the contiguous assembly of viruses in these challenging 
sample. However while the per-base accuracy is steadily increasing, and can be greatly 
enhanced with approaches such as unique molecular identifiers (UMI – see Section 6.2.1), the 
relative lower read quality compared to Illumina sequencing remains a challenge for accurate 
assembly and strain phasing of viruses.  
With that in mind, the use of both artificial and real virome datasets in benchmarking my 
short-read virome analysis pipeline allowed for reliable inferences. The pipeline presented in 
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this Chapter proved to be at least as sensitive at detecting known viruses as a mapping-based 
approach using mock viromes (Table 5.2), mock SAV infections (Table 5.3), and real ISAV-
infected Atlantic salmon RNA-seq datasets (Table 5.4), thus conclusively demonstrating its 
utility for applications with additional sample types.  
In this study, 35 putative novel viral sequences belonging to 31 potential species were 
identified from publicly available RNA-seq datasets. While four of the datasets from Pacific 
oyster (BioProject PRJNA353875; SRR5043896-99) had not been screened for novel viruses 
before and contained 15 of the new viral sequences, a dataset previously used for virome 
analyses (SRR6291373) (Shi et al., 2018) yielded 20 new viral sequences (Table 5.5). While 
many of the new sequences belong to the Picornavirales order, including all the viruses 
identified in BioProject PRJNA353875, there were several other viral lineages represented in 
these new sequence (Figs. 5.2-5.11). Additionally, the novel sequences showed a wide range 
of divergence compared to previously annotated viruses, with several sharing ≤30% amino 
acid identity to their closest BLASTx match (Table 5.5). This included SCS toti-like virus 1, 
whose closest known relative (Beihai barnacle virus 15) shares only a 30% amino acid 
pairwise identity to this new virus, and was itself only identified by Shi et al. (2018). Such a 
high level of sequence divergence in viruses identified from previously characterised datasets 
highlights the potential for identifying novel viral species from publicly available datasets, 
even when they have already been characterised in published work. As viral genome databases 
become more densely populated, newer and more diverged viral lineages are likely to become 
‘visible’ in existing datasets on the basis of homology. Consequently, I advocate that regularly 
re-examining publicly available datasets offers a valuable source of untapped information in 
ongoing efforts to understand the evolutionary landscape of RNA viruses.  
The Pacific oyster datasets (Ma et al., 2017) were analysed for changes in virome composition 
at different time points following norovirus challenge (Fig. 5.13). However as biological 
replicates were not sequenced in the original study, no tests could be performed for statistically 
significant changes in virome composition. Predictably, norovirus was not present at T0 and 
was at relatively high levels for the other time points. Most of the novel viral species showed 
little change over the time course, with some having a slight increase in prevalence at T12, 
but similar titres at both earlier and later time points (Fig. 5.13). Due to the fact that the T12 
dataset is over twice the size of T0 and T48, it is therefore possible that the slight increase in 
several of these species is due to the specific library and not due to fluctuations in virome 
composition. However two new putative species, Qingdao picorna-like virus 14 and Qingdao 
picorna-like virus 15, showed particularly high titres at T0, but were largely undetectable at 
all later time points. This finding is parsimonious with legitimate infections that the oyster 
cleared itself of during the course of the challenge experiment, or an infection of an organism 
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in the oyster’s microbiome that did not survive the experiment itself. Previous work has shown 
that duration of oysters in clean water environments can help purge biological contaminants 
(Son and Fleet, 1980; Sobsey et al., 1987; de Abreu Corrêa et al., 2007), though the value of 
such practices in removing viral particles is disputed (Gill et al., 1983; Loisy et al., 2005; Ueki 
et al., 2007; Nappier et al., 2008). As samples were not taken from this oyster population 
before being purged in laboratory conditions (i.e. representing the natural microbiome of the 
oysters), it is impossible to say if these two high titre viruses were present at the beginning of 
the experiment, what prevalence they were originally present at, and the reason for their 
apparent removal from the oysters.  
To assess the effect of mapping to a host genome on the resulting microbiome, the combined 
Pacific oyster datasets were analysed both with and without host mapping (Fig. 5.12). While 
mapping the reads to the host genome before assembly did reduce the overall proportion of 
bivalve (proxy for host) contigs from 67% to 55.5%, and the total number of contigs from 
174,294 to 45,492 (> three-fold reduction), over half the assembled contigs still had an 
estimated bivalve origin. This finding indicates that while mapping does reduce the total 
number of host reads, it is not an infallible method, and is highly dependent on the quality and 
‘completeness’ of the host reference genome. However this reduction in host contigs did result 
in an overall 4.9x increase in the relative proportion of viral contigs and a 1.6x increase in 
bacterial contigs. Additionally, the proportion of contigs with no known match in the Nr NCBI 
protein database increased from 32% to 40%, representing >20,000 contigs in the dataset that 
mapped to the host genome. These ‘unknown’ contigs represent both novel, uncharacterised 
species as has been seen before in other studies (Marhaver et al., 2008; McDaniel et al., 2008; 
Yin and Fischer, 2008; Aggarwala et al., 2017), but also RNA sequences from the host missed 
during annotation or absent from the genome assembly. This has been noted in other study 
systems where improvements in data quality, data quantity, and assembly and annotation 
softwares have identified genes absent from earlier assembly drafts (Florea et al., 2011; 
Denton et al., 2014), and it is likely that improvements in the C. gigas genome would reduce 
the quantity of contigs without a known hit in the Nr protein database. This approach of 
assigning taxonomies to contigs (and indeed raw reads) can also be used to identify lab-based 
contamination sources. In both the host mapped and unmapped datasets, contigs matching 
mammalian proteins, and specifically human proteins, were in relatively high abundance 
(1.86% and 0.35% respectively). While it is possible some might be legitimate contamination 
from human effluent entering estuaries and bays, it is at least as likely that contamination 
during sample and library preparation are the sources of the human contigs. Finally while 
mapping to the host genome did not in this case remove all the host reads from the sample, it 
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did significantly reduce the amount of reads for assembly, and accordingly reduced the 
number of contigs produced.  
To summarise, this Chapter presents a useful analysis pipeline to characterise both known and 
novel viruses in RNA-seq datasets, regardless of the original purpose of the data. While there 
are several established analysis tools to characterise viromes in RNA-seq samples (e.g. Huson 
et al., 2011; Roux et al., 2014, 2015; Wood and Salzberg, 2014), many of these are highly 
effective at identifying known viruses, but are challenged with identified highly divergent 
novel species. This Chapter also points to the potential usefulness of analysing datasets that 
have previously been screened for viruses, as updates to viral databases can enable the 
identification of highly divergent sequences that may have lacked sufficient sequence 




Figure 5.1. Visualisation of the new virus discovery workflow. Steps taken as part of the Snakemake 
pipeline are highlighted in red, and steps taken individually are highlighted in blue. Hashed arrows 
and boxes indicate optional steps to be included when there is a high-quality reference genome for the 
host species. 
Retrieve SRA/FASTQ files 
from NCBI 
Trim raw reads with 
TrimGalore 
De novo assemble reads with 
Trinity 
Map to host genome with 
BowTie2 
Extract unmapped reads with 
Samtools and Seqtk 
BLASTx contigs with 
DIAMOND against Nr 
database 
Assign taxonomies to contigs 
based on BLASTx results 
with TaxonomisR 
Extract contigs with 
homology to known viruses 
Iteratively map trimmed 
reads to each of the viral 
contigs using Geneious 
Assess each alignment for 
strain-level diversity and call 
consensus sequences 
Perform protein domain 
searches (CDD) for each 
sequence 
Infer phylogenetic 
relationships of RdRp 





Figure 5.2. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Astroviridae” clade. For each phylogeny presented 
in this Chapter, the names of new viral sequences identified from both the Pacific oyster samples and 
the Shi et al. (2018) dataset are coloured red. Viral RdRp sequences related to those identified in this 
study were identified by BLASTx against the Nr protein database. The top 100 non-redundant matching 
hits were retrieved and aligned with MAFFT v.7 and trimmed using trimAL v1.2. The ML analysis was 
performed on the IQTREE server including estimation of the best-fit substitution model (LG+I+G4; 
according to the Bayesian Information Criterion), with ultrafast bootstrapping done to assess confidence 




Figure 5.3. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Bunyaviridae” clade. Figure legend follows 




Figure 5.4. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Leviviridae” clade. Figure legend follows Figure 




Figure 5.5. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Mononegavirales-Chuviridae” clade. Figure 




Figure 5.6. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the ‘Picornaviridae’ clade. Figure legend follows 




Figure 5.7. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Aquatic picorna-like cluster” within the 






Figure 5.8. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Dicistroviridae” clade of the “Picornaviridae” 





Figure 5.9. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Sobemoviridae” clade. Figure legend follows 




Figure 5.10. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Tombusviridae” clade. Figure legend follows 




Figure 5.11. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the “Totiviridae” clade. Figure legend follows Figure 




Figure 5.12. Taxonomic classification of assembled contigs from the Pacific oyster samples (BioProject PRJNA353875) against the Nr database (NCBI). Contigs classified 
as ‘Unknown’ had no clear homology with sequences in the Nr database. Only taxonomic groupings contributing ≥0.05% of total contigs were included. A) Taxonomic 
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Figure 5.13. Heat map of the relative proportion of reads for different 16 viral species at each time-point of the norovirus infection experiment. Data are reported as % of 




Table 5.1 Viral species included in the mock virome. 
Classification Family Virus Genome Structure Length (kb) 
(-)ssRNA Arenaviridae Lassa mammarenavirus Bipartite 10.6 
(-)ssRNA Qinviridae Beihai yingvirus Bipartite 7.4 
(-)ssRNA Deltavirus Hepatitis delta virus Circular 1.7 
(-)ssRNA Filoviridae Zaire ebolavirus Monopartite 19 
(-)ssRNA Paramyxoviridae Measles morbillivirus Monopartite 16.7 
(-)ssRNA Rhabdoviridae Rabies lyssavirus Monopartite 13.1 
(-)ssRNA Orthomyxoviridae Isavirus Octopartite 12 
(-)ssRNA Aspiviridae Citrus psorosis ophiovirus Tripartite 11.2 
(-)ssRNA Hantaviridae Hantaan orthohantavirus Tripartite 11.8 
(-)ssRNA Peribunyaviridae Bunyamwera orthobunyavirus Tripartite 12 
(+)ssRNA Alphaflexiviridae Indian citrus ringspot virus Monopartite 7.5 
(+)ssRNA Arteriviridae Alphaarterivirus equid Monopartite 12.7 
(+)ssRNA Betaflexiviridae Apple chlorotic leaf spot virus Monopartite 7.5 
(+)ssRNA Coronaviridae Middle Eastern Respiratory syndrome coronavirus Monopartite 30 
(+)ssRNA Iflaviridae Infectious flacherie virus Monopartite 9.6 
(+)ssRNA Marnaviridae Heterosigma akashiwo RNA virus Monopartite 8.6 
(+)ssRNA Mesoniviridae Alphamesonivirus 1 Monopartite 20 
(+)ssRNA Okavirus Gill-associated virus Monopartite 26 
(+)ssRNA Picornaviridae Salivirus A Monopartite 8 
(+)ssRNA Tymoviridae Turnip yellow mosaic virus Monopartite 6.3 
dsRNA Reoviridae Aquareovirus A 11 Segments 23 
dsRNA Birnaviridae Infectious Pancreatic necrosis virus Bipartite 5.5 
dsRNA Megabirnaviridae Rosellinia necatrix megabirnavirus 1 Bipartite 16.1 
dsRNA Partitiviridae Cryptosporidium parvum virus 1 Bipartite 3.3 
dsRNA Picobirnavirus Human picobirnavirus Bipartite 4.2 
dsRNA Amalgaviridae Blueberry latent virus Monopartite 3.4 
dsRNA Endornaviridae Cluster bean endornavirus 1 Monopartite 12.9 
dsRNA Hypoviridae Cryphonectria hypovirus 1 Monopartite 12.7 
dsRNA Totiviridae Saccharomyces cerevisiae virus L-A Monopartite 4.5 
dsRNA Chrysoviridae Penicillium chrysogenum virus Quadripartite 12.5 
dsRNA Quadriviridae Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1 Quadripartite 16.8 
dsRNA Cystoviridae Pseudomonas phage phi6 Tripartite 14 
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Table 5.2. Mock virome assembly comparison results. Viral species were mixed in variable proportions (the number of reads) and assembled with each of the de novo assembly 
programmes listed. Statistics reported are the % of the template (genome or segment) assembled in a single contig. Results <90% are highlighted in red. Table continued on 
next page 




Trans Velvet Trinity 
RNA-
SPAdes MetaSPAdes SPAdes 
Alphaarterivirus equid GQ903794 6,025 59.62 99.90% 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Alphamesonivirus 1 KC807167 24,451 148.31 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Apple chlorotic leaf spot virus AB326225 35,930 598.85 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 100.00% 
Aquareovirus A AF418304 3,886 610.92 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418303 6,649 841.28 99.90% 69.50% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418302 9,114 1021.12 99.90% 88.50% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418301 9,541 912.72 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 93.50% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418300 19,376 1749.27 99.90% 93.00% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418297 44,805 3493.47 99.90% 53.70% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418299 1,447 88.79 99.80% 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Aquareovirus A AF418298 7,414 416.68 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Aquareovirus A AF418296 6,247 213.28 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418295 3,110 101.34 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Aquareovirus A AF418294 72,728 2324.98 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Beihai yingvirus KX883991 3,332 238.54 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Beihai yingvirus KX883990 10,372 232.57 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 100.00% 
Blueberry latent virus AB608991 952 34.93 99.00% 0.00% 99.50% 99.50% 99.50% 99.50% 
Bunyamwera orthobunyavirus D00353 19,348 2504.79 99.90% 87.10% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Bunyamwera orthobunyavirus M11852 1,142 32.28 99.50% 0.00% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 
Bunyamwera orthobunyavirus X14383 21,101 386.78 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 100.00% 
Citrus psorosis ophiovirus AY654894 18,357 1599.07 99.90% 81.70% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Citrus psorosis ophiovirus AY654893 9,073 694.90 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Citrus psorosis ophiovirus AY654892 3,686 56.74 99.70% 77.90% 99.50% 99.50% 99.50% 99.50% 
Cluster bean endornavirus 1 MG764084 6,205 60.62 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Cryphonectria hypovirus 1 KY471627 18,149 179.57 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Cryptosporidium parvum virus 1 KY884721 11,581 966.92 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Cryptosporidium parvum virus 1 KY884720 33,534 2303.51 99.90% 85.20% 99.90% 93.80% 99.90% 99.90% 
Gill-associated virus AF227196 9,343 44.84 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Hantaan orthohantavirus M14626 16,560 1231.65 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Hantaan orthohantavirus M14627 7,354 256.26 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Hantaan orthohantavirus X55901 17,351 334.67 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Hepatitis delta virus D01075 2,326 174.25 99.60% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 
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Trans Velvet Trinity 
RNA-
SPAdes MetaSPAdes SPAdes 
Heterosigma akashiwo RNA virus AY337486 7,094 104.09 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Human picobirnavirus AB186898 16,988 1227.73 99.90% 77.40% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Human picobirnavirus AB186897 7,049 351.71 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Indian citrus ringspot virus AF406744 11,880 198.03 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.70% 
Infectious Pancreatic necrosis virus KY548520 14,790 679.11 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Infectious Pancreatic necrosis virus KY548509 24,748 1006.08 100.00% 97.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Infectious flacherie virus HM245295 4,722 61.50 99.60% 99.90% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 
Isavirus HQ259678 45,332 6230.20 99.90% 35.00% 99.90% 89.20% 99.90% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259677 18,963 2110.86 99.90% 74.50% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259676 6,831 651.48 99.90% 95.50% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259675 22,554 1915.40 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 92.50% 99.90% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259674 22,088 1524.82 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 90.40% 99.90% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259673 19,012 1172.63 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259672 8,176 458.07 99.80% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 
Isavirus HQ259671 57,430 3196.01 100.00% 96.50% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Lassa mammarenavirus MG8126 75 22,258 818.99 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 
Lassa mammarenavirus MG812674 5,551 95.44 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Measles morbillivirus LC420351 50,538 379.11 100.00% 99.80% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
MERS MK129253 4,095 17.11 98.00% 0.00% 99.40% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Penicillium chrysogenum virus AF296442 13,213 573.60 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.20% 99.20% 
Penicillium chrysogenum virus AF296441 2,855 120.83 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.70% 
Penicillium chrysogenum virus AF296440 17,438 687.33 100.00% 94.20% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Penicillium chrysogenum virus AF296439 7,407 261.98 99.90% 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Pseudomonas phage phi6 M12921 5,758 246.11 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Pseudomonas phage phi6 M17462 24,192 750.45 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Pseudomonas phage phi6 M17461 11,660 230.50 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.80% 100.00% 
Rabies lyssavirus MH660455 9,658 92.53 0.00% 89.20% 100.00% 100.00% 99.80% 99.80% 
Rosellinia necatrix megabirnavirus 1 AB512283 3,989 69.99 99.60% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 
Rosellinia necatrix megabirnavirus 1 AB512282 7,822 110.36 99.90% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1 AB620064 5,170 176.78 99.70% 99.80% 99.90% 99.80% 99.80% 99.80% 
Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1 AB620063 20,708 636.72 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.90% 
Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1 AB620062 5,172 149.74 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1 AB620061 4,377 111.57 99.70% 99.80% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae virus L-A KU845301 2,617 71.91 99.70% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 99.90% 
Salivirus A KT240115 3,543 55.64 99.50% 0.00% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 99.70% 
Turnip yellow mosaic virus KJ690173 19,674 392.33 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Zaire ebolavirus KU174139 4,153 27.18 82.00% 0.00% 99.70% 99.70% 96.20% 96.70% 
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Table 5.3. Validation of the new pipeline against mock SAV infections ranging in viral titre from 0.05% to 5% of total reads 
Total Dataset SAV Reads Host Reads 
Mapping Assembly 
# Reads Mapped Average Coverage Longest Viral Contig* Identity to template 
0.05% 5,000 9,995,000 4,994 53.271 11,838 100% 
0.10% 10,000 9,990,000 9,983 106.508 11,857 100% 
0.25% 25,000 9,975,000 24,945 264.653 11,857 100% 
0.50% 50,000 9,950,000 49,883 529.274 11,857 100% 
1.00% 100,000 9,900,000 99,804 1,059.18 11,857 100% 
2.00% 200,000 9,800,000 199,581 2,119.01 11,857 100% 
3.00% 300,000 9,700,000 299,364 3,177.26 11,857 100% 
4.00% 400,000 9,600,000 399,147 4,239.31 11,857 100% 
5.00% 500,000 9,500,000 498,969 5,299.93 11,857 100% 









Table 5.4. Validation of the new pipeline against real ISAV infections.  
Total 
Dataset Titre Level 
Mapping Assembly 
# Reads Mapped # Segments Mapped # Segments Assembled Mean Contigs per Segment 
SRR8506602 High 6,186 8 8 1.25 
SRR8506607 High 8,801 8 8 1.25 
SRR8506608 High 493,895 8 8 1.5 
SRR8506609 High 13,594 8 8 1.5 
SRR8506610 High 157,692 8 8 1.25 
SRR8506611 High 91,623 8 8 1.25 
SRR8506614 High 59,926 8 8 1.125 
SRR8506617 High 58,883 8 8 1.25 
SRR8506622 High 665 8 5 1.8 
SRR8506630 High 6,333 8 8 2 
SRR8506599 Low 0 0 0 - 
SRR8506603 Low 6 0 0 - 
SRR8506604 Low 44 0 0 - 
SRR8506612 Low 33 0 0 - 
SRR8506613 Low 21 0 0 - 
SRR8506615 Low 8 0 0 - 
SRR8506616 Low 13 0 0 - 
SRR8506618 Low 101 0 0 - 
SRR8506623 Low 0 0 0 - 





Table 5.5. Summary of putative novel viral sequences identified in this study. Sequences were named according to the geographic location of origin, the estimated taxonomic 
classification based on maximum likelihood phylogenies (Figs. 5.2-5.11), and a virus number. Coverage and % reads were calculated from the library with the highest 
abundance in the case of datasets from BioProject PRJNA353875, and represent the average sequencing depth across the genome, and the % of total reads mapping to the 
viral genome respectively.   
Classification Virus Name Length Coverage % reads Closest BLASTx hit (amino acid identity) Library 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 1 9386 15.880 0.031% Perth bee virus 6 (28.31%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 10 6801 9.770 0.014% Beihai picorna-like virus 70 (40.52%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 11 1210 15.270 0.001% Wenzhou picorna-like virus 28 (33.50%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 12 3468 4.050 0.003% Perth bee virus 7 (75.47%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 13 9002 33.500 0.062% Wenzhou gastropodes virus 1 (79.97%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 14 8929 33.000 0.088% Wenzhou picorna-like virus 48 (31.61%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 15 9510 85.210 0.240% Wenzhou picorna-like virus 48 (29.82%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 2 9417 40.330 0.078% Perth bee virus 7 (28.42%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 3 9021 16.930 0.052% Beihai picorna-like virus 11 (79.50%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 4 8856 28.000 0.031% Beihai picorna-like virus 11 (83.50%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 5 9568 15.320 0.016% Beihai sipunculid worm virus 5 (27.47%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 6 9548 5.270 0.008% Beihai sipunculid worm virus 5 (27.74%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 7 7803 10.930 0.018% Beihai picorna-like virus 15 (88.55%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 8 8599 26.010 0.046% Marine RNA virus BC-4 (59.24%) PRJNA353875 
Picornaviridae Qingdao picorna-like virus 9 4752 6.240 0.006% Wenzhou gastropodes virus 1 (35.80%) PRJNA353875 
Astroviridae SCS astro-like virus 1 3169 12.929 0.001% Wenling longspine snipefish astrovirus (42.79%) SRR6291373 
Bunyavirales SCS bunya-like virus 1 5996 71.935 0.010% Beihai bunya-like virus 2 (34.32%) SRR6291373 
Leviviridae SCS levi-like virus 1 2665 9.232 0.001% Wenling levi-like virus 2 (40.64%) SRR6291373 
Luteo-sombeo SCS sobemo-like virus 1 3029 267.330 0.019% Beihai sobemo-like virus 22 (38.87%) SRR6291373 
Luteo-sombeo SCS sobemo-like virus 2 3171 25.675 0.002% Wenling sobemo-like virus 1 (51.71%) SRR6291373 
Luteo-sombeo SCS sobemo-like virus 3 2891 15.097 0.001% Wuhan pillworm virus 3 (53.68%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 1 5395 9.781 0.001% Wenling chuvirus-like virus 2 (50.71%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 2 6921 133.152 0.021% Wenling chuvirus-like virus 2 (51.61%) SRR6291373 
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Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 3 6617 16.576 0.003% Wenling crustacean virus 13 (47.54%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 4 7139 28.975 0.005% Wenzhou crab virus 2 (78.23%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 5 8060 31.280 0.006% Beihai hermit crab virus 3 (46.03%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS chi-like virus 5 4262 17.904 0.002% Xinzhou nematode virus 5 (60%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS rhabdo-like virus 1 9014 20.307 0.004% Beihai rhabdo-like virus 2 (35.47%) SRR6291373 
Mono-chu SCS rhabdo-like virus 2 7650 9.285 0.002% Hubei rhabdo-like virus 5 (43.07%) SRR6291373 
Picornaviridae SCS picorna-like virus 1 6144 15.823 0.002% Beihai picorna-like virus 74 (31.34%) SRR6291373 
Picornaviridae SCS picorna-like virus 2 9818 5318.594 1.236% Picornavirales Q_sR_OV_042 (40.32%) SRR6291373 
Tombus-noda SCS tombus-like virus 1 3098 91.955 0.007% Beihai tombus-like virus 7 (40.87%) SRR6291373 
Toti-chryso SCS toti-like virus 1 8624 30.494 0.006% Beihai barnacle virus 15 (30.01%) SRR6291373 
Toti-chryso SCS toti-like virus 2 3913 24.133 0.002% dsRNA virus environmental sample (30.07%) SRR6291373 
Toti-chryso SCS toti-like virus 3 4895 10.858 0.001% Hubei toti-like virus 9 (35.13%) SRR6291373 
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Supplementary File 1. Snakefile of the data curation, assembly and viral identification 
steps of Chapter 5. 




  input: 
      "results/diamond/combined_results_mock_host.txt" 
 
 rule trim: 
  input: 
       forward = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1.fastq.gz", 
       reverse = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2.fastq.gz" 
  output:       
       forward = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1_val_1.fq.gz", 
       reverse = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2_val_2.fq.gz" 
  conda: 
       "snakefiles/myenvs/py27.yml" 
  shell: 
       "trim_galore -q 30 --length 50 -o data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/ --paired 
{input.forward} {input.reverse}" 
              
rule minimap: 
  input: 
       reference = "data/ref/ICSASG_v2_genomic.fna.gz", 
       forward = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1_val_1.fq.gz", 
       reverse = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2_val_2.fq.gz" 
  output: 
       "mapping/mapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.sam" 
  log: 
       "logs/minimap_{sample}.log" 
  shell: 
       "(minimap2 -ax sr {input.reference} {input.forward} {input.reverse} " 
       "> {output})" 
 
rule ID_unmapped: 
  input: 
        "mapping/mapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.sam" 
  output: 
        "mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.unmapped.sam"     
  log: 
        "logs/unmapped_{sample}.log" 
  shell: 
        "samtools view -S -f 4 {input} > {output}" 
  
rule unmapped_names: 
  input: 
        "mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.unmapped.sam" 
  output: 
        "mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.unmapped.txt" 
  log: 
        "logs/unmapped_names_{sample}.log" 
  shell: 
        "cut -f1 {input} | sort | uniq > {output}" 
 
rule extract_unmappedF: 
  input: 




        forward = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1_val_1.fq.gz" 
  output: 
        "mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1.unmapped.fastq" 
  log: 
        "logs/unmapped_names_{sample}.log" 
  shell: 
        "seqtk subseq {input.forward} {input.idlist} > {output}" 
 
rule extract_unmappedR: 
  input: 
        idlist = 
"mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}.unmapped.txt", 
        reverse = "data/samples/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2_val_2.fq.gz" 
  output: 
        "mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2.unmapped.fastq" 
  shell: 
        "seqtk subseq {input.reverse} {input.idlist} > {output}" 
 
rule denovo: 
  input: 
        forward = 
"mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_1.unmapped.fastq", 
        reverse = 
"mapping/unmapped_reads/mock_virome/mock_sav_infections/{sample}_2.unmapped.fastq" 
  output:  
        directory("trinity_out_dir_{sample}") 
  shell: 
        "Trinity --seqType fq --max_memory 64G --left {input.forward} --right {input.reverse} --output 
{output}" 
 
rule organise:  
  input: 
       "trinity_out_dir_{sample}" 
  output: 
       "assembly/trinity_contigs_{sample}/Trinity.fasta" 
  shell: 
       "mv {input}/Trinity.fasta {output}" 
 
rule blastx_diamond:  
  input: 
       "assembly/trinity_contigs_{sample}/Trinity.fasta" 
  output: 
       "results/diamond/diamond_blastx_hits_{sample}.txt" 
  shell: 
       "diamond blastx -d data/databases/ref_prot_database --threads 1 -q {input} -o {output}" 
 
rule combine_results: 
  input: 
       expand("results/diamond/diamond_blastx_hits_{sample}.txt", sample=SAMPLES) 
  output: 
       "results/diamond/combined_results_mock_host.txt" 
  shell: 




Chapter 6. General Discussion 
6.1 Thesis main findings 
This Thesis presents three different approaches to characterise viruses in aquaculture using 
NGS methods to generate whole viral genomes. These approaches range in utility based on 
the virus of interest, the number and type of samples available, the financial scope of the 
project and the turnaround time required.  
Chapter 2 outlines a rapid, long-read sequencing approach of known viruses using tiled PCR 
amplicons to ensure full genome sequencing coverage. Using a <24hr lab-based workflow, 
users can take infected tissue or cultured samples, amplify the virus genome in overlapping 
2kb or 4kb PCR amplicons, and sequence the products on Oxford Nanopore’s MinION 
platform (Fig. 2.4). This approach is compatible with studies requiring real-time analysis of 
disease outbreaks and is highly customisable depending on the virus of interest and the sample 
type including low-titre samples. However it is heavily dependent on an effective PCR 
amplification step along with primers that reduce the amplification bias which limits it’s utility 
to well characterised viral  species and requires a continuous screening of variants in PCR 
primer regions to ensure that the primers are not introducing unacceptable levels of bias in the 
amplification of certain strains over others. Chapter 3 then uses this approach to investigate 
the current molecular epidemiological landscape of the SAV3 epidemic in Norway using 
whole genome sequencing and phylodynamic analyses. This approach is also potentially 
useful for higher resolution studies of virus transmission and evolution as has been shown 
extensively in studies on human viruses including several on the ongoing SARS-COV2 
pandemic (e.g. COG-UK, 2020), though this remains to be validated in the case of aquaculture 
viruses. In this Chapter, the structural variant landscape of Norwegian SAV3 samples was also 
characterised and while the results corroborated previous work (Petterson et al. 2013) and 
demonstrated the usefulness of Nanopore sequencing of amplicons to detect structural 
variants, the biological implications of such results would need to be carefully analysed. By 
using infected tissue samples instead of virus culture supernatant, the true viral population can 
be captured, but the viral RNA being sequenced is a mixture of both genomic RNA and 
mRNA. This mixture of RNA molecules results in both deleted viral genomes and mRNA 
splice variants being sequenced, and therefore distinguishing between the two becomes 
challenging. More research and finer scale resolution into alternative splicing break-points in 
viruses would help distinguish splice variants presenting as deleted mRNAs from true deleted 
viral genomes (see Section 6.2.1) 
Chapter 4 presents an approach for ultra-deep characterisation of viral populations in a sample 
using targeted sequence capture and short-read Illumina sequencing. This Chapter employs 
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the use of Agilent SureSelectXT2 120-mer RNA oligomer baits designed from a selection of 
viral genome templates to enrich for the viral cDNA and remove the host nucleic acids. This 
approach was used to characterise the viral diversity present in natural SAV infections of both 
farmed and wild fish from Scottish and Irish waters, leading to the identification of both 
subtype-level co-infections in individual fish, and the circulation of multiple SAV subtypes in 
individual farm sites. Accurate, high-resolution data on the population genetics of viruses on 
farms in Ireland and Scotland is critical to large scale epidemiological studies on the 
transmission routes of SAV. Additionally, knowing what strains and subtypes of SAV are 
present in farms over a longitudinal time series provides a direct assessment of the efficacy of 
biosecurity controls and fallowing techniques following local epidemics, something Sanger 
sequencing a viral culture is unable achieve without considerably more effort. While less 
flexible or customisable than the sequencing approach used in Chapters 2 and 3, the improved 
data quality of this approach (i.e. Illumina sequencing – see Section 1.5) allows for high 
resolution of viral epidemiology studies and comprehensive characterisation of complex viral 
populations. However the lab work involved in this approach does not facilitate a rapid 
response time, as well as the likelihood of having to employ commercial services for the 
Illumina sequencing. Additionally, the efficiency of the sequence capture depends on the 
initial viral load in the samples, with low titre samples resulting in less efficient sequencing 
results.  
Chapter 5 outlines a bioinformatics workflow including a Snakemake pipeline to characterise 
viruses, both known and unknown, from metagenomics and meta-transcriptomic datasets (i.e. 
RNA-seq). This workflow was validated against several mock and real datasets before being 
used to robustly characterise the virome of Pacific oysters before and during an experimental 
challenge with norovirus, resulting in the identification of 35 putative new viral sequences 
belonging to 31 putative viral species. Unlike Chapters 2, 3 & 4, this approach is unbiased 
towards the viral species of interest and can easily detect and characterise known viruses as 
well as unclassified viruses. As has been sharply demonstrated by this current COVID-19 
pandemic, there is an ever-present risk of emerging diseases from viruses not currently in 
circulation among human populations. While a long-understudied area of infectious diseases, 
both creating a comprehensive and annotated database of viruses found in our food sources 
and developing tools which can accurately analyse viruses highly divergent from any other in 
said database is one of the most effective forms of proactive research regarding emerging 
diseases. This approach can also be used to investigate host-pathogen dynamics as the 
transcriptional response of the host to infection is captured along with the pathogen causing 
any changes, something that is often poorly understood in non-human and non-profitable 
agricultural diseases. However this is a highly inefficient method of sequencing specific 
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viruses if already known to be in a sample as the vast majority of reads produced are likely to 
be from the host species. The analysis of such datasets is also relatively laborious and real-
time results are difficult if not impossible to achieve with most sequencing platforms (though 
with the continuous improvement in Nanopore platforms, this might change in the near future). 
This final Chapter concludes the Thesis by briefly discussing the future of viral genomics in 
aquaculture, pointing to future areas of interest including more comprehensive genomic 
surveillance strategies, advances in NGS technologies, and the use of such data in 
multidisciplinary infectious disease control.  
6.2 Future research in aquaculture viral genomics 
As mentioned already, aquaculture is a hugely important industry, both economically and from 
a food security point of view. However a major factor in the expansion of this industry is the 
control of infectious diseases of which viruses are of particular concern due to the lack of 
effective therapeutics (McLoughlin and Graham, 2007; Dhar et al., 2014). In the context of 
pathogen surveillance, viral diagnostics have been developed and optimised extensively to be 
able to reliably detect the presence of most, if not all the commonly impactful viral species 
(e.g. Fringuelli et al., 2008; Hodneland and Endresen, 2006). However despite the fact that 
genomic surveillance has been used to great effect in scenarios of public health epidemics 
(e.g. Van Ballegooijen et al., 2009; Arias et al., 2016; Quick et al., 2016; Thézé et al., 2018), 
many of the diagnostic tests used in aquaculture rely on simply confirming the presence of the 
virus and occasionally sequencing a portion of a gene to reveal the subtype (see Section 1.4). 
Developing methods to generate reliable genomic surveillance should be an important part of 
future effective control programmes for viral diseases in aquaculture, particularly with the 
improvements in cost and quality of NGS (see Section 1.5). Having a range of options for 
infectious disease surveillance allows researchers and regulators to choose the most 
appropriate tool for specific outbreaks. Importantly these options need to cover a range of 
affordability (e.g. cost per sample or cost per project), turnaround time (e.g. as close to real-
time as possible for outbreak scenarios), tolerance to strain-level genetic variability, and lab- 
and computational-based labour intensity. For example, even with the ever-decreasing cost of 
NGS platforms, many of the short-read technologies (i.e. Illumina) only become cost effective 
when sequencing highly multiplexed libraries, due to most flow cells run-time not being 
customisable in length of time and reusability, while Nanopore flow cells solve both of these 
issues by allowing the user to determine the run-time and number of runs per flow cell. The 
initial price of the sequencing equipment and flow cells are often the inhibitive cost of small 
sequencing projects, including either studies that only have a few samples for sequencing, or 
studies that require real-time sequencing and analysis and therefore cannot wait until enough 
samples have been accumulated to make it cost effective. However, when sequencing large 
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numbers of samples over a longer time period, the cost per project of real-time sequencing 
considerably increases and approaches such as using the Illumina NovaSeq for highly 
multiplexed libraries become more attractive. Additionally, the sensitivity of studies to per-
base accuracy often drives method selection. While sequencing amplicons, or genomic DNA, 
to get a single consensus sequence for a sample is rapidly, accurately and affordably achieved 
with current long-read technologies, finer resolution studies into intra-host variation, 
haplotyping or microbial population diversity requires individual reads to be of high quality 
and the originating DNA strands to be easily distinguishable. For example, in the ongoing 
COVID-19 epidemic, rapid genomic sequencing of SARS-COV2 has been occurring around 
the world. Between the need to near real-time sequencing of infected patients, and the 
knowledge of a lack of genetic diversity in the viral populations to-date, many national 
sequencing efforts have been heavily relying on Nanopore sequencing of PCR amplicons as 
it gives fast results, has a highly customisable library prep, and is well-suited to producing 
genome-wide consensus sequences (COG-UK 2020) 
Future research needs to take these factors into account when validating further approaches, 
with a goal of bodies such as the OIE and regional reference labs giving official accreditation 
to a range of diagnostic and characterisation tests beyond PCR/qPCR and Sanger sequencing 
of partial gene sequences. With more genome-wide characterisation of viral strains affecting 
aquaculture available, opportunities to understand both the biology of viruses and the 
dynamics of the diseases they cause will become increasingly available.  
6.2.1 Advances in NGS will improve pathogen analyses 
As already mentioned in Section 1.5, NGS promises significant improvements in viral genome 
assembly and characterisation over traditional Sanger sequencing. In particular third 
generation (i.e. long-read) sequencing may solve many issues with viral genome sequencing 
and intra-host strain phasing that short-read technologies struggle with, such as phasing 
closely-related strains, as the relevant variants are often further apart than the longest Illumina 
platform’s read. To my knowledge Chapter 4 of this Thesis was the first time that NGS had 
been used to characterise SAV populations, and Chapter 2 the first use of third-generation 
sequencing in any aquatic virus. As these long-read technologies mature, data quality and 
quantity will improve which will open opportunities to study viral populations and genetic 
variation across whole viral genomes. However as it stands right now, the raw error rate of 
PacBio and Nanopore sequencing remains too high for reliable intra-host variant calling 
without bespoke library preparation techniques such as unique molecular identifiers (UMI’s) 
(Karst et al. BioRxiv).  In addition to long-read technologies, the development of affordable 
linked read sequencing methods (e.g. Chen et al., 2019; Redin et al., 2019) opens the 
possibility of performing high accuracy, short-read Illumina sequencing that contains long-
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range information, equivelent to the more expensive 10x Genomics linked-read sequencing 
approach (https://www.10xgenomics.com/linked-reads/). While linked-read methods have 
been optimised to generate ultra-long phased blocks of larger genomes (i.e. eukaryotes), the 
same principles that enable the phasing of haplotypes from diploid or polyploidy organisms, 
should also enable the phasing of viral strains from a sample with a complex viral population. 
The affordability of such library preparation approaches is attractive (for example, $720 for 
12 samples using Tell-Seq; https://www.universalsequencing.com/shop) as it becomes 
competitive with the cheapest metagenomics RNA-seq projects and even rivals the price of 
sequencing PCR amplicons on Oxford Nanopore’s MinION platform (see Section 2.3.5), 
though the cost of the Illumina sequencing would need to be factored into any future project.  
Finally, the development of direct RNA sequencing on Oxford Nanopore’s platforms permits 
the investigation of viral transcriptomics without introducing biases involved in cDNA 
synthesis (Keller et al., 2018; Depledge et al., 2019). This is an exciting development in the 
field of viral genomics and transcriptomics as directly detecting base modifications, splice 
variants and transcriptional changes is crucial to understanding the transcriptional landscape 
of viral pathogens. This in turn is important in understanding how viruses overcome host cell 
defences and ultimately may help shape vaccine production efforts. Specifically, the 
knowledge of mRNA structure and structural variants found in viral populations would greatly 
be enhanced with direct RNA sequencing of samples. In Chapter 3 of this Thesis I 
characterised deletions in natural SAV3 infections in Norway. However, while a portion of 
these deletions may be viral particles with true deleted genomes, it is likely that at least some 
of these deletions represent isoforms or splice variants of viral mRNA, and others possible 
represent artifacts of cDNA synthesis and PCR. Directly sequencing the viral RNA would 
remove the uncertainty surrounding the latter sources of error, while sequencing from viral 
supernatant would address the former (as discussed in Section 6.1). However, as with all uses 
of novel technologies, the effects of sample selection, sample storage conditions, and 
library/sample handling on the accuracy of such studies is yet unknown.  
6.2.2 Improvements in viral genomic surveillance in aquaculture 
By increasing the amount of NGS data produced by genomic surveillance screening (of both 
symptomatic and asymptomatic hosts), the density of genomic databases will increase, which 
are vital resources in molecular epidemiological studies. Future research in this area needs to 
build on the work presented in this Thesis and focus on the standardisation of sequencing 
approaches that can reliably generate whole genome sequences from a wide range of sample 
types. Specifically, approaches should be tolerant of sample degradation (i.e. in the case of 
historically archived samples), viral titres and genetic variability, while also being affordable 
enough to perform on large numbers of samples with as wide a range of sampling time and 
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geographic origins as possible. Due to the wide variation in genome structures and 
transcriptomic profiles of many viruses in aquaculture (see Tables 1.2 and 1.2), sequencing 
methods may need to be species-specific as it is unlikely that a one-size-fits-all approach 
would be appropriate.  
A point to consider before wide-spread genomic surveillance can begin, is that while PCR-
based tested are likely to be the gold-standard approaches due to the low cost and high 
efficiency of sequencing PCR products, they are highly sensitive to primer mismatches. As 
RNA viruses have such a fast mutation rate, and viral populations tend to be genetically 
heterogeneous, a comprehensive knowledge of common variants across the genome in each 
species needs to be accumulated so as to avoid accidental biases in genomic surveillance 
programmes. This database of conserved variants would also be of great use for transmission 
studies as it would allow for the identification of specific lineages rapidly, and without the 
necessity of complex and time-consuming phylogenetic analyses. This is have implemented 
with great success in the current COVID-19 pandemic with the development of the Pangolin 
software (Rambaut et al., 2020) (https://pangolin.cog-uk.io/). This software identifies lineages 
in a large genomic dataset based on variants that are shared by multiple sequences within a 
monophyletic phylogeny. Thus allowing for a hierarchical nomenclature that is adaptable to 
future evolution of the virus (e.g. lineages B1 and B2 are related but distinct, but both having 
emerged from the parent lineage of B). While this type of database requires large amounts of 
highly accurate genome sequences, the potential utility for transmission studies from both 
academia and industry is enormous and would greatly assist traditional epidemiological 
methods in tracing common sources of infections in new farms. 
With the development and standardisation of such approaches, widespread genome 
sequencing of virus-infected samples can be performed with the goal of generating dense 
genomic databases, ideally along with suitable metadata (e.g. isolation date, location, host 
species, etc). Improving the density of genomic databases will enable much higher resolution 
studies of viral transmission routes, the identification of which is important in effective disease 
control efforts, as discussed in Chapter 3 of this Thesis. Additionally genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS), which requires large numbers of high quality genomes and their associated 
metadata, have enormous potential in the identification of virulence markers and drug 
resistance (Power et al., 2016b, 2016a; Genissel et al., 2017), though several hurdles do remain 
in the field of microbial GWAS (Power et al., 2016b). In particular, reducing false positive 
causal variants from non-heterogeneous population structures remains a major issue (Ioannidis 
et al., 2009) with studies on diverse population resulting in the identification of variants linked 
to ancestry, rather than the biology of disease (e.g. antimicrobial resistance). However the 
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potential to identify causal variants and test their phenotypic effect in the lab may reduce the 
concerns of false positives typically associated with human GWAS.  
Another potential avenue of research for some hypervariable viral pathogens is the creation of 
a comprehensive database of variants found in the species. Mimicking the concept of pan-
genomes or graph genomics in bacteria and eukaryotes (Brandt et al., 2015; Dilthey et al., 
2015; Limasset et al., 2016; Novak et al., 2017), the generation of a ‘master-genome’ for viral 
species, or at least a dataset of variants known to be associated with certain phenotypes of 
interest, is a tempting option in the pursuit of characterising the genetic diversity found in 
natural viral populations. Though this approach would require extensive lab validation, these 
data could then be instrumental in understanding the effects of variants (both SNVs and indels) 
on the RNA coding sequence and ultimately the phenotypic effect on the viral packaging and 
replication processes (Nikolaitchik et al., 2006; Tong and Revill, 2016).  
Finally, with the likely increase in rate of sequencing for many aquaculture viruses due to the 
uptake of NGS approaches, nomenclature of viral strains and isolates should be standardised 
as it is for many public health viruses (e.g. influenza).  
6.3 Viral diseases in aquaculture; a multidisciplinary control effort 
To conclude this Thesis, these are very exciting times for the fields of infectious disease 
dynamics and genomic epidemiology. The emergence of a wider appreciation for the effect of 
the whole microbiome (including the virome) on the health and wellbeing of animals is of 
particular interest as aquatic microbes and viruses have traditionally been understudied 
compared to their terrestrial counterparts. Particularly with the increase in prevalence of anti-
microbial resistance in both agriculture and aquaculture settings, the ability to link disease 
phenotypes to individual pathogen infections will become more complicated as complex 
diseases often are associated with multiple pathogen infections, in which viruses usually 
contribute significantly. However, while viral genomics and molecular epidemiology can play 
a vital supporting role, these approaches cannot control infectious diseases in aquaculture 
without a range of other interventions and strategies. Multidisciplinary efforts must be 
employed if viral diseases are to be controlled, or even eradicated. Traditional diagnostic 
methods should be complemented by routine whole virus genome sequencing, which in turn 
is reliant on accurate, detailed and large-scale epidemiological data to make inferences on viral 
transmissions and population dynamics. While not a focus of this Thesis, genetic selection of 
fish stocks and the development of specific ‘lines’ of species that may exhibit desired traits 
(e.g. faster growth, better food conversion ratios, or resistance to certain diseases) will be 
central to any comprehensive disease control programme. And while there has been huge 
progress in this field for some well-studied species, there are many more species of fish and 
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shellfish that have not been intensely selectively bred and therefore have considerable genetic 
potential still present in different populations. As shown in Figure 1.1, many factors are 
required to result in animal disease, but these cannot be treated as independent areas of 
research. Although not all these efforts are commonly employed yet in aquaculture, the 
advances being made in the genomic epidemiology of human viruses open many avenues of 
research which will undoubtedly help address many of the remaining mysteries of viral 
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